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SUMMARY
Intra-laminar and inter-laminar cracking in GFRP laminates has been studied. The 
epoxy matrix used gave a transparent composite and was compatible with 
polyurethane, enabling a modified system (containing 2 0 % urethane) to be investigated 
in addition to the standard epoxy. Three stacking sequences of quasi-isotropic 
laminates, (+45/-45/0/90)s, (0/90/-45/+45)s and (+45/90/-45/0)s were tested.
Data were obtained for the growth of damage and its effect on laminate stifihess under 
increasing quasi-static load and as a function of number of fatigue cycles at two 
different stress levels. Using the transparent systems enabled a more complete set of 
damage data to be obtained than by previous workers. The damage comprised 90-ply 
cracking followed by +45 and -45 cracking and then for (+45/-45/0/90)g [and to a 
limited extent in (+45/90/-45/0)J, delamination. The initiation and growth of damage 
was examined with regard to matrix type and stacking sequence. The onset of matrix 
cracking and delamination are both delayed in the urethane-containing laminates; 
fi*acture mechanics tests showed that the urethane system was significantly tougher. 
Moreover, at a given quasi-static stress or number of fatigue cycles the urethane- 
modified laminates retain a greater proportion of their initial modulus. The stacking 
sequence influences interlaminar stresses (thereby controlling delamination) and 
determines parameters such as ply thickness and neighbouring ply orientation vflich 
in turn influence intralaminar cracking.
Fracture mechanics has been applied to model the initiation and growth of 
delamination under quasi-static and cyclic loading using a modified compliance 
technique. Shear-lag models have been used to determine the stif&iess loss due to 
intralaminar cracking, enabling the stif&iess reduction associated with delamination to 
be deduced empirically. This enables the energy release rates associated with 
delamination to be derived leading to more sensible results than those obtained using 
an unmodified technique.
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NOTATION
(+45/-45/0/90)s A laminate lay-up of one ply at a time,
(0/90/-45/+45)s sequence given by order written in the
(+45/90/-45/0)s brackets, where s indicates symmetry about the mid-plane of the
laminate,
 oOo-----
a Crack length (width of delaminating strip).
A Area of planar flaw (delamination).
Ap Total delamination area.
A* Total interfacial area.
b Thickness of the strapping or 0° ply in shear-lag.
b|, Half-width of laminate.
B Width of DCB and ENF specimens.
C Compliance.
CERP Carbon Fibre Reinforced Polymer.
d Half the thickness of the bounded/cracked or 90° plies in shear-lag.
E Modulus/stififiiess.
Efc Composite modulus in shear-lag.
Reduced crossply composite modulus. 
j^ (?-red Re^juced quasi-isotropic composite modulus.
Modulus of the sub-laminate/i* laminae of the laminate formed by 
delamination.
El«vi Modulus of intact laminate from L.P.T.
Eld Modulus of locally delaminated region.
Original (undamaged) modulus.
E* Modulus of laminate completely delaminated.
E^  0° ply modulus (or EJ.
El Modulus of the strapping (usually 0°) plies in shear-lag.
E  ^ Modulus of the bounded/cracked (usually 907transverse) plies in shear-lag.
E^ j*^  Reduced 90° ply modulus.
E^ 5  45° ply modulus.
X
Ego 90° ply modulus (or E2  if ply uncracked).
G Strain energy release rate.
Critical strain energy release rate (also applicable to Mode I and Mode II G). 
Gr Strain energy release rate associated with resistance to delamination crack
growth.
Gfot Total strain energy release rate, sum of Gj + Gn + G^.
Gj Strain energy release rate for Mode I crack growth.
G|i Strain energy release rate for Mode II crack growth.
Gi2  In-plane shear modulus, XY plane.
Gj3  Longitudinal out-of-plane shear modulus, XZ plane.
GFRP Glass Fibre Reinforced Polymer, 
h Thickness of DCB and ENF specimens.
I Second moment of inertia,
k  Constant for any given laminate.
K  Stress intensity factor.
Kmax Maximum stress intensity factor.
1 Composite gauge length.
L  Length of the laminate or coupon.
L, Half-length of ENF specimen,
m Number of sub-laminates formed by delamination.
n Number of delaminations growing from matrix ply crack/Number of interfaces.
N Number of fatigue cycles.
p Fatigue constant over the stiffiiess reduction range of interest.
P Applied load.
R  Stress ratio for fatigue testing,
s Half the crack spacing in shear-lag analysis.
SIF Stress Intensity Factor
t Laminate thickness.
% Thickness of sub-laminate (i laminae of the laminate) formed by delamination,
fy) Thickness of locally delaminated region that carries load.
U Elastic strain energy.
V Volume.
xi
Iw Width of the laminate. |
W  Work.
Xji First element of inverse extensional stiffiiess matrix Ay.
Ô Displacement.
AG Change in strain energy release rate.
AGn, Fatigue threshold value of AG.
AK Stress intensity factor range.
Al Laminate extension,
s Strain.
St Critical strain for delamination onset.
X Shear-lag elastic constant.
Vj2  In-plane Poisson's ratio, XY plane.
V2 3  Longitudinal out-of-plane Poisson's ratio, XZ plane,
cr Applied stress
(Te Critical stress for delamination onset.
Normal interlaminar stress.
Ty2 Shear interlaminar stresses.
Xll
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1. INTRODUCTION.
The lay-out of this first chapter is as follows. Section 1.1 introduces the field of 
composite materials and, in particular, the area of work to which this thesis relates. 
Section 1.2 then discusses the constituents that make up the composite materials used 
in this project. To aid the understanding of this work and the literature review 
presented m Chapter Two, a number of specific composite terminologies are explained 
in Section 1.3. Section 1.4 presents the aim of this thesis and Section 1.5 provides 
an outline of the remaining chapters.
1.1 General Background.
Advanced composite materials are now being used extensively, not only in aerospace 
structures but more commercially too, for a number of reasons. Apart from high 
specific strength and stiffiiess these include; resistance to aggressive environments and 
fatigue loading; the ability to tailor properties with direction; reduced component 
complexity; reduced component lifetime cost. For the most part, the concepts of 
directional strength and stiffiiess offered by fibre reinforced polymer (FRP) composites 
have been understood sufficiently to permit optimal design of load bearing elements 
under a multitude of performance requirements. Thus, laminated composites are being 
used in a wide variety of products ranging from sports equipment to flight vehicles. 
An overview of the specific area of composite structural materials is given in the 
Concise Encyclopedia of Composite Materials, edited by A. Kelly (1989), presenting 
both basic and applied information for a range of composites.
One of the current major issues in composite structures is the understanding and 
prediction of damage modes and failure mechanisms. It is, perh^s, true to say that 
composite components are in a partially failed state for all of their working lives, and 
any increase in the use of composites is dependent upon a knowledge of their 
sensitivity to flaws (Figure 1.1(a)) and service induced damage. This problem has
become more important as composites have found applications in primary structures 
and larger areas of aircraft. A thorough knowledge of the failure mechanisms will 
significantly enhance the ability to design efficient and durable structures. A report 
from the Office of Technology Assessment (1986) has identified impact resistance and 
délamination (defined below) as two of the key areas for composites research and 
development. This importance is shown by the number of publications specifically 
aimed at these areas, and by the new materials emerging with improved damage 
tolerant properties. Wfith a projected increased use of composite materials in primaiy 
engineering and aerospace structures, there is clearly a need for understanding their 
failure mechanisms so that service life can be predicted with more confidence.
A laminated composite is a multiple phase material consisting of a matrix and one or 
more forms of reinforcement. The dual phase composition of FRP composites 
naturally points to two distinct failure possibilities, each dominated by one of the 
constituents of the material system. In general, the matrix materials tend to be weaker 
than the fibres and failures often initiate in the matrix. When a laminated composite 
material is loaded, cracks may form in the individual laminate plies through the 
resinous matrix material parallel to the fibres in those plies. Transverse ply matrix 
cracking is typically the earliest observable failure mode, followed by other off-axis 
matrix cracking, and is usually accompanied by a permanent laminate stiffiiess loss. 
On further loading, certain laminates may tend to separate or "delaminate" between 
the individual layers which constitute the composite, and this becomes the controlling 
failure mode in determming the load bearing capacity.
Delamination is a unique failure/damage mode of laminated materials and is 
debonding of the layers, or laminae, of the laminate, i.e. cracking between the 
laminate plies. Formally, matrix cracks are intralaminar failures (i.e. within the ply), 
whereas delaminations are interlaminar failures (i.e. between the plies). Delamination 
is pronounced because composite laminates, although having high strength in the fibre 
direction, lack through-the-thickness reinforcement. A representation of the different 
damage modes which can be present in a multi-directional laminate are given in 
Figure 1.1(b). Delamination may form and grow under both static and cyclic loading
(alternatively it may be caused by an impact). In tension applications, a delamination 
may not be a serious failure owing to the frequent presence of redundant load paths 
through the laminate. However, in compression, delamination leads to an effective 
decrease in the laminate thickness with an accompanying degradation in critical 
buckling load of the structure. Delamination behaviour has, therefore, received 
considerable attention and some of the pertinent literature is reviewed in Chapter Two.
1.2 Composite Constituents.
The development of advanced composite materials is based on the concept of taking 
advantage of the stiffness and strength of high-performance (but usually brittle) fibres 
by dispersing them in a usually softer matrix. The resinous matrix acts as a binder 
and transfers forces between fibres, across the fibre-matrix interface. The mechanical 
properties of FRP composites formed in this way are determined by a number of 
factors including the moduli and strengths of the constituents, the aspect ratio, volume 
fraction, orientation and uniformity of distribution of the fibres, and the nature of the 
interface/matrix "bond". Composite materials allow the designer a multitude of design 
possibilities. The variables under control include fibre type, matrix resin system, 
fibre/matrix interface and the arrangement of the fibres within the resinous matrix, i.e. 
the laminate stacking sequence. It is therefore important to understand how the 
properties of the two phases (fibre and matrix), and the fibre orientation (stacking 
sequence, see Section 2.2.4), combine to determine the properties of the final 
conqx)site material. This study is concerned with a continuous glass fibre 
reinforcement surrounded by a resinous thermoset polymer matrix, which is either 
present in a standard formulation or toughened by adding a thermoplastic modifier.
1.2.1 Qass Fibre.
E glass fibres, such as those used in this work, consist of a calcium alumina boro- 
silicate glass, have good mechanical properties (strain to failure of approximately 2 %) 
with a modulus typically of 70 GPa, good electrical properties and reasonable
environmental stability. There are other glass fibres, e.g. S glass,'which have better 
strength than E glass and a higher maximum working temperature. The production 
and properties of glass fibre is reviewed by Hull (1981). Further possible fibrous 
reinforcements are carbon, Kevlar and polymer fibres, e.g. polypropylene.
1.2.2 Polymer Matrix.
Delamination growth in a composite depends on its interlaminar fracture toughness 
(see Section 1.3.3) which in turn is influenced by the toughness of the matrix material. 
Hull (1981) has reviewed the properties of composite matrix materials. Matrix related 
phenomena, such as plastic flow, creep, crazing and non-linear response, affect the 
mechanical behaviour according to the relative influence of the matrix properties on 
the composite. Thermosetting and thermoplastic resins can be used as matrix 
materials. Thermoset polymers are ideal composite matrices due to their high 
stifihess, strength, corrosion resistance and manufacturability. However, they are 
brittle materials having mode I fi-acture toughness in bulk form of about 80-200 J/m .^ 
Thermosets such as epoxies and polyesters, are reasonably low viscosity resins, cured 
by chemical cross-linking leading to the formation of a three-dimensional network of 
polymer chains. Polyesters generally cure at room temperature via chemical initiation 
of an exothermic reaction whilst epoxies, which are used in this work, are heat cured 
at temperatures depending on the resin, up to 180 °C. Post-cures can be used to 
improve chemical resistance. Thermoplastics, such as polycarbonate and Nylon 6 , 6  
may be either amorphous or semi-crystalline and derive their strength fi*om a high 
density of molecular entanglements or fi-om molecular order. They have fiucture 
toughnesses two or three times greater than thermosets but have also higher processing 
temperatures.
The surge in the use of composites has led to a desire to have a resin system that is 
far more resistant to damage than the current resins and various methods have been 
employed to increase the resin tou^iness. For example, thermosetting epoxy resins 
may be toughened by the addition of thermoplastics, as is the case in this thesis. 
Flexibilising the resin increases its strain to failure and toughness, which improves the
resistance of the laminated composite to fibre/matrix debonding and hence delays the 
onset of damage (e.g. Garrett and Bailey 1977, Leaity 1991).
1.2.3 Fibre/Matrix Inteiface.
The role of the fibre/matrix interface can be summarised in a relatively simple way 
by the statement; "the slipping prevents catastrophe and the sticking is necessaiy for 
effective load redistribution". Consequently, the interface properties are always a 
compromise. The discussion regarding whether the resinous region between the 
matrix and the fibre is an interface or interphase is beyond the scope of this thesis (see 
IPCM 1993). Recent experimental efforts (Subramanian et al. 1994) have established 
the role of the fibre-matrix interface/inteiphase in the long-term behaviour of polymer 
matrix composites. Results have indicated that the resinous region near the fibre 
surface could possess elastic properties that are significantly different from those of 
the bulk matrix material (O'Brien et al. 1987) and that small alterations at the 
interface/interphase level could translate into orders-of-magnitude changes in fatigue 
life. While the properties of the fibre and matrix are important factors, the strength 
of the fibre/matrix interface is critical to the failure process and composite strength 
(Drzal et al. 1987). Analytical techniques have been presented for calculating tiie 
fibre/matrix interface stresses for uni-directional laminates (e.g. Achenbach and Zhu 
1990, Rajiv et al. 1993) but for this study the fibre/matrix interface is considered 
simply as a possible initiation site for damage.
A good interfacial bond is necessary to transfer stress between the fibre and the 
matrix. The bonding mechanism may be due to fiction, adhesion or chemical 
bonding. Strengthening the fibre/matrix interface will lead to an increase in interfacial 
shear strength, with an associated shortening of the fibre debond length under ^plied 
stress. This promotes a brittle type of failure for the composite laminate and 
consequently a reduction in possible energy absorption during composite fracture. A 
weak interface lowers the transverse tensile strength, shear strength and compressive 
strength, making the composite more susceptible to damage, e.g. matrix cracking and 
delamination. However, this situation also leads to an increase in crack path tortuosity
and hence allows for greater energy absorption during fracture, providing an apparent 
increase in composite toughness. A compromise between these effects is desirable.
1.3 Context
The basic elements of a laminate are its laminae or plies which are layers, typically 
0.125 mm thick, of unidirectional fibres impregnated with the matrix resin. Laminated 
fibre composites are generally constructed fi*om the plane-wise layering of these 
uni-directional reinforced plies oriented at various known angles with reference to the 
primaiy loading, or stress, direction (Section 1.3.1). Delamination of the laminate 
plies is associated with through-thickness or interlaminar tensile stresses generated 
along straight, free edges (see Section 1.3.1). These interlaminar stresses generally 
arise due to the mismatch in elastic constants from ply to ply in the laminate (Section 
1.3.2). The stage at which delamination occurs is dependent on the mechanical 
properties, geometric characteristics, and the specifics of loading on the laminate. 
Interlaminar toughness is a key material property which determines the onset of 
delamination (Section 1.3.3). The laminate lay-up, combined with the loading 
conditions and structural features which result in stress gradients within the laminate, 
form the geometric characteristics that control delamination growth. Associated with 
a delamination crack are three modes of opening (Section 1.3.4).
1.3.1 Laminate Axes and Stresses.
Consider a composite tension specimen machined from a symmetric laminate. Figure 
1.2(a) and (b). Delamination may develop as a result of interlaminar stresses which 
arise in order to satisfy equilibrium at locations with in-plane stress gradients. Stress 
gradients arise when there is a material discontinuity within a structure. Material 
discontinuities refer to a sudden change in the material properties within a given 
structure such as stress free edges, ply drop-offs or holes. Both interlaminar normal 
and shear stresses can be detrimental to laminate performance and are identified in 
Figure 1.2(a).
There are two different areas of stress in laminated con^osites, free-edge and uniform. 
Uniform stresses within a laminate can be determined with the aid of laminate plate 
theoiy (LPT)(e.g. Tsai and Hahn 1980, de Jong 1984, Tsai 1985). It is assumed that 
the thickness of the laminate is small in comparison with the length and width 
dimensions and the stress state is one of plane stress. The stress in eveiy constituent 
ply can be determined based on the elastic properties of the orthotropic single ply. 
The ply contributions to the laminate properties can be proportionally summed using 
a rule of mixtures (ROM). LPT considers the stresses to be uniform in the different 
plies. Thus the fact that these stresses disappear at the specimen free-edges is not 
considered. For this reason a different approach is necessaiy to analyse these stresses 
and analytical methods (e.g. Puppo and Evenson 1970), finite difference/finite element 
techniques (e.g. Pipes and Pagano 1970, Rhower 1982) have been applied.
The stress state for a laminated composite can be reduced typically to a set of in-plane 
stresses (principal stresses at 90° to one another, with maximum shear stresses at 45° 
to the principal stresses). In order to provide approximately uniform stiffiiess and 
strength it is common to construct a quasi-isotropic laminate, that is with the fibre 
reinforcement layers set at 0°, +45°, 90° and -45° to the maximum principal stress or 
applied load (Figure 1.2(b)). Having identified the three principal directions for fibre 
reinforcement the choice then is the order with which the individual laminate plies 
will be stacked as this will affect the laminate's characteristics (see Chapter Two). For 
the work involved with this thesis, three alternative sequences of ply stacking, with 
differing interlaminar stress characteristics (Poursartip 1983), were chosen and are 
identified in Chapter Three.
1.3.2 Poisson Contraction and Mis match
Delamination failure has been attributed to the presence of high interlaminar and in­
plane shear stresses that exist between the plies of a laminate. They are generated 
under various mechanical loading conditions and/or environmental effects (i.e. 
temperature and moisture). Their magnitude and sign depend on the laminate stacking 
sequence, i.e. the lay-up will determine whether the interlaminar normal stress will
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produce tension or compression at the coupon edges. Thus in-plane tensile properties 
can be influenced also by ply stacking sequence (see Section 2.2.4). As indicated 
already, the most common site for delamination initiation is the laminate edge, where 
high interlaminar stresses are developed due to the mis-match in Poisson contraction 
of the individual plies, as represented in Figure 1.3(a). The contractions of individual 
laminae in a multi-directional laminate are very different under a uni-axial applied 
load due to the extremes of anisotropy parallel to, and transverse to, the fibre 
direction. These differences cause each ply to try to deform differently, leading to the 
interlaminar stresses as the system tries to reach a state of equilibrium. Isotropic 
materials have a natural tendancy to contract in the transverse direction when extended 
in the longitudinal direction. However, in a multi-ply laminate the plies contract to 
differing degrees depending on the orientation of the fibre in that ply to the applied 
load. The 90-ply contracts very little as the fibre is oriented to oppose any 
contraction. The 0-ply is free to contract within the narrow regions of matrix resin 
between the fibres which now offer no resistance to Poisson contraction. Hie ±45- 
plies contract strongly being the plies with the strongest matrix dominated properties 
caused by the relatively unhindered shearing of the matrix.
With the differing degrees of Poisson contraction of the laminate plies the order in 
which the plies are stacked can affect whether the free edges experience tensile or 
compressive interlaminar stresses. Simple equilibrium arguments can be used to show 
the effect of stacking sequence on the interlaminar stress, c .^ This is because if the 
plies with the greater Poisson contraction are near the laminate surface the net effect 
is a bending moment, or peel effect, at each surface as the surface plies try to contract 
to a greater extent than the interior plies as shown in Figure 1.3(a). Alternatively, if 
the greatest contraction occurs in the interior plies there is a net compressive effect 
at the laminate edges wfiich can suppress any edge damage. For example, using 
equilibrium arguments the mid-plane for a (45/0/-45/90)s laminate is predicted to 
have a large tensile value as the "45/0/-45" parts of the laminate contract together 
trying to peel away from die central 90-plies under a tensile applied load. Similar 
arguments predict a large compressive at the mid-plane for the reversed stacking 
sequence (90/-45/0/45)g as the plies with the greater Poisson contraction pull inwards.
Plots of with laminate ply location through the thickness for these stacking 
sequences are shown in Diagram 1.3(b). Simple equilibrium arguments such as the 
above can enable the sign of the interlaminar stresses to be deduced. More formally 
however, the stresses at the free edge are singular in nature and linear-elastic fracture 
mechanics (LEFM) is an attractive method of analysing the crack tip singularity 
problem (O'Brien 1982a, 1984).
1.3.3 Fiacture Toi^hness.
Early work by Bailey and co-workers (1977 -1979) and Flaggs and Rural (1982) first 
proposed the notion that the failure process of intralaminar matrix cracking is 
governed by fracture mechanics criteria. From current consensus, the délamination 
failure process is usually modeled also using a fracture mechanics approach. A crack 
growth parameter from LEFM is the strain energy release rate (SERR), G, and fracture 
mechanics methods enable the calculation of G associated with delamination growth, 
(O'Brien 1989). The SERR associated with a particular growth configuration such as 
delamination, is a measure of the force driving the delamination failure mode. In the 
simplest case, there is a single material constant, the critical SERR, G^  (known also 
as the interlaminar fracture to u ^ess), corresponding to the energy release rate wfren 
the délamination begins to grow (see Sections 2.3 and 2.6.3). This interlaminar 
fracture toughness, generic to a given composite material, can be used to predict the 
load corresponding to the onset and propagation of delamination (O'Brien 1984, 
O’Brien et al 1987).
1.3.4 Faiiuie Modes.
Following a standard fracture mechanics approach, the delamination growth process 
can be divided into three distinct modes corresponding to the three stress components 
acting on the delamination plane. These three distinct fracture modes of free edge 
delamination are shown in Figure 1.4. They are usually referred to as Mode 1, or 
peel, délamination which is caused by the interlaminar normal stress and Mode 11, 
or sliding shear, and Mode HI, or tearing shear, délaminations vdiich are caused by
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the interlaminar shear stresses and respectively. In allowing for this division, 
ideally one should then have not just a single (see Section 1.3.3) but one value for 
each of the three modes and a fracture law that combines them. However, closed- 
form solutions for the mixed mode problem are not available and as yet there is no 
generally accepted mixed mode fracture criterion.
1.4 Aim.
Delamination is one of the primary concerns in current design practice with laminated 
composite materials. Such delamination cracks grow in a self-similar fashion and 
analysis has been widely attempted using fracture mechanics-based principles, 
following the pioneering work of O'Brien, for example 1982a. However, the use of 
fracture mechanics to describe delamination crack growth in laminates is complicated 
considerably by the simultaneous occurrence of other damage processes, notably 
matrix cracking (Poursartip 1987, Zhang & Soutis 1992).
Since much of the work in the literature concerning delamination has been based on 
opaque carbon fibre composite systems, there is a lack of directly observed reliable 
data confirming and quantifying these simultaneous damage events. Consequently, a 
major aim of this work was to generate such data, relating to delamination, and this 
has been achieved using a model (transparent) glass fibre composite system in which 
damage observation is strai^tforward. An additional variable of interest was how 
matrix modification, i.e. resin toughening, affects lamina toughness and thus 
delamination and matrix cracking behaviour in laminates. This has been investigated 
by adding 20 % by weight polyurethane to the base epoxy matrix.
The majority of the work has been carried out using parallel-sided coupons of three 
different stacking sequences of quasi-isotropic laminate where delamination, if it 
occurs, starts at the coupon free edge. These were tested under quasi-static loading 
and at two maximum stress levels of fatigue cyclic loading.
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Consequently the study should produce an understanding of the interaction of 
delamination and matrix cracking as failure modes providing a basis from which to 
apply fracture mechanics to model the damage growth.
1.5 Thesis Qufline.
Chapter Two presents a literature review of the relevant work on the nature of damage 
in laminates with particular reference to delamination.
Chapter Three describes the manufacture of the test material and the range of 
mechanical tests carried out along with the methods used to observe and quantify 
damage.
Chapters Four to Six present the experimental results obtained during the course of 
this work. Chapter Four presents the basic lamina elastic properties and fracture 
toughness data while Ch^ters Five and Six describe the quasi-static and fatigue 
testing of the quasi-isotropic laminates respectively. The three laminate stacking 
sequences are compared. Matrix cracking, delamination and stif&iess loss are then 
considered in turn for each laminate type and its two matrix systems.
In Chapter Seven a simple semi-empirical fracture mechanics method is developed to 
model the delamination growth in the presence of general matrix cracking. Essentially 
this involves following the original work of O'Brien but subtracting the contribution 
of matrix cracking from the overall compliance change.
Finally Chapter E i^ t summarises the achievements of the work involved in this thesis 
and draws conclusions. Areas of possible future work are identified.
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2J  ITERA 11 JRE REVIEW.
2.1 Introduction.
There is an immense amount of literature concerned with the mechanical behaviour 
of fibre reinforced composite materials and a comprehensive survey would be 
impractical. The present review is therefore focused to a summary of generally 
accepted views on the nature of various damage modes, but especially delamination, 
and damage accumulation under loading. The contents are intended to cover any 
knowledge or theory relating to damage that will be used and/or developed later in 
this thesis.
The response of continuous fibre reinforced polymer matrix laminates to mechanical 
load is complex with many damage modes. Matrix cracking occurs in the off-axis 
plies and this may promote fibre breakage in adjacent longitudinal plies and/or 
delamination between plies of differing orientation. The combination of these micro­
events: forms the "damage"; reduces the laminate strength and stif&iess; leads to 
various failure modes under differing situations; determines the life of the composite. 
These damage details will be dealt with in turn. Firstly, in the Section 2.2, an 
overview of the various forms of damage is given with a consideration of the 
relationships between damage and stiffiiess, and the effects of ply thickness and ply 
stacking sequence on laminate response. Laminate stacking sequence is one of the 
major laminate parameters in this work due to its influence on the interlaminar 
stresses, which are significant to delamination initiation and growth, and these stresses 
are discussed here also. Although interlaminar stresses are important to whether a 
delamination will occur, the crack growth analysis can be dealt with by fracture 
mechanics due to a crack tip singularity, all of which will be discussed. Section 2.3 
examines one measure of delamination crack growth resistance, the strain energy 
release rate, and the measurement of the fi-acture toughness. This section considers 
also the second major laminate parameter in this work, the effect of varying matrix
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toughness.
The study of damage development in laminates is addressed under the two loading 
conditions, quasi-static (Section 2.4) and cyclic (Section 2.5). The study of individual 
details of damage is of great interest and m order to design components with improved 
resistance to damage such as delamination, it is necessary to model the failure 
mechanisms through analysis (Section 2.6). Such analysis also indicates the material 
parameters which need to be modified in order to improve the damage tolerance of 
subsequent generations of composite material. The chapter concludes with a section 
(2.7) which summarizes the main findings of the review.
The first step then, is to consider the various forms of damage that the laminate will 
experience, and need to be tolerant to, followed by the effect of such damage on the 
laminate, i.e. reduction in laminate modulus, and the effects of ply thickness and ply 
stacking sequence on the development of damage. These topics are addressed in the 
next section along with an assessment of the interlaminar stresses which are generated 
with different laminate stacking sequences.
2,2 The Nature of Damage.
2.2.1 Overview.
As indicated in the introduction, composite laminates subjected to loading undergo a 
succession of various forms of damage before complete failure, Figure 2.1. The 
complex process of composite laminate fincture is considered to involve progressive 
sequential accumulation of this damage under a given loading regime. The 
progressive accumulation of this damage may begin at an early stage in the loading 
(e.g. Wang 1984, Caslini et al. 1987) and eventually lead to final fi'acture (e.g. O’Brien 
1980, Masters and Reifsnider 1982, Groves et al. 1987).
Essentially, the variety of damage mechanisms in a multi-directional laminate can be
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described as follows:-
i) The first damage that appears under loading are intra-ply or matrix cracks (e.g. 
Garrett & Bailey 1977, Bailey & Parvizi 1981). These are micro-cracks with an initial 
size of the thickness of one layer and spanning the laminate width, and their presence 
constitutes the initiation of damage. The density of cracks in the off-axis plies 
increases with further loading, building to a critical density. Reviews of experimental 
and theoretical work on matrix cracking, with particular reference to cross-ply 
laminates, are given in Boniface et al (1987) and Leaity (1991).
ii) Then inter-ply cracking, i.e. delamination, may develop (depending upon the 
laminate configuration). Delamination initiates between plies of different orientation 
and grows inward from the laminate edges (e.g. O'Brien 1982a & 1984, Adams et al. 
1987), or from matrix crack intersections of differing off-axis plies, i.e. local 
délamination (e.g. Reifsnider et al 1977, Law 1984, O'Brien 1985 & 1990).
iii) Occasionally, longitudinal splitting of the 0-plies may be observed (e.g. Curtis 
1984, Tohgo et al. 1993),
iv) These damage mechanisms continue until the eventual fracture of fibres with or 
without fibre debonds (e.g. Phoenix 1979, Reifsnider and Jamison 1984, Nedele and 
Wisnom 1994).
For the purposes of this review. Section 2.3 onwards concentrates on delamination 
mainly, although applicable matrix crack characteristics and the interaction of 
delamination with matrix cracking will be discussed. The nature of damage in plain 
laminates is summarised concisely by, amongst others, Poursartip (1983), and 
considered by Bathias (1989), the latter with greater reference to delamination and 
fracture toughness.
Expanding on the above four categories, the first type of damage to occur in laminates 
is generally multiple cracking running parallel to the fibres, in plies oriented transverse 
to the applied load. The transverse plies fail by tension and the failure is initiated 
either at the fibre-matrix interface, or within the matrix according to which ever is the 
weaker location. There have been many studies of this phenomenon and Laws and
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Dvorak (1988) and Boniface et ai. (1989) provide fairly comprehensive reference lists 
of much of the work. Experimental evidence has revealed that matrix cracking in off- 
axis plies is initiated when the applied stress increases beyond a threshold value. 
Garrett and Bailey (1977) first described the occurrence of systematic transverse 
cracking of the inner ply in cross-ply glass polyester laminate. Extensive cracking of 
the 90-ply occurred at strains much lower than the resin fmlure strain. Under quasi­
static tensile loading these matrix cracks were seen to initiate from fibre/matrix 
debonds in the 90-ply which then extended to form microcracks (Bailey and Parvizi 
1981). Through work on simple cross-ply laminates, the growth of transverse cracks 
appears to occur through the 90-ply thickness and then across the specimen width 
(Parvizi et al. 1978, Bader et al. 1979). The density of transverse cracks has been 
observed to increase to a peak level (saturation), which is characteristic of the laminate 
construction and loading conditions (Masters and Reifsnider 1982). Following this a 
similar sequence of cracking may occur in other off-axis plies, such as those at 45° 
in quasi-isotropic laminates (e.g. Masters and Reifsnider 1982, Curtis 1983 & 1984). 
Such angled plies fail in a combined mode of shear and transverse tension.
Cracks grow parallel to the fibre direction and generally remain within individual 
oriented lamina due to the constraint effect of fibres in adjacent plies. The stress at 
which off-axis plies fail are often very much less than the 0-ply strength (Figure 2.3). 
The stress distribution in the broken ply and in the outer or adjacent plies which 
bridge the transverse crack is analogous to that around a broken fibre and was treated 
as such by Garrett & Bailey (1977). Once a ply breaks or cracks causing stress 
redistribution, ply interaction complexities arise when considered macroscopically, 
because for example, of the numerous possible load paths. Consequently the problem 
arises that the failure strain (or strength) is not an independent property of the lamina, 
but depends strongly on the interactions between laminae in the laminate.
The second type of matrix dominated damage which may occur, consists of inter-ply 
cracks or delamination which are frequently seen to initiate at the free edges of a 
laminate, Figure 2.2. The free edge delamination is a unique failure mode and has 
been observed as a matrix dominated failure mechanism (O'Brien 1982a). With
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increasing load, this initial edge délamination appears to grow primarily along the 
specimen length and then to propagate across the specimen width into the interior of 
the laminate, causing separation and failure (Crossman and Wang 1982, Masters and 
Reifenider 1982 and Wang et al. 1985). The degree of delamination damage (as 
measured by delamination area) is frequently observed to increase steadily until failure 
occurs by fibre fracture in the primary load carrying 0-plies e.g. Crossman & Wang 
(1982). The occurrence of free edge delamination is dependant on the interlaminar 
stresses (Section 2.3) that are present in many loading conditions. Edge effects 
promote normal (a^) and shear 'V) interlaminar stresses [defined in Chapter 
Qne](Pipes & Pagano 1970, Pagano & Pipes 1971) and the literature indicates that a 
stress singularity exists in the interlaminar normal and shear stress field at the 
intersection of the free edge and the interface (e.g. Whitcomb et al. 1982). The early 
investigations in cross-plied laminates (e.g. Pagano & Pipes 1971) indicated that the 
interlaminar normal stress (c^  is responsible for the observed differences in 
delamination tendency between 90/0 and 0/90 laminates. Consequently, a high 
positive value of could decrease the laminate strength.
We can progress to a slightly more complicated laminate than the simple cross-plied 
ones by considering a particular lay-up that has been much studied, with angle plies 
in place of the 0-plies, (±25/90)g. This lay-up is known to delaminate readily under 
tensile loading (e.g. Harris and Qrringer 1979). Crossman and Wang (1982) examine 
the sequence of damage in a family of angle-ply laminates [(+25/-25/90„)s and (4-253/- 
2 5 3 /9 0 3 )3] under tensile loading and provide documentation of fracture predictions 
described in previous references (Crossman et al. 1980, Wang 1980). The paper 
summarises observations of the interdependence of transverse cracking and 
delamination fi:acture processes and their influence on final fracture. The onset of 
delamination may occur before or after 90-ply cracking, depending on the laminate 
construction. They report also the dependence of damage type and development 
sequence on ply thickness and these results will be considered more fully in 
discussions regarding the effect of ply thickness in Section 2.2.3.
fri attempting to analyse damage in laminates, one of the most difficult factors to deal
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with is the phenomenon of failure mode interactions. As more and more complicated 
or "realistic" laminates have been tested, the various modes of damage such as matrix 
cracking and delamination, have been seen to be inextricably linked despite attenpts 
to treat them separately. The progression of damage in a (±25/90Jg laminate, referred 
to above, is a good case study to examine the relationship between matrix cracks, edge 
delamination and local delamination. For instance for tests of the (±25/90Jg laminate 
in tension (Crossman and Wang 1982), in some the free edge delamination occurred 
first, its growth inducing multiple transverse cracks in the 90° layer. Conversely, in 
others the 90° layer transverse cracks occurred first, precipitating localised 
delamination (Figure 2.4). The growth of the latter is generally multidirectional, 
resulting in a contoured delamination front (triangular, growing from the comer where 
the matrix crack meets the free edge). These local delaminations give rise to strain 
concentrations through the laminate thickness and lead to laminate failure (O'Brien 
1985, 1990, O'Brien et al. 1988).
Thus, matrix transverse microcracking and délamination are the fundamental events 
of an intricate mechanism which leads to fracture (Crossman & Wang 1982). The 
sequence of damage accumulation in the laminate is found to depend strongly on the 
laminate construction. The effects of laminate construction on damage mode 
interaction will be considered later in Section 2.2.3 with regards ply thickness, and 
Section 2.2.4 for stacking sequence. The laminate constmction can be taken to a 
further level of complexity with the quasi-isotropic family of laminates, (0,±45,90)g. 
These laminates are more realistic of engineering composite stacking sequences and 
certain lay-ups are found to delaminate more easily than others depending on the order 
with which the plies are placed or 'layed-up' (e.g. Poursartip 1983 and see Table 2.1 
where Poursartip's calculations are based on an approximation of the Pipes/Pagano 
model 1973).
Through a need to examine these more realistic quasi-isotropic laminates, Reifsnider 
et al. (1977) and Curtis (1984) have monitored closely the development of damage and 
failure processes of quasi-isotropic (0°3,±45°,90°) CFRP laminates in tension. In 
summary, transverse cracks developed in the 90° layers at low applied strains.
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followed by "thumb-nail" delamination at the interface between layers, but particularly 
between the 45° and 90° layers, at the ends of these transverse cracks. Matrix cracks 
then initiated in the 45° layers adjacent the 90° layers, near the tips of those cracks in 
the 90° layers, and grew with increasing applied strain through the ply thickness until 
the +45°/-45° interface was reached, causing further local delamination (initially small 
and triangular in shape). At larger applied strains this initial localised damage was 
overtaken by full length edge delamination. All coupons failed in tension across their 
width and some coupons, of particular lay-ups, showed longitudinal splitting.
Both of the matrix dominated modes (ply cracks and delamination) can be detrimental 
to the structural durability of composite laminates. They result in a redistribution of 
lamina stresses which can influence the onset of final fracture involving fibre breakage 
in the primary load carrying plies. In multidirectional composites, following 
development of the two matrix damage modes, a further cracking mode occurs at 
tensile loads near failure, namely cracking or splitting parallel to the 0-ply fibres 
(Curtis 1984). 0-ply splitting falls into two main categories and are developed at a 
crack tip prior to the final laminate failure due to localised tensile fracture of the 
fibres (Wang 1987) or as a result of transverse stresses generated from Poisson's ratio 
mismatch (Bailey et al. 1979). Progressive fibre failure and fibre/matrix debonding 
causes redistribution of the applied load, increasing the probability of firacturing 
neighbouring fibres (Bader 1988, Nedele and Wisnom 1994). Additionally, a higher 
concentration of 0-ply fibre breaks are found at an intersection with off-axis matrix 
cracks (Jamison 1985, 1986, 1987).
Overall, matrix cracking and delamination have often been investigated separately in 
simple cross-ply and angle-ply laminates and so the interaction between the two 
damage modes is not yet understood fully. The effect of matrix cracking on 
delamination propagation was the primaty focus of the study by Liu and Chang
(1994), but once again, the investigation was limited to cross-ply laminates. Any 
attempt to analyse fully the different matrix damage modes in isolation, within the 
context of more realistic multidirectional laminates, would be difficult due to damage 
interaction. The combination of different damage modes, such as matrix cracks and
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délaminations, is a progressive reduction in laminate stif&iess. Stif&iess reduction due 
to damage is considered next.
2.2.2 Stiffness Reduction Due to Damage.
The longitudinal laminate stif&iess, E, is the ratio of the applied or remote (far-field) 
stress, a, to the global strain, s, in the laminate, i.e. E = a/8. The many types of 
damage referred to in Section 2.2.1 cause a degradation in composite properties, 
notably a reduction in laminate stif&iess (Kistner et al. 1985), and can thus 
significantly reduce the final load-bearing capability of the laminates. In-plane 
stif&iess reduction of laminates as a result of damage has been a subject of intensive 
study (e.g. O’Brien 1980,1990, H i^ m ith  and Reifsnider 1982). It is now recognised 
that stif&iess changes during in-service loading of composite laminates can be 
significant, because for example, such changes affect defection, lead to dimensional 
changes, modify vibration characteristics and load/stress distribution.
The initial problem when studying the interaction between matrix cracking and 
delamination is the modelling of stif&iess reduction with cracking in laminates. 
Calculation of stif&iess reduction with the development of matrix cracks can be 
accomplished through a stress analysis without invoking any failure criterion. The 
stiffness loss can be used to determine the strain energy release rate (SERR), G, 
(defined in Chapter One and see Section 2.3) from the compliance relationship, and 
then predict damage progression using the simple Griffith (1921) criterion, G == G^  (the 
critical SERR). Due to the nature of the fracture mechanics approaches, an accurate 
and realistic estimate of the stiffiiess degradation is a pre-requisite to the prediction 
of progressive matrix crack formation, which will be discussed later in Section 2.6.2.
Considering first, stiffiess reduction due to the first type of matrix dominated damage, 
off-axis ply cracking. Because transverse cracking is easy to induce in cross-ply 
laminates, many researchers have concentrated on modelling this matrix crack 
problem. It is well established that matrix cracking leads to a reduction in laminate 
stiffiess (e.g. Talreja 1985) and in GFRP systems this change may be large. It is
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clear, therefore, that the ability to predict the occurrence of 90-ply cracking and its 
effect on residual stiffiiess is important A number of approaches to attempt this are 
reviewed in Guild et al. (1993).
This matrix crack damage has been studied extensively. Highsmith and Reifsnider 
(1982), first applied a one-dimensional shear-lag type analysis to model shear transfer 
across a resin-rich layer between adjacent plies. They investigated the degradation of 
mechanical response of composite materials resulting firom transverse ply cracking, as 
determined via stiffiiess measuiements. Peters and Chou (1987) and Lim and Hong 
(1989) have adopted a similar ^proach to predict the progressive matrix cracking in 
fibrous composite materials as well as the resultant stifihess reduction. An alternative 
approach using the one-dimensional shear-lag type analysis considered a linear 
variation of longitudinal displacement across the central 90-ply of a cross-ply laminate 
(constant shear stress) (Garrett and Bailey 1977). Later, other workers used a similar 
shear-lag type analysis (Section 2.6.2), but with a parabolic variation of longitudinal 
displacement across the transverse ply (linear shear stress), to consider the effect of 
matrix cracking with stiffiiess changes as a function of normalised modulus, E/Eq, e.g. 
Ogin et al. (1984, 1985a), Caslini et al. (1987), and Han & Hahn (1988), Laws & 
Dvorak (1988), Smith & Wood (1990) and Leaity et al. (1992). Modified shear-lag 
models have been reported by Lee and Daniel (1990). These approaches provide a 
reasonably accurate prediction of stiffness loss with transverse matrix cracks.
By extending the original onc-dimensional shear-lag concept (Highsmith and 
Reifsnider 1982), a two-dimensional shear-lag analysis was adopted by Flaggs (1985) 
to predict stifihess loss. Later Shahid and Chang (1995) used also a two-dimensional 
shear-lag analysis to study the response of multidirectional laminates with 90-ply 
matrix cracks. Other workers to have developed a two-dimensional shear-lag analysis 
include Nuismer and Tan (1988), Tan and Nuismer (1989) and Zhang et al. (1994).
Recently a finite element (FE) model was used to study stiffiiess reduction due to 90- 
ply cracks by Yuan and Selek (1993) and a comparison with shear-lag analysis was 
given. For numerical analysis, an element was formulated on the basis of the
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variational principle to account for crack tip singularities and good agreement with 
experimental data was found Another group of workers, Guild et al. (1993), have 
provided validation also of shear-lag with an FE modelling exercise.
A great deal of attention has been devoted to the development of models for stress 
transfer in cracked cross-ply laminates based on shear-lag approaches (see examples 
above) and on variational techniques (e.g. Hashin 1988, Naim 1989 and 1992). 
Hashin (1985) proposed an analytical model based on the minimum complimentary 
energy principle for predicting stifihess loss due to matrix cracking in cross-ply 
laminates. Later a similar approach was taken by workers Liu and Naim (1992). This 
approach tends to give a lower bound, i.e. an overestimate of the stiffiiess reduction 
(Naim 1995).
Now we consider the particular properties of matrix cracldng within individual 
laminae. Most of the conventional studies have represented the constitutive responses 
by simplifying matrix cracks to "geometrically idealised plane cracks" (Talreja 1985b, 
Hashin 1986, Yang and Boehler 1992) which are developed perpendicular to the ply 
interface only. Talreja (1985) characterised four material constants for an orthotropic 
laminate to obtain stifihess/damage relationships. His predictions of stiffiiess loss 
agreed reasonably with experimental results and the predictions reported by Highsmith 
and Reifenider (1982) who had used a modified ply discount method. Talreja states 
that the ply discount method is unreliable as it is important to consider changes in all 
the moduli of the cracked laminae, i.e. erroneous predictions are produced if plies are 
discounted without allowing for shear transfer back into the lamina away fi*om the 
crack. This is because in the case of highly constrained cracking, there may be little 
change in the longitudinal modulus although the Poissons ratio may change 
significantly. Based on continuum damage mechanics, Talreja (1987) first proposed 
a continuum model which describes internal damage in composites by defining a field 
of internal state variables. Furthermore, Allen et al. (1987) and later Ladaveze and 
Dantec (1992) adopted a similar concept for residual material properties and proposed 
a progressive failure model for predicting accumulated matrix cracking in composite 
laminates. However, like Talreja, they did not consider interactions between matrix
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cracking and delamination.
More rigorous stress transfer elasticity models (e.g. McCartney 1993) have been 
developed for cracked laminates including an allowance for the thermal residual 
stresses arising in the laminate as a result of the manufacturing process (which may 
be incorporated also in shear-lag) and also by transverse applied loads. Overall 
stifihess loss due to transverse cracking had been examined by Dvorak et al. (1985) 
using also a self-consistent elasticity scheme.
Most of the aforementioned models were focused primarily on characterisation of 
cracking in a single 90-ply in a laminate under uniaxial tensile load. In practice, 
matrix cracking can appear in several plies in a multi-directional laminate (Caslini et 
al. 1987, Han and Hahn 1988, Tan and Nuismer 1989). As noted by, e.g. Naim 1992, 
there has been little attention devoted to developing stress transfer models for multiple 
ply laminates, in part because of the mathematical complexity. Shahid and Chang
(1995) have studied the response of multidirectional laminates [(0 2 /9 0 )^3, (±30/90Js, 
(±60/90n)s] which were subjected to in-plane tensile and shear loads in order to 
develop a model for predicting the effect of accumulated damage. However, matrix 
cracking induced damage was the primary concern, free edge damage was not 
considered and free edge damage effects on laminate response and failure were 
ignored.
Stifihess reduction due to the second type of matrix cracking damage, delamination, 
was considered first by O'Brien (1982a) with reference to a (±30/±30/90/90)g laminate 
lay-up. The laminate stiffiiess reduction associated with damage growth can be 
estimated by modelling the delamination as a set of sub-laminates with the same axial 
strain but no lateral constraint on each other (O’Brien 1982a, 1987). The approach 
gave good agreement with the experimental data. The effect of delamination on 
stiffiiess was investigated also by Reddy et al. (1984) using large CFRP quasi-isotropic 
laminates. Small circular artificial delaminations were inserted centrally during 
manufacture but the sizes considered showed little influence on stiffiiess behaviour and 
the attempted FE modelling was at best conservative. Other workers to have used
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approximate analytical models (based on O'Briens model) for the effect of edge 
delamination on stiffiess include Caslini et al. (1987), Poursartip (1987) and Johnson 
and Mangalgiri (1987). In practice, both matrix cracking and delamination often occur 
in damaged laminates (Luo-Yu 1994) and they often intersect perpendicularly. 
Because of the complexity of modelling a laminate containing both damage modes 
together (Section 2.6 and e.g. Zhang et al. 1992), an exact analytical solution is 
difficult to establish.
A further complication to these damage mode interactions are the effects of the 
laminate construction. Having considered the various types of damage and how they 
can affect the composite stiffiess, the next two sections examine matrix cracking and 
delamination, with reference to two major laminate parameters that influence their 
behaviour under specific loading conditions, ply thickness and ply orientation.
2.2.3 Effect of Hy Thickness.
Studies of transverse cracking (e.g. Parvizi et al. 1978, Bader et al. 1979, Peters and 
Chou 1987) and delamination (e.g. Rodini and Eisenmann 1978, Kim and Hong 1986) 
have shown that varying the thickness of the plies used to construct the laminate alters 
the applied strain needed to initiate both damage modes (Crossman and Wang 1982).
a) Matrix Oackii^
Amongst other workers, Parvizi et al. (1978), and later, Peters and Chou (1987) have 
shown that the transverse fiacture strain of a single ply in an angle-ply laminate is 
influenced by the ply thickness and the neighbouring plies. Parvm et al. (1978) used 
GFRP epoxy laminates where the inner ply thickness was varied. At large transverse 
ply thicknesses the laminates showed uniform 90-ply matrix cracking and at veiy 
small ply thicknesses cracking constraint was observed, i.e. the transverse cracking 
could be suppressed completely prior to total failure. The work showed also that as 
the 90-ply thickness increased, the cracking strain decreased down to a limiting 
minimum, shown in Figure 2.5. Fracture toughness values were determined by
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loading cracked unidirectional laminates in transverse tension and it was found that 
the cracking constraint observed could be accounted for, using the elastic case theory 
of Aveston and Kelly (1973). Flaggs and Kural (1982) showed a similar dependence 
of cracking strain on ply thickness in CFRP laminates. Crossman & Wang (1982) and 
Law (1984) found, for a number of angle-ply CFRP laminates [(+25/-25/90Js, n = 1/2 
to 8] under tensile loading, that the tensile strain required to initiate 90-ply cracking 
depended on the thickness of the 90-ply. With regard to multiple cracking, Garrett 
and Bailey (1977) showed that the transverse cracks increase in number as the applied 
load is increased and the crack spacing approaches a limiting value which is 
dependent on the thickness of the inner ply (also shown later by e.g. Reifsnider 1982). 
This saturation crack spacing increased (i.e. fewer cracks) with increasing ply 
thickness.
The mechanics of transverse cracking in composites has been examined for the case 
of low crack densities by Dvorak and Laws (1985, 1987). Cracks were assumed to 
initiate from a nucleus created by localised fibre debonding and matrix cracking. In 
general, crack propagation in the direction of the fibre axis controls the strength of 
thin plies, while cracking in the direction perpendicular to the fibre axis determines 
the strength of thick plies. The theoiy relates ply strength to ply thickness, crack 
geometiy, and ply touÿiness. A significant increase in strength with decreasing ply 
thickness in constrained thin plies is predicted. The strength of thick plies is found 
to be constant, but it may be reduced by pre-existing damage which introduces crack 
nuclei of sufficient size, i.e. from voids or specimen preparation.
The observed ply thickness effect cannot be predicted by stress analysis alone. Two 
approaches which both give a stress/volume fimction have been taken to address this. 
One based on Weibull statistics, i.e. flaws in a given volume (e.g. Manders et al. 
1983, Peters and Chou 1987), and another based on fracture mechanics, i.e. energy 
required for a crack in a given volume (e.g. Parvizi et al. 1978, Wang and Crossman 
1980, Laws and Dvorak 1988, McCartney 1990, Boniface et al. 1991a, Naim 1992, 
Zhang et al. 1992).
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b) Délamination
Laboratoiy experiments have shown that the growth behaviour of free edge 
délamination depends strongly on the absolute thickness of the material layers of the 
laminate (e.g. Rodini and Eisenmann 1978, Crossman & Wang 1982, Law 1984, Kim 
and Hong 1986). Rodini & Eisenmann (1978) showed that the delamination onset and 
growth behaviour was significantly different between (±45/0/90)s and (4452/02/902)g 
quasi-isotropic laminates, despite the calculated interlaminar stresses (see Section 
2.2.5) being identical in sign and magnitude. The tensile strain at onset of 
delamination of (±45/0y90Js [n = 1,2,3] CFRP laminates was found to vary inversely 
with the square root of the laminate thickness.
Crossman & Wang (1982) studied the influence of ply thickness on damage and 
observed that the tensile strain required to initiate 90-ply cracking depended on the 
thickness of the 90-ply (as had been well documented in earlier work - see e.g. Parvizi 
et al 1978, Figure 2.5). Crossman & Wang (1982) found also, for a number of angle- 
ply laminates [(+25/-25/90„)s, n = 1/2 to 8] under tensile loading, that the onset of 
delamination occurred before or after transverse cracking depending on the value of 
n (number of 90-plies). For n < 3 delamination was initiated at the coupon edge. For 
n > 4 delamination at the 25/90 interface was initiated across the entire width of the 
coupon by the prior formation of a 90-ply crack initiation site. Comparison of 
experiments to the contemporary fracture sequence predictions by stress and energy 
methods in conjunction with a finite element stress analysis were made. They 
concluded that stress and energy methods are useful in predicting the onset of 
transverse cracking, the density of transverse cracks, and delamination onset at free 
edges. However, more detailed analysis was necessary to predict the saturation 
density of transverse cracks, delamination growth, and the ultimate strength of the 
primary load carrying plies. Using the same type of laminate Law (1984) essentially 
confirmed these results, with the 90-ply thickness being the single parameter that 
separated fracture events. His work focused on the mechanisms of 90-ply cracking 
and edge delamination.
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In a similar study to Crossman and Wang (1982), but with the emphasis on notched 
coupons, Harris and Morris (1985) examined the role that délamination played in 
affecting the fracture of different thicknesses of notched laminates. Studying 
(0/±45/90)ns and (0/±45)ns laminates with a range of values of n, they found that 
delaminations do occur in thin laminates (n = 1) and affect the strength of the 
laminate. However, in thick laminates such as n = 15, there is sufficient constraint 
to prevent delaminations from occurring in the interior region of the laminate and thus 
limitmg delamination growth. The final fracture surface of the laminates was seen to 
be uniform in the interior and self-similar (co-linear with the original starter crack), 
with damage in the form of delaminations and matrix cracks in the first several plies 
at the surface. These differences in the type of fracture of the thin and thick laminates 
greatly affects the notched fracture strength.
The effect of laminate thickness on the interlaminar stresses in quasi-isotropic 
laminates have been studied by Whitcomb and Raju (1985). In laminates without 
delamination, free edge interlaminar normal and shear stresses appeared insensitive to 
total laminate thickness. They found that in laminates with delaminations, which were 
near the laminate surface due to the lay-up chosen [(445/0/-45/90)ns](see Section
2.2.4), the delaminations in thin laminates tend to have larger strain energy release 
rates (SERR) than corresponding délaminations in thick laminates. Also, for thick 
laminates, the top and bottom surface delaminations had a larger total SERR than 
those deep in the interior. Kim and Hong (1986) have investigated the stability of 
delamination crack growth for angle-ply laminates subjected to axial strain and also 
thermal loading. They concluded that delamination behaviour is influenced by the ply 
thickness, fibre orientation (Section 2.2.4), thermal residual stress and loading 
conditions (Sections 2.4 and 2.5).
Fish and Lee (1990) investigated the effect of 90-ply thickness in a cross-ply laminate 
[(0/90Jg, n = 1 - 4] on combined localised triangular free edge delamination with 
transverse cracking. Transverse cracking provided delamination initiation sites (Figure
2.4) and was seen to significantly increase the potential for delamination growth, 
raising the strain energy release rate (SERR). However, although the total SERR
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increases for laminates with thicker 90-plies, it is relatively insensitive to the size of 
the délamination. A similar study was undertaken by Liu and Chang (1994) using 
three cross-ply laminates with differing 0-ply and 90-ply thicknesses and a numerical 
finite element model (see Section 2.6) was used to determine laminate response to 
matrix crack induced delamination .
Wisnom (1992) has investigated the effect on delamination of varying laminate 
thickness of uni-directional GFRP specimens with differing numbers of cut central 
plies under quasi-static tensile load. Ihe delamination stress was found to decrease 
with increasing laminate thickness, but significantly less than predicted on the basis 
of classical fracture mechanics. This indicates that due to the difference in fracture 
energy between the different thickness specimens, the fracture energy is not constant 
and cannot be considered to be a material property. It was considered that the 
variation in fracture energy was due to the composite not being perfectly brittle. 
There is a damage zone around the crack tip where additional energy is absorbed by 
plastic deformation of the matrix It was postulated that the size of the plastic zone 
increases with increasing applied stress and with increasing number of cut plies, 
leading to a corresponding increase in fracture energy. Fracture mechanics may still 
be usefrd for predicting delamination, but caution needs to be exercised if fracture 
energy values are used in situations different from those under which they were 
measured.
Having observed that ply thickness influences the occurrence of damage, and in 
particular that thicker angle-ply laminates will crack and delaminate at a lower strain 
level than thinner laminates, we need to consider now the influence of ply stacking 
sequence.
2.2.4 Effect of Stacking Sequence,
a) Matrix Qacldng
Matrix cracking has been shown previously to initiate within individual off-axis plies
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and initiation and propagation of damage depends on ply stacking sequence. Flaggs 
and Kural (1982) showed that for a given thickness of 90-ply in Ctj9n/90n)g type CFRP 
laminates the cracking strain for a given 90-ply reduced with increasing 0, i.e. 
reducing constraint. In multi-ply laminates the first a*acks are produced in plies which 
are most disoriented with respect to the load direction and then in the more aligned 
plies. In laminates with a selection of off-axis plies there is likely to be crack 
interaction as densification occurs in neighbouring plies with increasing stress. Since 
the load path is redistributed around cracks, there may be local stress variations, thus 
there may be an influence on the cracking characteristics and development with 
stacking sequence. In addition surface plies tend to be more sensitive to damage 
initiation than internal plies (Naim and Liu 1992).
b) Délamination
As indicated already, the interlaminar tensile and shear stresses may vary with 
stacking sequence (Table 2.1) and eventually result in the formation of cracks between 
the plies Wiich lead to delamination. In the early seventies, coupon tests showed 
laminate tensile strength depended on the laminate stacking sequence (Paggno & Pipes 
1971). This was associated with some stacking sequences delaminating more than 
others. Pagano and Pipes (1971) argued that inter-laminar normal and shear stresses 
are instrumental in precipitating delamination and subsequent strength degradation. 
The laminate stacking sequence will determine whether an interlaminar normal stress 
will be tensile or compressive at the free edge. From a numerical analysis of the 
inter-laminar stresses in composite laminates, they suggested a methodology to predict 
the stacking which could optimise the laminate resistance to delamination. The 
influence of stacking sequence, and the nature and determination of the consequent 
out-of-plane shear and normal inter-laminar stresses at free edges have subsequently 
received detailed discussion (e.g. Pagano 1974, Whitney and Kim 1977, Salamon 
1980, O'Brien 1982a, Curtis 1984).
The location or mode of delamination may vary also with laminate stacking sequence. 
Tlie influence of stacking sequence on the prevailing delamination mode (or interface)
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was first noted by Harris and Orringer (1979). They observed 25/90 delamination 
during tensile loading of (-f25/-252/+25/90)g coupons but a zig-zag delamination within 
the 90-ply of (i252/90)g coupons (Figure 2.6). These results indicate that contributions 
from both the normal (q ) and shear XyJ interlaminar stresses influence the 
particular délamination mode.
Ratwani and Kan (1982) discussed the effect of stacking sequence on damage growth 
and failure modes in CFRP laminates. From non-destructive inspection of specimens 
using X-ray, they found that the direction of damage propagation depended on the 
stacking sequence. The damage may propagate predominantly along the loading 
direction or in a direction at some angle to the loading direction, depending on the 
stacking sequence chosen in the composite laminate, i.e. direction of damage growth 
is influenced by the fibre direction in the plies adjacent to the damage. Interlaminar 
stress analysis was performed to correlate damage propagation direction with the 
nature of interlaminar stresses. The locatiomof delamination and matrix cracking for 
the stacking sequences investigated appeared to coincide with positions of highest 
interlaminar shear or normal stress predicted by approximate finite element analysis. 
They concluded therefore that damage growth may completely change direction and 
location with change of stacking sequence and that failure modes change with 
differing stacking sequences.
Kim and Hong (1986), used an FE method to obtain the SERR and to investigate the 
stability of delamination in a series of angle ply laminates, (±9)s, and predict the 
tensile strength and failure mode, which were compared to experimental data. They 
concluded that Mode III crack growth (associated with Ty^  shear stress) is the dominant 
fracture mode in these laminates and that delamination behaviour is influenced by ply 
orientation and thickness, thermal residual stress and loading condition.r- 
.1 . .{
r Recently, the aspect of ranking laminates with i e^spect to edge delamination in aI ■ variety of stacking sequences has been revisited (Isaac and Rao 1992, Long and 
Swanson 1994). Isaac and Rao (1992) describe an FE method to design laminates that 
are not susceptible to delamination when subjected to in-plane and/or bending loads.
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Further, a scheme is adopted to arrive at an optimum laminate thickness. Long and 
Swanson (1994) carried out calculations of energy release rates for potential edge 
delamination propagation for various stacking sequences of quasi-isotropic CFRP 
laminate under tensile loading using also an FE technique and in addition they carried 
out tensile tests to obtain laminate strengths. The results were in general agreement 
with previous workers who had made approximate estimates of stress rather than 
energy release rate. There have been numerous other studies of delamination, many 
concerned with using numerical analyses (e.g. finite difference, finite element) to 
model the stress state near a laminate free edge.
Essentially the stacking sequence, and the associated interlaminar stress field 
determines if a free edge delamination will occur under an applied load (e.g. 
Reifrnider et al. 1977, Curtis 1984, Long and Swanson 1994, Komorowski et al. 
1995). If a free edge delamination does occur, it propagates sometimes r^idly, but 
more usually stably, under increasing monotonie load (see Section 2.4.3), or fatigue 
loading (see Section 2.5.2), causing premature failure. This phenomenon can be 
present in laminates under tensile or compressive loads, so long as the laminate 
stacking sequence is such that the applied load will generate tensile through-thickness, 
or interlaminar, stresses and hence induce delamination. The next section reviews 
studies concerned with the calculation of interlaminar stresses in more detail.
2.2.5 Interiaminar Stresses.
Interlaminar stresses at free edges have been studied for over two decades. Various 
methods have been developed to study these stresses. For example, finite difference - 
Pipes and Pagano (1970), perturbation solution technique - Hsu and Herakovich 
(1977), finite element - Wang and Crossman (1977), Spilker and Chou (1980), Wu 
and Kuo (1993), elasticity solutions (eigenfunction expansion) - Wang and Choi 
(1982), simple approach method - Ueng and Zhang (1985), force balance method - 
Kassapoglou and Lagace (1986). In practice, interlaminar sti^ esses arise wherever 
tliere is a need to satisfy equilibrium at locations with in-plane stress gradients (Saeger 
and Lagace 1995).
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Analyses have helped shed light on the complicated nature of the delamination 
mechanisms, i.e. knowledge of the interlaminar stresses and their signs and magnitudes 
might help determine whether or not a free edge delamination will occur. Free edge 
delamination in practical laminates generally occurs due to the combined effect of all 
three (one normal and two shear) components of interlaminar stresses (Kim and Hong 
1995)(see Chapter One and Section 2.2.1 earlier). Kim and Soni (1986) have 
discussed the combined effect of interlaminar stresses, but information on the 
contribution of the Mode II shear stress, Ty^ , on delamination has been found to be 
almost non-existent in the literature.
Salamon (1980) presented a review paper of the interlaminar delamination problem 
common to layered composite materials which covered the considerable quantity of 
research carried out in the 1970's. The presentation reviewed analyses based upon the 
"effective modulus" formulation whereby each layer is characterised as a homogenous, 
anisotropic material devoid of microstructure (i.e. ignoring heterogeneity). Although 
being a reasonable assumption, this requires definite qualification when aspects of 
microstructure are considered. There were subsections covering laminates in uniform 
extension and bending, laminates with holes and laminates under environmental loads. 
The work covered the problem of calculating transverse and particularly interlaminar 
stresses. Observations of edge délamination and experimental efforts are discussed 
with contemporary fi:acture mechanics studies, concerning testing and characterisation, 
ejqierimental methods and trends in fi:acture and fatigue. The conclusions provide a 
good assessment of the problem, but essentially they h i ^ i ^ t  the limitations of the 
then traditional approach of previous workers having calculated edge stresses to model 
delamination, and that future progress was more promising via strain energy release 
rate analyses.
Formally, the interlaminar stresses at laminate/j&ee edge intersections aie singular 
points (Wang & Choi 1982), where the stiess field is unbounded, and because of the 
mathematical difficulties, rigorous, or even approximate, free edge stress analyses have 
been limited. Most recently, a metliod using "assumed equilibrated stress 
representations" was generalised by accounting for the mismatches in Poisson's mtios
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(Rose and Herakovich 1993). This method was further developed by Kim and Atluri 
(1994) using the principle of "complementary energy" to investigate, and 
approximately predict, interlaminar stresses near free edges of beam type laminates. 
Yang and He (1994) have used FE also to analyse the interlaminar free edge stresses 
and delamination, but for cross-ply and angle-ply laminated plates. Their results were 
found to be in good agreement with others in the literature.
In addition, Connoly (1994) has presented results which have been used to define 
some of the characteristics of the interlaminar normal stresses. The results obtained 
in the cross-ply laminates were used to elucidate features at the interlaminar stresses 
and in particular the extreme sensitivity of the stresses to the Poisson ratio, This 
sensitivity of the interlaminar stress to Poisson ratio is due to the corresponding 
Poisson ratio mis-match between the 0° and 90" plies. In unbonded laminates this 
would produce large lateral strains but for the bonded case produces identical strains 
with large interlaminar stresses.
Formal mechanics analyses (e.g. Wang and Choi 1982) show that the free edge region 
contains a stress singularity. Hence the meaning of stress values obtained at the edge 
is doubtful. While the stresses at the edge may play a role in delamination initiation, 
once an interlaminar crack is present, fracture mechanics becomes the appropriate tool 
for analysing stability and growth. These analytical difficulties in determining the 
value of the singularity at the crack tip (Hashin 1983) have made the use of the strain 
energy release rate (SERR), G, as opposed to the stress intensity factor or even stress, 
most attractive for modelling delamination. The SERR has been determined using 
both compliance solutions (Rhee and Ernst 1992) and numerical virtual crack 
extension techniques (ASTM STP 723 1981, O'Brien 1982a, Wilkins et al 1982, Wang 
& Crossman 1980, Rybicki et al 1977, Yang and He 1994). These fracture mechanics 
analyses will be discussed further in later sections (2.3 and 2.6). Hence a considerable 
amount of work has been directed towards measuring tlie various inter-laminar 
toughness properties.
Experimentally, a delamination tlii”eshold exists below which a plane crack does not
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propagate, either in Mode I (Bazhenov 1995) or Mode II (Bathias and Laksimi 1985). 
Fatigue loading may cause the growth of delamination at a SERR, Guj, slightly lower 
than the critical fracture energy G^ . However, this work (Bathias and Laksimi 1985) 
demonstrates the importance of determining a delamination threshold, i.e. the inter­
laminar tou^mess, as discussed in the next section, to evaluate the damage tolerance 
of the composite.
2.3 Inteiiaminar Fracture Toughness.
2.3.1 Introduction.
Numerous studies (e.g. Benzeggagh and De Charentenay 1980, Laksimi and Bathias 
1985, O'Brien et al. 1985, Davies and Benzeggagh 1989) involving delamination have 
demonstrated the validity of the application of Linear-Elastic Fracture-Mechanics 
(LEFM). Through the application of LEFM the strain energy-release rate 
(SERR)[defined in Chapter One and discussed later in Section 2.6] or fracture energy 
associated with edge delamination growth, G, can be deduced (O'Brien 1982a). The 
interlaminar fracture toughness, G^ , (one measure of delamination resistance under 
static loading) is the critical value of SERR required to cause delamination to grow. 
Several workers have shown that the interlaminar fracture to u ^ e ss  may be used to 
predict delamination onset and growth in laminates (including Reifenider & Talug 
1980, Crossman & Wang 1982, and most notably O'Brien 1982a, 1988).
A previously measured Gg has been used to predict edge delamination onset in 
laminates other than the ones tested, with good agreement (O'Brien 1982a). By 
equating the strain energy release rate (G) to a material property, i.e. the 'initial strain 
energy release rate' or 'interlaminar fracture toughness', delamination onset and 
propagation can be predicted. Using LPT, a simplified closed form expression for the 
total G associated with local delamination has been derived by O'Brien (1985)(see 
Section 2.6.3), which for certain lay-ups can successfully predict délamination onset
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strain. However, residual stresses due to cure shrinkage (particularly important in 
CFRP) will tend to induce an initial curvature in the widthways direction along the 
specimen edges (YZ plane as defined in Chapter One). A tensile stress at the crack 
tip would be associated with this initial curvature and if the residual stress was of 
sufficient intensity, it could have a significant influence on Gic (Whitney and Knight 
1985). The earlier SERR model was then developed fijrther to include the effect of 
residual thermal and moisture stresses on G (O'Brien 1991a,b). However, a difficulty 
with the simple G approaches, is allowing for the mixed mode nature of crack 
propagation as outlined below.
Before delamination criteria can be generated, the relative contributions of interlaminar 
tension and shear to delamination must be identified. Mode I, Mode II and Mode III, 
Figure 2.7 - this figure shows also that different systems with different toughnesses 
have different percentage G /^Gnc dependencies (and see Section 2.3.2). Even if the 
degree of mixing is known, there is not a universal failure criteria. O'Brien (1985) 
investigated also the effect of different mixed-mode G percentages under static and 
fatigue loads. The total mixed-mode (tension and shear) G, was found to control the 
onset of edge delamination under cyclic loads and the threshold was seen to be 
significantly less than the corresponding value in a static test. The relative inportance 
of the Mode I and Mode II components of G^ ot in determining delamination growth 
rate under fatigue conditions has also received study from other workers (e.g. Russell 
and Street 1985, Gustafson and Hojo 1987).
Mode I (tensile) is the lowest fixture energy mode for isotropic materials, such as 
metals, and hence a crack generally tends to propagate along a path normal to the 
direction of maximum principal tensile stress. However, this is not necessarily the 
case for crack growth in composites since they are h i^ y  heterogeneous and 
anisotropic. In laminates the initial interlaminar defect is constrained and usually 
continues to propagate in the same plane between the laminae regardless of the 
orientation of the crack to the applied loads. This physical restraint with a mixture 
of external loads can result in a variety of loading modes at the delamination crack 
tip. These crack tip modes may range fi'om pure Mode I through various
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combinations of Mode I/Mode II to pure Mode II (in-plane shear). Mode III (tearing) 
may even be present. Thus, mode II failures are possible, and consequently, mixed 
mode I/II failures may be observed also. Even failures involving all three modes are 
possible (EH/m). There has been therefore considerable interest (e.g. Ramkumar & 
Whitcomb 1985, Russell & Street 1985, Carlsson et al 1986, Johnson and Mangalgiri 
1987) in determining values of One ^nd G^ /nc (combinations of Gj and Gn at which 
crack growth occurs) and modelling the data to derive a fracture criterion to describe 
the observed interactive failure locus quantitatively.
Mode HI measurement has been considered also via a split cantilever beam method 
by Martin (1991), Robinson and Song (1992) and Sharif et al. (1995). However, the 
scatter recorded from such experiments has been large and this has hindered its wider 
application and the development of a failure criterion. In addition, the above 
interlaminar toughness studies are concerned mainly with uni-directional laminates and 
only limited studies have involved measuring Mode I and Mode II fracture toughness 
in laminates with plies at angles to each other (e.g. Chou et al. 1995). The problem 
of finding a truly suitable and versatile failure criterion for fracture under static mixed 
mode loading has not yet been solved and essentially, a single criterion is not a very 
likely outcome due to the different behaviour of different polymers. In addition, the 
effect of fatigue on delamination and interlaminar fracture tou^ness has been shown 
to be dependant on both the material system (i.e. matrix toughness) and the Mode 
I/Mode n  proportions (Sriram et al. 1995). However, Hashemi et al. (1987) have 
proposed a promising criterion derived from first principles to describe the failure 
locus based on a critical crack opening displacement concept.
Test methods to evaluate toughness have been developed for both the pure modes and 
mixed mode situations (Sela and Ishai 1989, Johnson and Mangalgiri 1987). These 
methods are discussed in the next section. As indicated above the strain energy 
release rate associated with a delamination in a laminate under an applied load is 
compared with a measured value of interlaminar fracture tou^ness to predict the 
onset and growth of the delamination.
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2.3.2 Measurement of Mode I and Mode II Inteiiaminar Toi^hness.
Much work has been carried out to characterise the interlaminar toughness properties 
of composites. This has been via experimental measurement of the initial strain 
energy release rates. The interlaminar fracture toughness values (or critical strain 
energy release rate) may be obtained for pure Mode I delamination (G^) using the 
double cantilever beam (DCB) test (e.g. Wilkins et al. 1982, De Charentenay et al. 
1984, Hashemi et al 1987, ASTM 30.02 round robin, Bazhenov 1991, 1995), and for 
pure Mode II loading using the end-notched flexure (ENF) test (e.g. Whitcomb and 
Raju 1985, Carlsson et al 1986, Russell & Street 1985, 1987), under monotonie or 
fatigue loading (e.g. for both Mode I and Mode II: O'Brien et al. 1989, Shankar et al. 
1989, Martin & Murri 1990, Dahlen and Springer 1994).
Hibbs et al (1987) made ingenious use of the same DCB specimen to show pure Mode 
I, pure Mode II and a variable mixed mode LTI to determine the delamination fracture 
toughness, and to control the fracture micromechanism of some toughened epoxy 
laminates. They found that to increase delamination fracture toughness, an improved 
interface was required as well as a higher resin toughness (see Section 2.3.3). Also 
increasing Mode It loading, particularly of the more brittle systems, gave a 
significantly greater resistance to (rack propagation as measured by the total energy 
release rate required to propagate the crack. More recently, Dyson et al.(1994) have 
studied Mode I, Mode II and Mbced Mode I/O interlaminar fiacture in a carbon fibre 
reinforced thermoplastic and correlated the fracture mechanics parameters with 
different micromechanisms of failure.
Methods to measure interlaminar toughness make use of the fact that the delamination 
failure mode in polymer matrix composites is very similar to the debonding of an 
adhesive joint: both the delamination, and the debond are usually constrained between 
two boundary plies for the delamination or the adherends for debonding. Considerable 
effort has been made to identify proper test specimen and testing techniques for 
measuring the in situ tou^ness of composite matrix materials. In particular the 
relative influence of the Mode I and Mode II components on fracture has been of
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interest. Johnson and Mangalgiri (1987), in their comparison of seven matrix and 
adhesive systems to assess the influence of resin on interlaminar fracture, briefly but 
concisely, describe the Mode I Double Cantilever Beam (DCB) and Mode II End 
Notched Flexure (ENF) test as well as the cracked lap shear (CLS) test, a mixed mode 
specimen. Due to needs for a standard, a protocol for interlaminar fracture testing has 
been drafted by Davies (1989) as a result of a series of round-robin tests. The paper 
describes fully the Mode I (DCB) and Mode II (ENF) tests with methodology and 
theory. The main points are outlined below:-
(a) Mode I
A schematic of the double cantilever beam specimen is shown in Figure 2.8. A 
tensile load is introduced via the end tabs and the load and crosshead displacement are 
recorded at regular intervals of propagated crack length, a^ , az, %, etc. Linear beam 
theory can be used to determine the strain energy release rate, G, if the crack length, 
a, is sufficiently long compared to the specimen thickness h. Under plane stress 
conditions the compliance, C, is commonly expressed as :
C = 8 aV BEtf (2.0)
where B is the specimen width and E is the longitudinal or axial modulus.
This expression is valid as long as modulus is taken as "apparent" or effective 
modulus. By expressing the derivative dC/da in terms of C and substituting into the 
general relationship between strain energy release rate and specimen compliance from 
LEFM:
G = _P! dC (2.1)
2B da
the expression for strain energy release rate becomes:-
G = 3P^C (2.2)
2 Ba
Alternatively, the dC/da term can be calculated directly from experimental load- 
displacement plots. This technique is explained by Mall & Johnson (1986).
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There are several methods for analysing the data produced and Hashemi et al (1989) 
present corrections needed to allow for the slight variation in results obtained by using 
the differing methods. These corrections account for some of the data scatter 
previously seen from apparently identical DCB tests. A popular data analysis method, 
the "displacement" method makes use of linear beam theory, simply rearranged for 
convenience, where the value of the compliance, C, is given by
C =  fyP =2aV3EI (2.3)
and P =  3E l6a^ (2.4)
where E = Flexural modulus; I = Second moment of area; ô = Displacement.
Then substituting for P in the general equation
Gi = £ a ^  (2.5)
BEI
yields, Gj^  = 3 P 5 (2.6)
2 Ba
B and a are geometry functions of the specimen and P and ô are measured as the test 
proceeds. Hence G^ can be calculated as a function of crack length.
(b) Mode n
The ENF specimen (Figure 2.9) is used to determine Mode II to u ^ e s s  and was 
introduced by Russell (1982). The specimen is essentially the same as a DCB 
specimen, except that it is usually shorter and it is loaded in three point bending. 
Recently, standardisation of the test procedure has taken place under the title, ASTM 
Test for Apparent Interlaminar Shear Strength of Parallel Fibre Composites by Short 
Beam Method (D 2344). This test method loads a beam under three-point bending 
with the span to depth ratio, L/h, chosen such that an interlaminar failure is induced 
along the centre-line rather than a tensile failure in the bottom surface of the beam.
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This loading condition results in pure shear loading at the crack tip. A teflon starter 
strip is used, supposedly preventing significant friction occurring between the crack 
surfaces. Under bending the crack does not open and thus tensile Mode I loading 
does not occur. Again load and displacement are recorded although this time 
displacement is measured directly off the specimen by use of a linear variable 
displacement transducer (LVDT).
As with the DCB test, a simple beam theory approach can be used to obtain the 
recommended expression to determine Gnc- Russell and Street (1985) present the 
beam theoiy closed form solution for compliance and the mode II strain energy release 
rate (Gn) of the ENF specimen. The derivation of G for this specimen is based (as 
with the DCB) on the change in compliance (C) with crack extension. The 
compliance, C, is given by (21^  ^+3a^)/(8EnBtf), where a is the crack length, B is the 
specimen width, 1 ^ is the half span length, Eji is the longitudinal/axial modulus and 
h is the half specimen thickness. Substituting C into equation (2.1) leads to
Gn, = 9P2 C___ (2.7)
2 B(2 Lh^  + 3a )^
where P is the critical load for delamination onset.
A definitive paper examining at length the ENF specimen for Mode II testing was 
presented by Carlsson et al. (1986) and provides a full analysis of the specimen. On 
examining the influence of fiiction in the specimen, Carlsson et al. (1986) concluded 
that the error in Gn induced by neglecting fiiction is less than about four percent.
2.3.3 The Effect of Matrix Toi^hness.
Given the importance of the interlaminar fracture toughness as a composite laminate 
property, a considerable amount of research has been directed into trying to improve 
Gi, and Gn„ most noticeably by using toughened resins as the composite matrix 
material (e.g. Johnston et al. 1983, O'Brien et al. 1987, Poursartip 1987, Simmonds 
et al. 1989). Efforts at increasing matrix toughness to increase interlaminar fracture
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toughness have been reviewed by Griffin (1987) and Sela and Ishai (1989). More 
recently, this has been demonstrated e^qjerimentally and compared with calculated 
critical energy release rates, for two material systems, in Long and Swanson (1992). 
In addition, Chan and Wang (1990) confirmed in a study of cross-ply and (±30/90)g 
laminates, that tou^ening only the 90-ply has a definite effect on matrix cracking and 
delamination threshold. The hybridised laminate withstood significantly higher loads 
before damage onset, notably delamination, and failure. The delay in delamination is 
attributed to a reduction in the mismatch of both moduli and thermal expansion 
coefficient in the direction normal to the free edge at the delamination interface 
(adjacent the 90-ply).
Improvements in resin toughness do not necessarily translate directly into better 
composite properties (Jordan and Bradley 1987)[see also the next section, 2.4]. The 
toughness of epoxy polymers has been shown to be associated with the size of the 
plastic zone that appears at the tip of a growing crack (Bascom et al. 1975). In 
composites, the size of the plastic zone is restricted by the space between the fibres, 
and is therefore lower in comparison with that of the neat resin. For the same reason, 
large increases in neat resin toughness have only a modest effect on interlaminar 
fiacture toughness (Bascom et al. 1975).
Hibbs, Tse & Bradley (1982) determined the Mode I, Mode II and mixed mode 
delamination fracture toughness and controlling fi^ acture mechanisms for five 
composite laminates containing a systematic variation in tou^iness and interfacial 
bonding. Interlaminar tou^mess of the composite was highly dependent on interfacial 
adhesion and mode of loading. In the brittle systems, an increase in the percentage 
of Mode n  loading led to a dramatic increase in delamination toughness and also a 
change in fiacture morphology through the development of "hackles" (Jordan and 
Bradley 1987). It has been found that both the morphology and the composite 
architecture, such as the resin phase morphology and the thickness of the interlaminar 
resin-rich region, are critical in effecting toughening of composites (Bradley 1989, 
Odagiri et al. 1991)
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One of the studies canied out by O'Brien (1984) produced some interesting results 
concerning the idea of using toughened resins in composites as an approach to combat 
delaminations. Laminates designed to edge delaminate under static and cyclic tensile 
loads were analysed theoretically, and specimen stacking sequences were chosen so 
that the total strain energy release rate, G, for edge delamination, was identical for 
three different lay-ups for a given load. However, each lay-up had different 
percentages of crack opening (mode I) and shear (mode II) strain energy release rates 
(Gi & G„). Static and fatigue tests were carried out on two carbon fibre/epoxy 
laminates, one with a brittle resin the other with a toughened matrix. Tests on the 
brittle resin composites indicated that only G* contributed to delamination onset under 
quasi-static loading. However, results from the toughened resin composites showed 
that the total mixed mode (interlaminar tension and shear) strain energy release rate 
G, controls the onset of edge delamination under fatigue. Also, for both materials, the 
threshold value of G for delamination onset in fatigue is significantly less than the 
corresponding critical G, value measured in a static test. Furthermore, although the 
toughened resin composite had a much higher static G, than the brittle laminate, its 
fatigue resistance was only sli^ tly  better. Therefore, a series of mixed mode tests 
may be needed to evaluate frilly toughened resin composites developed for highly 
strained composite structures subjected to cyclic loads.
In the above work, laminate stacking sequences have been manipulated to control 
composite delamination behaviour while showing the importance of the relative 
components of the strain energy release rate, as well as bringing into perspective the 
ability to optimise G, with lay up. Similarly, and more recently, Long and Swanson 
(1994), while ranking laminates for edge délamination in terms of stacking sequence, 
demonstrated also that a higher to u ^ e ss  resin was effective in reducing the effects 
of edge delamination.
In a similar way to his earlier study (O'Brien 1984), O'Brien (1985) has noted also 
that the improved délamination resistance provided by a toughened resin composite 
was much larger for quasi-static than fatigue loading. Experimental results from 
coupon tests seem to suggest that under quasi-static load delamination is governed by
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the Mode I component, while under fatigue load Mode I and Mode II (mixed mode) 
must be considered. This is consistent with Johnson & Mangalgiri (1987), who have 
shown Mode II irr^rovement to be only slight compared to Mode I. This observation 
was supported again by work done by O'Brien et al. (1987) during the course of a 
study on refining the edge delamination test (EOT) by measuring interlaminar fi-acture 
toughness. They studied Mode I and mixed Mode I/II versions, varying coupon size 
and matrix resins, and determining the contribution of residual thermal and moisture 
stresses on strain energy release rates.
Russell & Street (1987) have investigated delamination growth under pure Mode II 
(shear) loading, both quasi-static and cyclic. Their results indicated that increasing 
matrix toughness improves Mode II shear firacture energy less than Mode I tensile 
firacture energy, and further, that tougher systems are more sensitive to Mode II 
fatigue crack growth than the more brittle systems. Johnson & Mangalgiri (1987) 
have presented Mode I, Mode II and Mixed Mode interlaminar firacture toughness data 
for seven con^osites made with brittle and toughened matrix materials. The study on 
the influence of the resin on interlaminar fracture again showed that brittle fracture is 
controlled by the G, component, while tough resin fi*acture is controlled by total strain 
energy release rate, G ,^ consistent with the work of O'Brien.
Johnson & Mangalgiri (1987) have shown that for the mixed mode, i.e. various 
combinations of Mode I (Gj) and Mode II (Gn) fracture toughness data, the mixed 
mode locus for delamination failure in the toughened systems appears to be linear 
when plotted as G% against G .^ Furthermore, in this paper, a short explanation of how 
the polymer structure directly relates to the mixed mode was given. Hypotheses, 
siQ>ported by the data, were presented as follows:-
i) high Mode I toughness requires resin dilation (the swelling of the volume occupied 
by the network of polymer chains by expanding the space between chains);
ii) dilation is low in unmodified epoxies at room ten^perature/dry conditions;
iii) dilation is higher in plasticized epoxies, i.e. plasticised epoxies have greater firee 
volume, therefore, their ability to dilate increases, resulting in hiÿier values of G,,;
iv) dilation is higho* in heated epoxies and in modified epoxies;
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v) modification improves Mode II toughness only slightly compared to Mode I since 
shear deformation does not require volume dilation.
The G/Gii ratio was found to vaiy with matrix moisture and temperature, although for 
the system tested, this variation was not large below 1 0 0  "C.
2.4 Damage Development in Laminates Tinder Quasi-static T nading.
2.4.1 Introduction.
Having reviewed the property of interlaminar toughness, we consider now the stages 
of delamination growth in laminates. In Reifsnider et al. (1977), they describe also 
the relationship of delamination to other damage development and concluded that 
delamination, in a similar way to events such as transverse cracking, appear to have 
nucléation and growth stages which are distinct. They occur over an applied stress 
range from one third of the ultimate strength to failure.
Taking the two methods of applying a load or stress in turn, in this section under 
quasi-static and later in Section 2.5 under fatigue loading, we can consider damage 
initiation and propagation.
2.4.2 Délamination Initiation.
Edge delaminations in the family of quasi-isotropic laminates of the type mentioned 
previously, e.g. (±45,0,90) ,^ typically occur between 90-plies and adjacent 0-plies, or 
between 90-plies and angle plies, with delaminations forming initially in a thumb nail 
shape and rapidly becoming a delaminated strip that then grows across the specimen 
(O'Brien 1982a). The strain energy release rate, G, associated with this edge 
delamination onset, and the contribution of interlaminar tension and shear to G has 
also been determined for a variety of lay-ups (O'Brien 1982a, Crossman & Wang 
1982, Grossman et al 1980, O'Brien 1984). These O'Brien papers (1982a,b, 1984) will
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be discussed in greater depth at a later point when the use of fracture mechanics to 
model delamination in a reasonably simple way is considered in more detail.
The other initiation site for delamination in laminates under tensile loading is off-axis 
ply matrix cracks. The interlaminar stresses that develop in the ply interlaces at 
matrix crack tips may cause local delaminations to form and grow (Crossman et al 
1980, Reifsnider & Talug 1980, Salpekar and O'Brien 1990). These local 
delaminations give rise to strain concentrations through the laminate thickness and 
lead to laminate failure (O'Brien 1985, 1990, O'Brien et al. 1988)
O'Brien (1985) determined delamination onset strains for local delaminations of this 
type, and determined their influence on tensile stiffness and strength. From 
observations in this paper, and previous work, O'Brien concluded that:-
(i) Strain energy release rate, G, is a reasonable parameter for characterising the 
interlaminar fracture behaviour of composites. The G-parameter accounts for 
the observed thickness dependence for both edge and local delamination onset, 
and allows correlation between the two types of délamination.
(ii) Edge delamination is a stable fracture process that may reduce laminate 
modulus, and hence influence tensile strength.
(iii) Local delaminations growing from matrix cracks create local strain 
concentration that may lead to nominal failure strains below the in-situ failure 
strain of the primary load bearing plies.
2.4.3 Delamination Growth.
Experimental results (e.g. Crossman and Wang 1982, Wang et al. 1985) confirm that 
the delamination crack tends to grow initially along the free edge, propagates into the 
laminate interior (widthways), causing ply separation and eventually laminate failure.
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A significant feature of edge delamination behaviour has been that edge delaminations . 
grow in a stable manner under quasi-static loading. Certain laminate lay-ups are well 
suited to studying delamination growth and edge delamination have been observed to 
be a stable firacture process in laminates subjected to tensile loading (e.g. Rybicki et 
al 1977, Reifsnider et al 1977, O'Brien 1985), Le. the applied load must be increased 
to force the delamination to grow. Ihe linear elastic fracture mechanics qjproach 
(O'Brien 1982a) shows that as delaminations grow, G is either constant or increasing, 
depending on the loading conditions. This should fuel further growth and lead to 
fi-acture. If a delamination is observed to grow stably, then the resistance to growth, 
once initiated, must be increasing.
The stable growth of flaws, i.e. increasing resistance, can be characterised using the 
crack growth, or delamination, resistance curve (R-curve) concept of fracture 
mechanics (ASTM 1973, Broek 1982, O'Brien 1982a). The critical interlaminar 
toughness, G„ represents the first value of Gr, the delamination resistance, that is the 
first point on the R-curve. Hence the R-curve characterises the resistance of the 
laminate to delamination growfii under tensile loading. If the R-curve is independent 
of the ply orientations that make up the delaminated interface, as G, appears to be 
(O'Brien 1985), then the strain energy release rate for delamination and the R-curve 
can be used to predict the growth of delaminations in other laminates under quasi­
static tension, i.e. G can be calculated and compared with the R-curve to predict 
delamination size with increasing load. However, care does need to be taken since 
this does not apply if the R-curve is governed by the occurrence of simultaneous 
matrix cracking and further work is needed in this area, especially with regard to 
delamination/matrix cracking interaction.
Delamination can also be induced (although rapid initiation can be observed) by cyclic 
loading, tensile, compression or both (Reifsnider et al 1983), where delamination onset 
can be seen to occur at applied cyclic stress levels much lower than the threshold 
stresses for delamination under quasi-static loading. Generally, delamination growth 
considerably shortens the fatigue life of the laminate. Delamination as part of damage 
growth under fatigue loading is considered next in greater depth.
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2.5 Damage Development in Laminates Under Fatigue Loading.
2.5.1 Introduction.
Beyond the prediction of the occurrence of damage under quasi-static loading, there 
is a need to determine the growth of damage under cyclic loading. Degradation of 
mechanical properties and ultimate strength of polymer composites under fatigue 
loading is an important issue for reliable composite structure. In order to anticipate 
the long term behaviour of composites, researchers have sought basic engineering 
hypotheses. In contrast to metallic materials, in wiiich fatigue failure is dominated by 
the initiation and propagation of a single crack, the fatigue process in composites is 
not so clear-cut.
As stated before, fatigue involves several damage modes, including fibre/matrix 
debonding, matrix cracking, delamination and fibre fracture. The type of damage 
produced under fatigue loading and the sequence of development is similar to the 
damage produced under quasi-static loading. The damage leads again to the 
degradation in the residual strength (resistance to failure) and stif&iess of the laminate 
in addition to a reduction in fatigue life (Haque et al. 1993). Agarwal and Broutman
(1990) have shown also that, subjected to cyclic loading, composite materials may fail 
even though the maximum stress does not exceed the materials ultimate static strength. 
The literature contains a wide collection of descriptions and measurements of damage 
events in composite materials due to fatigue loading (e.g. Reifsnider et al. 1984, 
Reifsnider and O’Brien 1981, O'Brien 1982a, Reifenider 1990, Connolly and Davidson 
1995).
Matrix related behaviour, such as plastic flow, creep, crazing and non-linear responses, 
affects the fatigue behaviour according to the relative influence of the matrix 
properties on the laminate properties. Flexibilising the resin increases the strain to 
failure and toughness of the resin (see Section 2.3.4), which should improve the 
resistance of the laminate to debonding and hence delay damage onset under fatigue.
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The fatigue behaviour of bulk polymers is reviewed by Hertzberg (1981). Next, we 
review the fatigue behaviour of composite laminates with regards damage progression.
2.5.2 Damage Mechanisms.
The general sequence of damage accumulation in multi-ply laminates under fatigue 
loading is similar to quasi-static loading and eventually damage localisation leads to 
specimen failure. Damage accumulation and development has been discussed by 
Poursartip et al., by Valentin & Bunsell, and by O'Brien in 'Fatigue and creep of 
composite materials' (1982). Constant amplitude cyclic loading can produce localised 
damage very early in the fatigue life of fibrous (both GFRP and CFRP) composite 
laminates, even at relatively low stresses. Damage mechanisms observed under 
tension-tension fatigue loading (the loading regime that will be used later in this 
thesis) have been discussed by Reifsnider (1982) and Reifenider and Jamison (1982). 
In general, the initial failure, which is commonly transverse ply cracking in multi­
directional laminates, initiates at low stress levels, and cumulative failure leads to edge 
delamination (e.g. Masters and Reifsnider 1982, Highsmith and Reifsnider 1982, 
Ohsawa et al. 1992). In fact, transverse ply cracks can initiate at stresses below the 
static threshold for cracking. The threshold number of cycles for the onset of cracking 
and the rate of crack growth depends on the cyclic stress level.
A disproportionately large amount of damage may occur in the first few cycles, but 
this early damage may not always weaken the material. However, in some lay-ups 
and/or at high stress levels, serious damage such as fibre breakage may possibly occur 
during the first few cycles in glass fibre composites (Dharan 1975); similar 
observations have been made for carbon fibre composites (Fuwa et al 1975, Sturgeon 
1977). Whether this damage causes significant changes in laminate performance 
depends on the material and the laminate stacking sequence (see Section 2.2.4), and 
on the extent of the damage. Fatigue damage, like that resulting firom quasi-static 
loading, is progressive and occurs throughout the stressed region firom the first cycle, 
although the laminate may survive for many thousands of further cycles after the first 
visible signs of damage (Figure 2.10). Cyclic loading can reveal critical damage
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modes not found under static loading (Lagace and Bonello 1993). Furthermore, the 
maximum cyclic load can change the dominant failure mode Wien competing modes 
exist.
The onset of fibre/matrix debonding appears to be the critical initial damage 
mechanism (Owen 1974). Smith and Owen (1969) found an approximately constant 
value (0.3% strain) of the threshold static strain for debonding in several different 
composite materials of varying moduli. The occurrence of debonding even at very 
low fatigue stresses suggests that definition of a fatigue limit in composite materials 
is difficult because debonding will tend to initiate more severe damage which may 
lead to fi-acture.
Observations on the initiation and growth of transverse ply cracks during the fatigue 
of cross-ply GFRP laminates (Ogin et al. 1984) have shown that oacks nucleate at 
random throughout the laminate. Then, the 90-ply cracks grow stably across the width 
of the ply under fatigue loading at a rate which depends upon the cyclic stress level 
and on interactions with neighbouring cracks (Ogin et al. 1984). Crack arrest can 
occur at sufficiently small crack spacings. This is in contrast to the instantaneous 
crack propagation behaviour across the ply width observed under quasi-static loading. 
Although crack patterns viewed on the coupon edge may appear similar under static 
and fatigue loading, the extent of cracks across the width of the ply may be 
significantly different in fetigue. In contrast to the more or less evenly spaced full- 
width cracks usually observed at quasi-static saturation, the fatigue crack pattem in 
GFRP cross-ply laminates with thin 90-plies (Ogin and Smith 1985) may consist of 
many short cracks nucleated randomly throughout the ply. The behaviour of 
transverse cracks and the origin of the final crack pattem can be understood using an 
approach based upon a stress intensity factor (SIF)(Ogin and Smith 1985).
Observations of 90-ply and ±45-ply matrix cracks have been used by many authors 
as both a qualitative and quantitative measure of damage accumulation rate. A 
problem with many of these studies is that the crack count is made only at the 
specimen edge because the CFRP laminates tested do not allow simple through coupon
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inspection. However, some authors have presented plots of crack density as a function 
of cycles and have shown also the necessary X-radiographs of the CFRP coupons for 
fatigue at different stress levels (e.g. Charewicz and Daniel 1986).
Reifsnider and co-workers (Reifsnider & Talug 1980, Reifsnider et al. 1983, Jamison 
et al. 1984) proposed that matrix cracking damage in laminates could be described in 
terms of a "characteristic damage state" (CDS) which is "uniquely defined by the 
properties of individual plies, their thicknesses and their stacking sequence. The CDS 
is a laminate property independent of load history, residual stress or other extensive 
variables." This implies that the same mechanisms are at work under static and 
fatigue loading, which is useful as it means that the relative crack densities are history 
independent. The majority of fatigue data apply to specific laminates and as such the 
information is not transferable to other composite systems. The CDS is an attempt 
at a general guideline to rationalise fatigue effects. However, there is now strong 
evidence fi-om subsequent observations (e.g. Boniface & Bader 1985, Ogin & Smith 
1985, Boniface & Ogin 1989) Wiich disagree with the damage being independent of 
load history since the CDS is not always reached if the cyclic stress is too low, as is 
the case under quasi-static loading, and a more general damage theory is required.
The onset and growth of delamination under fatigue loading has received much 
attention (e.g. Lagace and Bonello 1993), having been singled out as an important 
failure mechanism (Hashin 1983). Furthermore, some lay-ups which do not 
delaminate in quasi-static tension may delaminate under fatigue loading (e.g. 
Poursartip 1983 and see Table 2.1). Therefore, it is necessary to characterise 
delamination resistance in fatigue as well as in static loading. Damage, especially 
delamination growth, redistributes the stresses in the plies of a laminate (Connolly 
and Davidson 1995), and may influence residual stiffiiess, residual strength, and 
fatigue life. Hence a fatigue analysis for composite materials should take into account 
the presence and growth of delaminations.
Edge delaminations will grow under fatigue loading but problems have been 
encountered in using strain energy release rate to characterise their growth. In fatigue
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tests under strain control, the maximum G is constant (O'Brien 1982a). If the only 
surfaces being created were the delamination of the interface, then the resistance 
would be constant, and one would expect a constant growth rate (Broek 1982), The 
observed delamination growth rate actually decreases with cycling (O'Brien 1982a), 
suggesting that once the resistance value had been exceeded (that is GXTJ 
catastrophic growth should occur. However the energy required to propagate the 
delamination increases (Poursartip 1987), although the surface energy of the 
delaminating interfaces is unlikely to be changing. Poursartip (1987) attempted to 
explain this effect, while still using strain energy release rate concepts. This 
increasing resistance to delamination growth Gr can be explained in terms of 
associated matrix cracking, which is observed under both static and fatigue loading i,e, 
although there is increasing energy released and able to propagate tiie delamination 
crack, the amount of work that must be done to propagate the total matrix crack area 
is increasing at an even faster rate than the delamination itself.
2.5.3 Fatigue Failure.
Definition of a meaningful failure criterion is complicated by the progressive nature 
of damage modes. The failure criterion applied to fatigue in metals is usually fracture. 
Ih is criterion may be inappropriate in composite materials since extensive damage 
may occur before final fi-acture and the laminate may have failed in terms of a 
residual stififhess or a residual strength criterion, depending on the material application. 
Consequently a laminate showing such a permanent degradation in properties at an 
early stage in the total fatigue life can represent structural failure of the laminate long 
before actual fracture (Mlure of the 0 -plies) occurs.
Fatigue failure can only occur when the 0-plies fail. The presence of 90-ply cracks 
is expected to accelerate damage in the laminate by promoting fibre failures in the 
adjacent load-bearing plies. This view is supported by Highsmith and Reifsnider 
(1986) who have estimated the stress enhancement using finite element analysis. 
Alternatively, Jones et al. (1984) found no detrimental effect of 90-ply cracks 
(especially in CFRP) and concluded that the behaviour of unidirectional plies
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controlled fatigue response. Highsmith and Reifsnider (1986) have also analysed 
stresses at the intersection of matrix cracks in adjacent plies of differing orientation. 
They have shown that there is a highly localised region of increased interlaminar 
normal and shear stress around the point of intersection. Fibre failure may result from 
the locally enhanced stress at the intersection of a matrix crack and an adjacent 0 -ply 
(Jamison 1986). A local delamination here would reduce the stress concentration.
Final laminate failure under fatigue is due to a localisation of damage to fail the 0- 
plies. This localisation consists mostly of a high concentration of fibre breaks 
developing in one area, but depend also on lay-up, local delaminations, edge 
delaminations, debonding and splitting. The exact nature of the final events, having 
been preceded by substantial damage, is not well understood. Therefore understanding 
the fatigue process requires a characterisation of damage throughout the cyclic loading 
and its effect on composite properties such as lifetime, stifBiess and residual strength.
The basic fatigue life characteristics of a material are obtained under a single loading 
schedule, using constant values of stress or strain amplitude, frequency, and ratio of 
minimum to maximum stress or strain (the R value). A common q^proach to the 
accumulation of damage in fatigue is to consider the decrease in residual strength with 
cycling (Rosen 1982, Reinfenider et at 1982). The data are presented in the form of 
an S-N curve, with the cyclic strain or stress on a linear scale as a function of number 
of cycles to failure on a log scale (S vs logN). Ihe S-N curve can be considered to 
be the locus of points where the residual strength curves equal the applied stress.
Most experimental data are presented in this S-N curve format in which the failure 
criterion is taken as fracture of the specimen. However, in view of the inadequacy of 
fracture as a fatigue failure criterion, some authors include additional damage curves 
within the S-N plots representing the onset of damage modes. Although more 
qualitative, S-N curves in this way have been defined in terms of the number of cycles 
to the onset of a particular type of damage, for example initial fibre/matrix debonding 
(Dharan 1975), density of off-axis ply cracks (Reifsnider and Talug 1980), and growth 
of delaminated area or number of 0-ply fibre fractures (Jamison 1985). Ihis
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representation shows that the fatigue damage can occur, by some cycle dependent 
process, at veiy small proportions of the static strength.
2.6 Analysis and Modelling.
This section of the review highlights features of damage modelling with respect to the 
two main damage modes considered in this thesis (delamination and matrix cracking) 
under the two loading conditions, quasi-static in Sections 2.6.1 to 2.6.3 and fatigue in 
Sections 2.6.4 to 2.6.6.
2.6.1 Modelling the Damage Processes under Quasi-Static Loadii^.
The mechanics of (undamaged) composite laminates formed by the plane-wise 
layering of fibrous reinforcement bounded within a continuous resin matrix can be 
analysed in a simple manner using laminated plate theory (LPT)(Jones 1975, and 
modified in Rangaraj and Bhaduri 1994). This theoiy is based on an idealised 
representation of the system as thin anisotropic sheets bonded together. However, 
this theory does not consider interlaminar effects near edges. The modelling of 
delamination in composite laminates using a layer-wise plate theory has been 
developed more recently (Reddy 1987, Barbero and Reddy 1991).
In trying to model laminate failure, it is irrqxrrtant to recognise the progressive nature 
of the failure process in order to obtain a correct strength prediction. Ignoring this 
behaviour, as is done in first ply failure theories and ply reduction techniques (Petit 
and Waddoups 1969, Thomas and Wetherhold 1991), leads to failure predictions 
which are too conservative. The more sophisticated ply reduction techniques degrade 
the load carrying ability of the ply to zero upon ply failure, and redistribute the load 
throughout the laminate via various load redistribution schemes. However, these 
methods are conservative also because they do not allow any load carrying ability of 
the damaged ply away fi*om the localised failure. Better models consider stress
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transfer around cracks (Section 2.6.2)
The presence of a stress singularities at discontinuities (i.e. damage or the free edges) 
have suggested a fracture mechanics approach to delamination growth based on a 
concept of strain energy release rate. Fracture mechanics based failure criteria offer 
a technique to predict the strength and life of a composite Wien a singularity exists, 
a limitation of strength based criteria. Poursartip (1988) discusses fracture mechanics 
Wiile describing his view o( and approach to, the modelling of damage interaction, 
and the consequent needs and limitation. The paper outlines the issues involved in 
modelling each damage mechanism firstly in isolation, and then in conjunction. 
Although not intended as such, it serves to be a comprehensive review of damage 
processes and modelling aspects. The accurate prediction of the growth of each type 
of damage in isolation might be a tractable problem. However, in practice there are 
many types of damage present simultaneously (Masters and Reifsnider 1982). The 
prediction of their interaction and subsequent growth requires a set of veiy 
comprehensive and universal models of the material behaviour.
To characterise the crack tip conditions for a delamination we must consider the strain 
energy release rate, G, and indeed, if the goal is to predict the interactive behaviour 
of damage we must first predict delamination and matrix cracking in isolation after 
having defined our problem in fracture mechanics terms, in the spirit of the study by 
O'Brien (1982a)(and see Section 2.6.3). In the next section we consider prediction of 
matrix crack density and then m Section 2.6.3 for the case of analysing délamination, 
a simple closed form model is presented.
2.6.2 Matrix Qacking and the Shear-1^ Model.
Modelling of progressive matrix cracking, that is, the formation of multiple matrix 
cracks, is a two stage process. The first stage involves development of a stress 
transfer model to calculate the laminate stiffriess reduction with the increasing 
presence of matrix cracks, which was dealt with in Section 2.2.2. The second stage 
involves applying a failure criterion usually based on stress or fracture mechanics.
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One of the simplest analysis techniques, which attempts to model laminate response 
with a cracked transverse ply in a (0/90% laminate is one based on shear-lag type 
arguments (Parvizi et al. 1978). The method was a satisfactory start and is a widely 
favoured analysis which has been refined in many ways to match test data (e.g. 
Highsmith & Reifenider 1982, Steif-appendix Ogin et al. 1984, Ogin et al 1985a, Laws 
and Dvorak 1988, Caslini et al. 1988, Leaity et al. 1992).
Almost all matrix crack modelling approaches are based on a stress analysis. For this, 
shear-lag type arguments have been used widely with success by various workers to 
model the relationship between applied load and crack density, and the effect of 
transverse ply cracks on laminate stifi&iess. The analysis determines how the applied 
load, or laminate stress, is carried around an off-axis crack by transferring the load 
completely into the 0 -plies at the plane of the crack and then shed back into the off- 
axis ply by shear as a function of distance from the crack.
Shear-lag type analyses differ slightly in their assun^tions made regarding the 
longitudinal displacement profile through the thickness of the cracked off-axis ply 
(Garrett and Bailey 1977, Steif 1984) and some models consider a resin rich region 
to be present between the cracked and constraining plies (Hiÿismith and Reifrnider 
1982, Laws and Dvorak 1988, Lim and Hong 1989). Garrett and Bailey (1977) used 
a linear profile which lead to a uniform shear stress across the off-axis ply, whereas 
Steif (Appendix Ogin et al. 1984) used a parabolic form. There are also extensions 
based on two-dimensional modelling (Flaggs 1985). None the less, the basic forms 
of the models are similar to the model of Steif (Appendix Ogin et al. 1984) based on 
an idealised array of regular spaced cracks, in Wiich the stresses are assumed to be 
uniform across each ply.
The shear-lag solution for normalised laminate stiffiiess (E/Eq) based on an idealised 
cross-ply laminate, shown in Figure 2.11, with a 90-ply crack spacing of 2s and with 
lamina stiffnesses for the 0 and 90-plies of Ei and Eg respectively, is given by (Steif 
1984):
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( 2 . 8 )
bE  ^ Xs
where
P  = ( 2 . 9 )d^bE^E^
and G2 3 is the cracked ply shear modulus in the XZ plane, b and d are lamina 
dimensions.
Stress transfer models show that the off-axis ply stress reaches a maximum mid-way 
between two existing cracks. Assuming a uniform strength (or fracture energy), this 
determines the location of the next crack where the ply strength is exceeded. 
Unfortunately, the sinple ^plication of shear-lag based on the strength criteria gives 
veiy poor predictions of crack density with load. Alternative approaches to analysing 
the stress distribution include variational approaches (Hashin 1985a, 1987,1988, Nmm 
1989, Liu and Naim 1992), more general elasticity approaches (Dvorak et al. 1985, 
McCartney 1990) and numerical analyses, based on finite element analysis of matrix 
cracking using fracture mechanics (Wang and Crossman 1980, Caslini et al. 1987, 
Shahid and Chang 1995). On a cautionaiy note, it has been shown that FE 
calculations of energy release rate at ply interfaces can be seriously in error in some 
cases if care is not taken to prevent interpenetration of the crack faces (Tian and 
Swanson 1992). It is clear that this non-physical interpenetration of the crack faces 
must be prevented in the calculation.
The models developed to consider 90-ply cracking onset and densification fall into 
two main categories. These are either stress based sometimes incorporating statistical 
considerations (e.g. Garrett and Bailey 1977, Manders et al. 1983, Peters 1984), where 
progressive cracking is assumed to be controlled by the 90-ply stress distribution, or 
fracture mechanics based (Wang and Crossman 1980, Flaggs 1985, Ogin and Smith
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1985, Dvorak and Laws 1985, 1987, Caslini et al. 1987, Naim 1989, Sriram and 
Armanios 1995). In fracture mechanics based models the energy changes associated 
with crack formation at a particular location may be calculated and the available 
energy equated to a critical SERR for crack formation. However, by using the shear- 
lag stress analysis in conjunction with statistical fracture mechanics, predictions for 
crack density as a function of load are much better, as shown by Laws and Dvorak 
(1988) and Leaity et al. (1992).
Leaity et al. (1992) demonstrated the modelling of stifi&iess reduction (Section 2.2.2) 
as a function of crack density in cross-ply laminates and went on to model matrix 
cracks in thin 90-plies by making use of the fracture mechanics type Laws and Dvorak 
(1988) approach. In a similai' way, again with cross-ply laminates, Sriræn and 
Armanios (1995) present a fracture mechanics based shear deformation model to 
predict stiffriess loss associated with matrix cracking, yielding the SERR and hence 
load versus crack spacing predictions. Recently, progressive damage models based 
on the damage mechanics approach have been developed for relating the residual 
material properties of laminates to matrix cracking (Allen et al. 1987, Talreja 1987, 
Ladaveze & Dantec 1992). Alternate modelling schemes such as the continuum 
damage theory (Talreja 1985a, 1987) or the internal state variables approach (Allen 
et al. 1987) work well but introduce additional internal variables that are difficult to 
characterise e^q)erimentally and have to be inferred from additional test data.
Numerous analytical models have been proposed for analysing accumulated matrix 
cracking in laminated composites (e.g. Crossman and Wang 1982, H i^ m ith  and 
Reifsnider 1982, Flaggs 1985, Hashin 1985, Laws and Dvorak 1988, Han and Hahn 
1989, Lim and Hong 1989, Tan and Nuismer 1989, Lee and Daniel 1990, Liu and 
Naim 1992, McCartney 1993). Most models, including the continuum damage models 
(Talreja 1987, Nuismer and Tan 1988, Tan and Nuismer 1989), as well as many other 
contemporaiy shear-lag approaches (Lee and Daniel 1990, Daniel and Tsai 1991, 
Leaity et al. 1992, Kam and Sher 1995), have been developed primarily for 
characterising the matrix cracking of a single 90-ply layer in a laminate subject to a 
uniaxial tensile load. Although Shahid and Chang (1995) have considered 90-ply
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cracking in large multidirectional composite laminated plates subjected to tensile and 
shear loads. In practice, matrix cracking may occur in many plies with different 
orientations in a multidirectional laminate that may be subjected also to combined 
loads. Therefore the accumulated damage and the effect of such damage on 
composites must be predicted.
Recently, Shahid and Chang (1995) developed an accumulative damage model for 
predicting the damage and residual stiffness of laminates under tensile and shear 
loading for 90-ply cracking in a series of (±9/90Js laminates. The analysis focused 
particularly on matrix cracking induced accumulated damage in symmetrical laminates. 
The model was implemented in a nonlinear FE program, however, it did not include 
any free edge effects or edge damage such as delamination.
2.6.3 Délamination and the O'Brien Qosed-Foim Models.
We have recognised previously that due to out-of-plane stress concentrations, 
interlaminar damage may occur also in laminates with certain lay-ups (e.g. Soni et al. 
1986, O'Brien et al. 1989, O'Brien 1990). Localised damage such as delamination 
could affect the residual strength of those laminates and consequently their effect 
needs to be incorporated into any attempt at a universal laminate model.
Also, it has been indicated already that the onset and growth of edge délaminations 
and local delaminations from matrix cracks may be predicted by the closed-form 
energy release rate (G) analysis due to O'Brien (1982a, 1984, 1985). O'Brien (1982a 
and 1985), using laminate plate theoiy (LPT), derived a closed-form equation for G, 
which for certain lay-ups can predict the delamination onset strain. These models are 
described below.
(a) O'Brien Edge Delamination Model
For a planar flaw of Area A, the elastic strain energy release rate G is the difference 
between the rate of work done dW/dA and the rate at which elastic strain energy is
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stored dU/dA as flaw area increases (Irwin 1958):
G = dW - m  (2.10)
dA dA
If the flaw extends at a constant nominal strain 8 , i.e. fixed grip conditions, then
dW/dA=0 (2.11)
U can be expressed by the product of strain energy density and body volume V, then 
substituting Hooke's Law (cHElamS)
G = - V s  d a  = - V Ë  Æ  (2 .1 2 )
2 dA 2 dA
where dE/dA = rate of stiffiiess change with area as the flaw extends.
An equation for the stiffness, E, of a partially edge delaminated specimen was 
developed by O'Brien (1982) using the rule of mixtures (R.O.M). Equalized 
delaminated strips were assumed to exist at both edges of the laminate as shown in 
Figure 2.12.
By assuming the laminated and delaminated portions (Figure 2.13/Figure 2.14c) act 
as independent components loaded in parallel, R.O.M. yields
E = (E* - Elam) a + Elam (2.13)
bhwhere:
Elam Stiffness of intact laminate firom L.P.T.
E* = Stiffiiess of laminate completely delaminated
a = Crack (delamination) length
bh = Coupon half width
Note that equation (2.13) arises as a special case of equation (2.12) since a/bh = A/A* 
where A = Délamination area, and A* = Total interfacial area
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From L.P.T.
Elam " - L  (2.14)Xnt
Xji = first element of inverse extensional stiffiiess matrix, A^ j.
Then by assuming a complete delamination (Figure 2.14b) in one or more interfaces
and using the rule of mixtures (FLO.IVL) assumption that the sub-laminates formed
undergo the same axial strain (but no longer have the same transverse strains), gives:
m
i r  = Z _EA (2.15)
i=l t
where:
m = number of sub-laminates formed by the delamination.
E= Modulus of the i* sub-laminate (allowing for bending/extensional coupling as 
necessary).
tj= thickness of the i“' sub-laminate
Hence using equations (2.14) and (2.15) we can write equation (2.13) for any specified 
location of the delamination.
If we now consider the "body" in our definition to be a tensile coupon, the strain 
energy release rate can be calculated by assuming two strip delaminations, such that 
Volume of body,
V = 2 bhlt (2.16)
area of interface containing delamination,
A '=  2 \ l  (2.17)
and delaminated area, A = 21a
dA = 21da (2.18)
Then substituting equation (2.18) into equation (2.12) and noting total delamination 
for a number of interfaces = A n, i.e. delamination aiea multiplied by the number of 
interfaces formed (note, number of sub-laminates, m, is always related to the number
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of interfaces, n, by n=m-l).
G = - b h t ^  dE (2.19)n 2  da
n = Number of interfaces/delaminations at ply cracks.
T^en differentiating (2.13) gives dE/da which substituting into equation (2 19) will obtam finally: v • /
G ( E la m - E * )  (2 .2 0 )
2 n
Elam E are the axial modulus before and after délamination, respectively, 
t is the laminate thickness and s  is the uni-axial applied strain.
This is the basic equation that O'Brien has proposed for the energy release rate 
calculation in order to estimate delamination onset. Note that G is not a function of 
delamination size, but the magnitude of G depends on laminate lay-up, location of 
delamination interfaces (since these two control the Elam - E* term), applied nominal 
strain s and laminate thickness t. Although the location of the delaminated interfaces 
determine Elam and E*, the (Elam - E*) term in equation (2.20) neglects stiffiiess loss 
in the laminate due to matrix cracking, Wiich must be presoit before the delamination 
has initiated. The limitation of this G expression arises due to it being developed 
from classical Laminated Plate Theory and Rule of Mixtures (neither of Wiich have 
contributions from matrix cracking). This does allow prediction of stiffness loss 
vanations as the delamination grows, progressively separating the sub-laminates and 
the sub-laminates no longer having the same transverse strains, but the analysis is not 
self-consistent. The model uses symmetrically delaminating interfaces to calculate the 
axial stiffness (E ) of the delaminated composite whilst experimental observations had 
shown the case to be a single delaminated interface, a consequence of the already 
present matrix cracks allowing the delamination to 'jog* between the two interfaces.
When the energy release rate, G, reaches the critical value, G„ the delamination is 
assumed to grow. By transforming Equation (2.20) into a stress based equation, we
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obtain:-
G = ( f t  (E ^^-E *) (2.21)
2 Ela]v/
Equation (2.21) indicates guidelines for delamination prevention; to increase the 
interlaminar fracture to u ^ e ss  G^ , to decrease the anisotropic mismatch (Elam - E*), 
and to increase the laminate modulus Elam-
Zhang et al. (1994) have recently modified the O'Brien analysis by incorporating 
shear-lag type arguments to account for the stiffiiess loss of already cracked plies, 
such that the (Elam " E*) term is reduced by matrix cracking. This principle is 
developed further and compared to experimental data in Chapter Seven of this thesis.
Further inaccuracies in ' the O'Brien approach may arise since G may have 
contributions from Gi, Gn and Gg, i.e. G^  ^= Gi + G  ^+ G^, and G may deviate from 
prediction near the laminate edge due to use of L.P.T. and R.O.M. This point was 
investigated by O'Brien who used finite element analysis to calculate Gi, Gg, Gm as 
functions of délamination size. This showed that G given by G% + Gn (G^ negligible 
for the laminates used by O'Brien in this study) reached prediction (the calculated 
value from equation 2 .2 0 ) once delamination had grown a veiy small distance.
Equation (2.20) can be rearranged also to predict the strain for delamination onset:
( 2 . 2 2 )
for n = 1 , i.e. one interface or two sub-laminates.
Predictions of were compared to experimental values of obtained for quasi­
isotropic laminates (see Figure 2.15), from dividing measured values by Elam and
using a G<, value determined from a different lay-up, (±30/±30/90/90i/2)s-
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The good comparison shown in Figure 2.15 indicates that Gg may be independent of 
the ply orientation that make up the delaminating interface for a particular class of 
laminate. Also, equation (2.22) indicates the dependence on stacking sequence and 
ply orientations that make up the delaminating interface is accounted for in the (Elam - 
E*) term. In addition it indicates delamination will form at a lower nominal strain in 
thicker laminates than thin laminates of identical stacking sequences.
(b) O'Brien Local Délamination Model
A similar treatment can be carried out for G, associated with local delamination 
growth from a matrix ply crack (O'Brien 1985). In this study the elastic body is a 
composite laminate containing a matrix ply crack through the thickness of n off-axis 
plies, with delaminations forming at the matrix crack tip and growing at the ply 
interfaces. Figure 2.16.
In a laminate containing delamination growing from matrix ply cracks, the composite 
gauge length is divided into a locally delaminated (LD) region and a laminated region 
acting in series. It is assumed that the composite displacements are the sum of the 
displacements in these two regions, and the total load is equal to the loads carried by 
the two regions individually.
Eventually the strain energy release rate associated with the growth of delamination 
from matrix ply cracks is calculated:-
G = _PL_ [_J__________ L _  ] (2.23)
2m w^ Ild E ld t  E lam
where:
P = twa
m = number of delaminations growing from ply cracks 
Ild = Thickness of locally delaminated region that carries the applied load.
Eij) = Modulus of locally delaminated region.
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Hence G is again independent of delamination size. The magnitude of G depends on 
laminate lay-up and thickness, location of the cracked ply and subsequent delamination 
(which determines Eld, fin and m), the applied load and the laminate width.
To predict delamination onset from 90° matrix ply cracks in (i25/90Jg, in which no 
significant stiffiiess loss was observed before local délamination onset (Crossman & 
Wang, 1982) Hooke's Law (gNElam^ ) was substituted and solved for yielding:-
8, = _1___ [ 2m G, (2.24)
Elam! I/E ldIld - I/Elam^
The delamination onset strains agreed fairly well for n>4 laminates and show the 
trend of decreasing 8^  with increasing thickness of cracked 90° plies, see Figure 2.17.
Overall it can be seen that the simple analyses, given in the above figure, indicate that 
a G analysis will account for delamination onset for both edge and matrix sources of 
delamination and account for observed thickness dependence. Previous work (O'Brien 
1984) indicated that for brittle resin con^osites with relatively low G^ , the Mode I 
component of G, due to interlaminar tension only, controlled delamination onset. This 
Mode I dependence may explain why the transition from edge to matrix-ply-crack 
induced delamination, inferred from the figure to occur at n = 2, does not occur until 
n = 4, since the analyses used do not separate out the different modes.
The fracture mode ratio is also important for the prediction of delamination of many 
types of composite laminates (Johnson and Mangalgiri 1987). Generally, the fracture 
mode ratio has been obtained by finite element (FE) analysis (O'Brien 1982a and 
1984), although some success has been achieved more recently in predicting the mode 
ratio through the application of a shear deformable plate theory (Armanios and 
Rehfield 1988). In addition, a recently developed technique for predicting mixed­
mode délamination (Schapery and Davidson 1990) is applied to the edge delamination 
problem by Davidson (1995), using a closed form crack tip element approach, where 
LPT was utilised in the Annulation of the crack tip element. Energy release rates and
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fracture mode ratios found by this approach were shown to agree with FE results for 
mechanical, hygrothermal and combined loadings.
O'Brien has extended further the models presented here to include the effect of 
residual thermal and moisture stresses on G (O'Brien 1991a,b). Salpekar and O'Brien
(1991) performed an FE analysis to evaluate the energy release rate for local 
delamination in tensile loaded GFRP laminates with 90-ply matrix cracks. It was 
observed that the total G calculated near the free edge increased with increasing 
delamination length and approached O'Brien's closed form solution (1985) for 
delamination lengths of about four ply thicknesses from the matrix crack. Zhang et 
al. (1994) have extended an equivalent constraint model (ECM), based on LEFM and 
developed previously for predicting matrix crack growth, to characterise the matrix 
crack tip delamination and its effect on the laminate stiffness. Predicted critical 
strains for matrix cracking, edge and local delamination in CFRP (±25/90n)g laminates 
agreed reasonably well with the experimental data.
2.6.4 Modelling the Damage Processes under Fatigue Loading.
The fracture mechanics analysis used to deal with fatigue of metals is generally based 
on the initiation and/or growth of a single dominant crack and is inapplicable (on a 
macroscopic scale) to inhomogeneous and anisotropic composites. Since it is more 
difficult to develop a theoretical analysis, an empirical approach is more often used. 
This has the disadvantage that data gained from fatigue analysis is specific to the 
particular composite material and laminate construction under test. An early critical 
review of life prediction models can be found in Gordon and Whitehead (1979). 
Much of the research that has been carried out on the fatigue of polymer matrix 
composites has been directed towards elucidating the physical mechanisms of 
degradation during cyclic loading, mainly under constant stress amplitude. A recently 
developed model for estimating the growth of delamination under cyclic loading 
(Dahlen and Springer 1994) has also a reasonably extensive assessment of this lifing 
problem and is useful as an introduction to such modelling considerations.
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Whether we are interested in a global or local definition of damage, it is necessary 
that the concept of the number of cycles to failure, be retained as a fundamental 
parameter. A large amount of data on Nf for different materials, loads and 
temperatures, specimen geometries and so on are already available in the open 
literature. In order to predict stiffness loss as a function of fatigue cycles, the onset 
and growth of the relevant damage mechanisms such as matrix cracking and 
delamination must be characterised in terms of material parameters which are 
representative of the laminate but independent of laminate construction variables such 
as ply thickness and stacking sequence. The most successful attempts have tended to 
use the strain energy release rate based approach (e.g. Bathias and Laksimi 1985) in 
conjunction with a Paris growth law.
Fatigue life prediction for composite materials remains a topic of concentrated 
research (e.g. Hashin 1985, Rotem 1988, Hwang and Han 1986, 1989, Reifsnider and 
Gao 1991, Adam et al. 1992). Various damage models have been proposed to study 
life prediction and some of the recent work in this area has been undertaken using the 
residual strength and life approach (Charewicz and Daniel 1986, Reifsnider and 
Stinchcomb 1986, Rotem 1988). Currently, Subramanian et al. (1995) have developed 
a cumulative damage scheme based on the critical element model proposed earlier by 
Reifsnider and Stinchcomb (1986) to predict fatigue behaviour. Whitworth (1990) 
postulated a stress-dependant cumulative damage model to determine the remaining 
life of a composite. The damage model was defined in terms of a damage function 
based on the residual stiffiiess. Hwang and Han (1986, 1989) and Poursartip et al.
(1986) have used a fatigue stiffiiess degradation concept in conjunction with a 
maximum strain failure criterion to predict composite life. Spearing et al. (1992) have 
developed a model which relates the stiffiiess of a notched cross-ply laminate to the 
current state of fatigue damage. More recently, Gao (1994) has atten^ted to relate 
the fatigue failure of a con^osite to the fundamental damage and fatigue behaviour 
of its laminae. The predictions of fatigue life agreed well with experimental data of 
CFRP cross-ply laminates.
Growth law predictions are needed for the onset and growth of delamination under
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fatigue loading. As wiüi quasi-static loading, to model delamination and consequently 
damage accumulation it is should be remembered that a fatigue test monitors total 
damage. This leads to difficulties in isolating the contribution from one particular 
damage mechanism, especially when they all interact. Recently a fatigue model was 
developed by Spearing et al. (1992) for damage growth at a notch tip in CFRP (90/0)^ 
and (90/±45/0)s laminate coupons. Although notch laminate behaviour is very 
different to plain laminate behaviour, this model was interestingly an extension of a 
model for damage growth under monotonie loading (Kortschot and Beaumont 1990). 
The damage was modelled as a series of interacting cracks in various forms; splitting, 
delamination and transverse ply cracks and the extent of fatigue damage was predicted 
(using a strain energy release rate based approach) with reasonable success. It should 
not be forgotten that a reduction in laminate stiffiiess can be used also as an analytical 
tool. The following sections review briefly the application of fracture mechanics to 
both matrix cracking damage modes, intra-laminar and inter-laminar cracking.
2.6.5 Ihtm-Laiiiinar Fatigue Qack Development
Poursartip (1983) modelled 90-ply cracking using the relationship between strain 
energy release rate, G, and change in laminate compliance with 90-ply crack length, 
dC/da:-
G = (P72t)dC/da (2.25)
where P is the laminate load, and t is the transverse ply thickness.
By analysing the plot of stiffiiess reduction with fatigue cycles for a GFRP cross-ply 
laminate at different load levels, Poursartip showed that there was a correlation, on a 
log-log plot, between the gradient of the normalised stiffiiess versus cycles curve 
(measured at a normalised stiffiiess of 0.9 during the matrix cracking region) and the 
peak stress in the fatigue cycle. He suggested that this demonstrated that the energy 
release rate was the controlling parameter. However, the relationship to individual 
crack growth could not be assessed. Ogin et al. (1984,1985a) report observations on 
90-ply cracking and the resultant stiffness loss in GFRP cross-ply laminates. Using
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Steif s shear lag model they obtained an approximate linear relationship between 
stiffiiess loss and 90-ply crack density which gave good agreement with experimental 
data. The rate of modulus reduction in fatigue was found to be proportional to a 
power of the peak fatigue stress (Ogin et al. 1985a), as found by Poursartip (1983), 
in a relationship developed from the basic Paris law. The exponent in the Paris law 
relationship was approximately six. Smith (1985) also applied this model to CFRP 
cross-ply laminates with different 90-ply thicknesses, taking into account the residual 
thermal stresses. Both the stress intensity factor (SIF) range (AK) and the maximum 
stress intensity factor (K,naJ were correlated with inferred total crack growth rate. 
This showed closer agreement for and now the exponent in the Paris law was 
approximately eighteen. These correlations quantified the macroscopic effect of 
transverse crack growth on laminate stiffiiess loss during fatigue loading.
Ogin and Smith (1987) describe fatigue crack nucléation quantitatively using the Paris 
law. They relate the SIF at the boundaries of an enclosed flaw to the rate of growth 
across the ply thickness first and then across the width of the ply. Their observations 
on GFRP laminates show that cracks can nucleate within the bulk of the ply as well 
as at the specimen edge. The process of fibre/matrix debond to form crack nuclei may 
account for the possibility of reaching a higher crack density under cyclic loading than 
quasi-static loading.
Boniface and Ogin (1989) studied further the previous model of Ogin and Smith
(1987) and, apart from listing a reasonably comprehensive set of references regarding 
90-ply cracking/stififiiess loss work and/or models under static and fatigue loading, 
concluded: i) development of 90-ply cracks in cross-ply laminates depends on the load 
level and mode of loading; ii) crack growth rate is independent of crack length but 
depends on crack spacing; iii) crack growth is strongly influenced by factors which 
affect the SIF; iv) a Paris relationship of the form da/dN = f  (AK) describes the 
complete set of crack growth data to within an order of magnitude. Subsequent work 
(Boniface et al 1991b, Ogin and Smith 1985, Boniface and Ogin 1989) has shown that 
as an alternative to the K s^proach equivalent expressions can be found for strain 
energy release rate, G.
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Caslini et al. (1988) use their expression for the SERR for matrix cracking in a cross- 
ply laminate to analyse cracking under cyclic loading. They show a large decrease 
in critical SERR for crack formation in fatigue which is reflected in e3q)erimental 
observations of a lower fatigue threshold cracking strain. However, their approach is 
based on the formation of regularly dispersed full-thickness and full-width cracks, with 
a main assumption that as crack density increases, the cracks are redistributed to 
maintain an equidistant spacing. Experimental observations of fatigue crack growth 
(e.g. Boniface and Ogin 1989) show this model to be unrealistic.
Wang et al. (1984) used a Monte Carlo simulation to give effective flaws in the 
transverse ply developing under a da/dN vs AG relationship, to predict matrix crack 
density as a function of cycles, giving very good agreement with experimental data. 
Naim (1992) predicted also fatigue crack accumulation (in CFRP) based on da/dN vs 
AG relationship, although agreement with experimental data was not as good as the 
work carried out by Boniface and co. workers (1987, 1989, 1991a,b). This was 
possibly because the latter workers used model (transparent) GFRP laminates in which 
accurate measurements of the crack density were possible.
2.6.6 Inter-Laminar Fatigue Qack Development
O’Brien et al. (1989) have presented a life prediction methodology for conqx)site 
laminates in tension fatigue when life is controlled by delamination. Edge 
delamination onset data were used to generate strain energy release rate (SERR) as a 
function of cycles to delamination onset. These plots were then used along with 
SERR analyses of delaminations initiating at matrix cracks to predict local 
delamination onset. Fatigue failure was predicted by comparing the increase in global 
strain to the decrease in laminate failure strain which gave good agreement.
A further problem to a proper failure criterion, is that after initiation, délamination 
growth in laminates is more complicated than in standard fracture mechanics 
geometries due to its occurrence in conjunction with progressive matrix cracking in 
the-off axis plies. Semi-empirical methods, based on fracture mechanics, have been
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developed in an attempt to deal with this phenomenon. Fracture mechanics analyses 
of delamination have been shown to provide generic characterisation of delamination 
onset and growth (e.g. O'Brien 1982a and O'Brien et al. 1989). Poursartip (1985) 
correlated edge delamination growth in a laminate under fatigue loading with the 
strain energy release rate (from the compliance) normalised with respect to the current 
value of the crack resistance (which is determined from the R-curve obtained under 
static loading and hence accounts for the extra energy needed for the matrix cracks). 
Later work by Poursartip (1987) addressed the problem of edge delamination growth 
under fatigue loading for a brittle and toughened epoxy composite by developing a 
Paris power law correlation for the two materials. Basically, this study showed again 
that energy release must be compared to the increasing resistance to further growth 
caused not only by new delamination, but also by associated off-axis matrix cracking.
Interlaminar crack, or delamination, onset has been given by fracture mechanics using 
delamination growth laws in conjunction with strain energy release rate (G) analyses 
incorporating delamination resistance curves (O'Brien 1990). Data from several 
materials with brittle and tough matrices indicate that the maximum cyclic G may be 
represented by:-
G = m log N + Gc (2.26)
Where N is the number of cycles to delamination onset at a prescribed Gn^ (O'Brien 
1988), G<j and m are material parameters that characterise the onset of delamination 
under static and cyclic loading (see Figure 2.18). This characterisation may be 
achieved using a variety of interlaminar fracture test methods (e.g. Adams et al. 1987, 
Martin and Murri 1988, O'Brien 1984,1988, O'Brien et al. 1989 and see Section 2.3).
Delamination propagation in fatigue can be studied also by fracture mechanics. 
Russell and Street (1989) made use of double cracked-lap-shear specimens to 
investigate delamination fatigue crack growth rate under mixed mode I/H loading and 
to obtain da/dN vs AG data for CFRP. The fatigue crack growth rate i.e. crack 
extension/load cycle on the fatigue delamination growth rate can be correlated to the 
change in energy release rate G by the Paris power-law function:
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da = A (AG)" (2.27)
dN
where A and n are material constants.
This equation appears to work well for a variety of Mode I and/or Mode II situations 
(O'Brien 1982a, Bathias and Laksimi 1985 and Wang et al. 1985-all on laminates, 
Russell and Street 1989 with a combined Mode I and II 'double cracked lap shear' 
example shown in Figure 2.19a, Martin 1991 with a Mode IDCB example shown in 
Figure 2.19b, O'Brien 1989 with Mode II ENF). It is found that the exponent n is 
typically of the order of four or higher (Martin and Murri, 1988). This means that 
very small changes in G lead to large changes in growth rate. This is somewhat 
disconcerting, as it implies that the applied loads must be known very accurately. 
Also, below a certain change in energy release rate, AG%, the crack growth ceases or 
becomes much smaller than suggested by the above equation. AG ,^ is usually called 
the fatigue threshold value of the strain energy release rate range (Gustafson et al
1985). Furthermore, there is an unresolved contradiction that the exponent n is not 
the same for pure mode I and II loading. For mixed mode loading it is thought that 
Gtot is sufficient for the above equation, although the evidence is not conclusive 
(Whitcomb 1988, Johnson & Mall 1985). This has the advantage of removing the 
need to determine the mixed mode ratio.
Wang et al (1985) present in detail the application of the energy release rate concept 
to describe delamination crack initiation and growth in a composite laminate. The 
energy method is applied within the general concepts of ply elasticity theoiy and 
classical fracture mechanics, where all the analytical model variables must be defined 
or determined at the material ply level. Ply elasticity theory assumes the individual 
plies to be macroscopically homogenous with uniform properties, enabling 
characterisation of the unidirectional plies by two sets of material constants, ply 
deformation and strength. This allows definition of the initial crack length, a, as a 
random variable. The approach develops a finite element numerical procedure to 
compute G (a, a) for cracks propagating in multi-layered anisotropic solids. The basic
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method can be used to describe one-dimensional délamination growth, i.e. edge 
delamination, and it is possible to describe two dimensional growth, i.e. contoured 
front delamination. Excellent correlations are obtained between analytically predicted 
results and experimental test results on a variety of CFRP laminates, i.e. (±25/90Jg 
under tension and (902/02/+452)s, (02/902/±452)s and ([0/90]2/[±45]2)s under compression.
2.7 Concluding Remarks.
One of the primary observations of the literature survey is the surprising lack of 
referenced work regarding comprehensive damage data and associated analysis of the 
more realistic quasi-isotropic laminates, especially GFRP. Obtaining such data is one 
of the aims of this thesis. A family of quasi-isotropic laminates exists (0,±45,90)g, 
where simply selecting the appropriate stacking sequence can alter the interlaminar 
stresses to promote or suppress delamination, without significantly affecting the in­
plane laminate performance (consistent with Poursartip 1983 and Curtis 1984). 
Therefore the laminates would be nominally identical in-plane, although the ply 
sequence with a 90-ply at the centre, effectively doubling its thickness, may have 
different matrix cracking characteristics as shown by Section 2.2.3. This 2-ply thick 
lamina would be still less than the 3 or 4 ply thickness transition shown by Wang and 
Crossman (1982) in order to observe edge delamination as opposed to delamination 
from transverse ply cracks. Additionally, the laminate should be kept ’thin', i.e. no 
stacking sequence repeats, to avoid the complications of thick laminates as shown by 
Harris and Morris (1985).
Secondly, previous workers have not been able to separate out simultaneously 
occurring damage modes due to the lack of a comprehensive data set. If another aim 
of this thesis is to disentangle the mtra- and inter-laminar cracking, then a frilly 
characterised data set is needed for the damage modes. To achieve this a transparent 
laminate system could be used so that all the damage may be observed and measured 
directly with certainty. The advantages of damage observation in a transparent GFRP
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as opposed to CFRP are highlighted in Section 2.5.2 (e.g. Charewicz and Daniel
1986). The test data should encompass the effect of matrix toughness and behaviour 
under differing loading conditions to give the full spectrum of laminate mechanical 
properties and damage development. In addition to quasi-static and fatigue loading, 
it would be useful to fatigue test at two different maximum stress levels. This is 
because variations in load level can be the source of changes in damage accumulation 
and fracture modes associated with laminate response (Razvan et al. 1988).
Thus we have a family of nominally identical laminates which can be manipulated to 
exhibit a variety of damage characteristics. We have identified that the laminates need 
to be tested under the two loading conditions of quasi-static and fatigue, and that the 
laminates should be characterised with respect to a standard and toughened matrix. 
The GFRP laminate system will need to be characterised also for lamina properties 
and fracture toughness. This complete set of parameters will achieve a comprehensive 
data set of laminate response and damage development referenced to fundamental 
lamina mechanical properties to develop a model which accounts for the observations.
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TABLES AND FIGURES
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Laminate
lay-up
Interlaminar normal stress*, o ,^ MPa. Delaminates in 
Tension?
outer 2nd 3rd inner Static* Fatigue
(0/457-45/90)3 -0.05 22.44 89.39 134.01 yes yes
(45/07-45/90)3 22.28 66.90 133.85 178,47 yes yes
(457-45/0/90)3 22.28 89.13 178.32 222.93 yes yes
(0/90/457-45)3 0.05 -44.46 -111.31 -133.59 no yes
(90/457-45/0)3 -44.62 -111.57 -133.96 -134.01 no ?
(45/907-45/0)3 22.28 22.23 -0.16 -0.21 no yes
* Assuming applied longitudinal stress of 600 MPa and no thermal stresses.
** From O’Brien 1982a
Table 2.1 Laminate interlaminar normal stresses at ply interfaces in quasi-isotropic 
CFRP laminates, taken from Poursartip (1983).
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Figure 2.1 Schematic of damage progression in a quasi-isotropic laminate; (a) 
transverse cracks, (b) edge délamination, (c) further cracking and local delamination 
(after O'Brien 1989).
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Figure 2.2 Schematic of laminated coupon with edge delamination showing division
into laminated and delaminated regions (after Harikumar and Murty 1991).
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Figure 2.3 Stress-strain relationships of a quasi-isotropic GFRP laminate and of the 
constituent plies (Han and Kim 1976).
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Figure 2.4 Schematic of failure modes; 90-ply crack, edge delamination and crack
initiated local delamination (after Law 1984).
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Figure 2.5 Transverse cracking strain as a function of ply thickness (Parvizi et al. 
1978).
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Figure 2.6 Schematic of observed 'jogged' edge delamination and modelled edge 
délaminations (after O'Brien 1982a).
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Figure 2.7 Mixed mode failure; Gj versus Gg for two toughened CFRP composites 
(Sriram et al. 1995).
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Figure 2.8: Schematic of DCB specimen for measurement of the Mode I delamination 
facture toughness.
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Figure 2.9: Schematic of ENF specimen for measurement of the Mode II delamination 
fracture toughness.
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Figure 2.10 Development of damage under fatigue (Reifsnider et al. 1983). CDS is the 
characteristic damage state.
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Figure 2.11 Geometry ofthe idealised cross-ply laminate; (a) edge view; (b) front view.
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Figure 2.12 Determination of delamination size; (a) gauge length, (b) actual 
delamination profile, and (c) equivalent strip of delamination (after Poursartip 1987).
Figure 2.13: Schematic of delaminating coupon - partial delamination; (a) Delaminated
region (matrix cracks and delamination), (b) Laminated region (matrix cracks only)
(after Zhang et al. 1994).
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Figure 2.14: Rule of mixtures analysis of stifihess loss - Schematic of (a) laminated, 
(b) totally delaminated and (c) partially delaminated coupon (after Zhang et al. 1994).
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Figure 2.15: Comparison of prediction and data of composite strain for edge
delamination onset against number of plies, n, for (-M-5y-45/0y90n)g where n=l, 2, 3,
(taken from O’Brien 1982a).
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Figure 2.16: Schematic of local délamination growing from 90-ply matiix crack (O’Brien 1985).
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Figure 2.17: Délamination onset in (±25/90Jg laminates (O’Brien 1985).
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Figure 2.18 Prediction of stifiSiess loss - (a) Characterisation of damage onset and 
growth, (b) Prediction of matrix cracking and delamination with fatigue cycle, (c) 
Prediction of stifiSiess loss with fatigue cycles (O'Brien 1990).
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Figure 2.19 Delamination growth rate curves: (a) da/dN vs AG/G  ^for double cracked
lap shear CFRP specimens; (b) da/dN vs AG^  for two DCB GFRP specimens,
(a:- Russell and Street 1989; b:- Martin 1991).
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3 EXPERIM ENTAL PROCEDURES
3.1 Introduction.
The primaiy objectives of the experimental work in this study are concerned with how 
edge delamination initiation and growth in laminates depend on the resin matrix 
properties, which in turn affect the composite interlaminar fracture toughnesses Gic 
and Gjic- The test material is a model transparent GFRP system, described in Section 
3.2, for which the matrix properties can be modified by the addition of polyurethane 
(Leaity et al 1989). This chapter then goes on to describe the in-house manufacture 
of pre-preg using these materials (Section 3.3) and consequently the production of 
composite laminates from the pre-preg (Section 3.4). The preparation of the variety 
of test specimens cut from the laminated plates is described in Section 3.5 and Section
3.6 then deals with each test procedure.
3.2 Materials.
3.2.1 Introduction.
The raw materials or constituents of an FRP composite laminate are the fibre or 
reinforcement (Section 3.2.2), and the resin or matrix (Section 3.2.3), which are 
described below.
3.2.2 Reinforcement
The reinforcement used in this study was an E-glass fibre of modulus 70 GPa and a 
strain to failure of approximately 2%. The glass fibre is supplied on a reel in the form 
of a 600 tex continuous roving or tow consisting of parallel strands of individual
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fibres by Silenka Limited - code: SILENKA 084-K19-600T. The fibres are coated 
with a commercial silane coupling agent and an epoxy resin (the matrix material) 
compatible size. Tex refers to the weight of fibres per kilometre of roving and gives 
an indication of the number of fibres present in the tow since the fibre diameters are 
approximately constant. In this case there were approximately 3000 fibres per tow 
with diameters of the order of 10 microns.
3.2.3 Matrix.
The matrix material is a proprietary formulation epo^ Q^  resin (SHELL Epikote 
8200/9912 DX-6102) based on diglycidal ester of bisphenol-A (DGEBA), formulated 
firom epichlorohydrin and bisphenol-A, and containing a proportion of novolac epoxy 
resin, formulated Jfrom phenol and formaldehyde. Novolac epoxy resin is 
multi-functional vdiich, on curing, results in a ti^ tly  cross-linked structure. This 
conventional resin is cured with a boron trifluoride complex curing agent (SHELL 
Epikure DX-6506) which is of the catalytic type. The glass transition temperature for 
this epoxy resin is in the range 160-165°C.
The epoxy resin has been modified by the addition of a polyurethane elastomer (CIL 
Monothane A80) which is termed 'urethane' in this work. Proportions of urethane 
have been added by w ei^ t of the resin matrix. The effect of adding the urethane to 
the epoxy is to introduce flexible segments into the polymeric 'backbone' chains of the 
resin. The urethane is miscible with the epoxy resin in all the proportions considered 
in this work and has a compatible cure temperature to the epoxy.
3.3 Pre-preg Manufacture.
3.3.1 Introduction.
The glass fibre/epoxy system used in the present work is manufactured from pre-preg
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produced in-house using a drum winding facility described as follows. 'Pre-preg* is 
the term given to the uncured or part cured sheets of fibre roving that have been 
previously impregnated with resin which are used to manufacture the composite 
laminate. These sheets allow production of laminates with the required laminae 
orientations. The use of pre-pregs has the advantages of simplicity and it is possible 
to fabricate laminates with a complicated stacking sequence. Because of the 
opaqueness and expense of commercial pre-pregs, an in-house production facility on 
a laboratory scale has been developed at the University of Surrey, which is a batch 
process and allows tight control on the pre-preg quality and integrity. The pre-preg 
quality and properties are discussed in Section 3.3.4. The resin properties are varied 
by adding a single component polyurethane (up to 20 % by weight of the epoxy resin) 
prior to processing.
3.3.2 Preparation of the Resin.
The epoxy resin, curing agent and if necessary urethane must be combined to form an 
homogeneous solution. This solution must have a viscosity suitable for wetting of the 
fibre tow in a winding process described later in this section. The uncured epoxy 
resin solution should be highly viscous, i.e. near solid but with sufficient 'tack*, at 
room temperature so that the pre-preg is coherent, i.e. it may be handled, cut and 
laminated at room temperature.
The epoxy resin is very viscous at room temperature and the urethane is almost solid 
thus necessitating them to be melted to allow mixing. In addition, the solution needs 
to be kept 'liquid', i.e at a low viscosity, throughout the winding process. One 
possible way of achieving this would be to keep the solution at a sufficiently elevated 
temperature, i.e. a hot-melt method. An alternative method however, as was more 
convenient in this work, is to combine a solvent (dichloromethane) with the resin 
solution to reduce the viscosity of the solution sufficiently for processing.
The resin solution for winding was prepared therefore as follows. A proportion of 
base epoxy resin and urethane were heated to about 70°C whereupon their viscosities
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were sufficiently low for mixing. The curing agent (liquid at room temperature) was 
added to the base epoxy resin in the proportion 8g agent to lOOg resin. Then, if 
required, for the urethane-containing (modified) matrix laminates 20% urethane, by 
weight of the mixed reagents, was added to the epoxy resin mixture. At this stage, 
i.e. at 70°C, the dichloromethane solvent was added in small portions to the mixture. 
A proportion of the dichloromethane initially boils off since it has a boiling point of 
38®C. However, the temperature of the solution drops with gradual additions of the 
solvent whereupon the resin mixture is dissolved with continual mixing. The final 
solution is made up to an optimum proportion of 60% solvent by weight of the total 
resin and solvent mixture, i.e. the resin formulation represents 40% by weight of the 
final solution. This optimum proportion or concentration has been calculated to 
deposit sufficient resin, in solution, onto the fibre roving to achieve an appropriate 
fibre volume j&action in the cured laminate of approximately 65% to 68%, which is 
similar to commercial grades of pre-preg where fibre volume firaction is 66%.
3.3.3 The Laboratoiy \Mnding Process.
The basis of the drum winding process (Figure 3.1a) for pre-preg manufacture was 
developed by Leaity (1991) and may be described as follows. The stainless steel 
drum revolves at 18.75 rpm, driven by a constant speed induction motor via a toothed 
belt and sprocket. A traversing crosshead which positions the fibre tow onto the drum 
is driven across the drum, along a lead screw turned by a stepping motor. The choice 
of such a motor is to ensure accurate control and placement of the fibre tow. A 
microprocessor has been assembled for the operation of the crosshead and the drum. 
This incorporates variable speed control and dual directionality of the crosshead with 
limit switches at either ends of travel.
The amount of overlap of each consecutive passes of fibre tow on the drum may be 
adjusted by altering the crosshead speed via the lead screw revolutions per minute. 
Factors such as out-of-roundness of the drum (a seam welded stainless steel rolled 
sheet), and the side to side movement of the roving as it is unwound fi-om the reel, 
cause variability in the winding. Consequently, it is necessary to set the crosshead
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speed so that adjacent fibre tows overlap by about 38% during the winding process.
The winding procedure is as follows. A silicone coated backing paper was wrapped 
around the winding drum. The fibre tow was drawn off the outside of a horizontally 
held reel, which is free to rotate, and passed through a series of alignment and 
tensioning nylon rollers. The fibre tow is then guided by a support wheel over a resin 
bath which is affixed to the traversing crosshead. Finally the fibre tow is secured to 
one side of the drum in preparation for winding. The drum and crosshead are started 
simultaneously, causing the fibre tow to be pulled through the rollers and then over 
the support wheel in the resin bath (shown in Figure 3.1b) which has been filled with 
the resin solution. The rotating wheel picks up resin solution and impregnates the 
fibre tow as it passes over. A contoured lid on the resin bath scrapes the impregnating 
wheel and restricts the amount of resin solution carried up and transferred to the fibres 
for optimum conditions and to prevent resin solution spillage. As the crosshead and 
resin bath traverse the drum they place the impregnated tow accurately onto the 
revolving drum. Once the crosshead has traversed the width of the drum the winding 
is complete and the fibre tow cut and allowed to run jfree of the crosshead. On 
completion the paper and impregnated fibres are cut transverse to the fibre wound 
direction and the sheet removed fi*om the drum to give a sheet of unidirectional pre- 
preg.
When removed firom the drum, the pre-preg sheet contains an excess of the 
dichloromethane solvent. The pre-preg is hung in a fijme extraction facility for a 
period of 24 hours to allow the solvent to evaporate. The pre-preg was then cut into 
more manageable sizes, placed in resealable air-ti^t polythene bags and put in a 
freezer for storage.
3.3.4 Pre-preg Quality and Properties.
As described previously, wetting out of the fibre tow with resin is achieved by passing 
the fibre over a support wheel in a resin bath which picks up resin solution as it 
rotates and transfers it to the fibre tow. Wettability of the fibre tow depends on a
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number of factors, for example: (i) speed of winding (line speed), (ii) tensioning of 
the fibre tow, (iii) viscosity of the resin. The winding speed has been chosen to be 
low (0.1 m/s) and the winding tension moderate to low to aid wetting of the roving 
(although fibre tension is partly due to the fibre reel weight and as the fibre reel runs 
down, the tension will need to be adjusted).
The viscosity ofthe resin must satisfy two requirements: (i) appropriate viscosity for 
the proportion of resin transferred to the fibres, as this governs the fibre volume 
fraction of the cured laminate, and (ii) minimal viscosity to limit aeration of the resin 
caused by the turbulence of the rotating wheel and also to assist full wetting out of 
the fibres.
Sheets of pre-preg as prepared by this method are up to 300 mm wide by 1000 mm 
long, with an overall density of 400 g/m  ^ and a resin content of about 32-35% by 
volume.
3.4 Laminate Manufacture.
3.4.1 Introduction.
The following section describes the principle of laminate stacking sequences (Section 
3.4.2) layed-up once the stock pre-preg has been manufactured previously, to produce 
the cured laminated plates (Section 3.4.3), which are then assessed for suitablilty from 
a manufacturing aspect (Section 3.4.4) and fibre/resin ratio (Section 3.4.5).
3.4.2 Quasi-lsotropic GFRP Laminated Eates-Laminate Stacking Sequence.
The laminate manufacturing process described in this work produces a standard 
laminated stock plate 200 mm by 200 mm, where the 0° ply direction needs to be 
noted on the stock plate to reference the ply orientation stacking sequence. To
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achieve this, squares are cut from the manufactured pre-preg sheet at 0® and 45° to the 
fibre direction of the pre-preg sheet. Because the cut sheets are square, the 0°s are 
equivalent to 90°s and the 45°s can be layed at either +45° or -45° to the laminate 0° 
reference direction. The pre-preg cut sheets are then simply layed-up in the required 
order to achieve the stacking sequences as given below:
Laminate stacking sequence number 7, or the "Delaminating Laminate". This laminate 
was expected to show delamination and has the ply stacking sequence: 
(445/-45/0/90/90/0/-45/+45) i.e. (±45/0/90),
Laminate stacking sequence number 2, or the "First Matrix Cracking Laminate". This 
laminate was expected to show matrix cracking only and has the ply stacking 
sequence:
(0/90/-45/445/H45/-45/90/0) i.e. (0/90/+45),
Laminate stacking sequence number 3, or the "Second Matrix Cracking Laminate". 
This laminate was expected also to show matrix cracking only but with different 
characteristics to the previous laminate and has the ply stacking sequence: 
(+45/90/-45/0/0/-45/90/445) i.e. (+45/90/-45/0),
The delaminating and two matrix cracking quasi-isotropic laminate stacking sequences 
were 1.5 mm thick (8 plies), and were produced with urethane levels of 0 and 20 %. 
Laminate 1 was produced for making edge delamination specimens and laminates 2 
and 3 were produced for making con^arable specimens which would nominally 
undergo matrix cracking only for comparison.
3.4.3 Net Resin Method of Cure.
As mentioned previously, pre-preg is used in this work to construct the composite 
laminate system under study. A (+45/-45/0/90), laminate plate of 200 mm by 
200 mm, for example, is assembled from stock pre-preg sheets as follows. Using a 
PTFE coated template of 210 mm by 210 mm four sheets are cut to size parallel to
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the fibre direction by scribing around the template, resting on the stock pre-preg sheet, 
with a scalpel. These will make the two 0° plies and two 90° plies in the laminate as 
the sheets are square. At this stage these are nominally identical sheets and care must 
be taken to maintain their correct orientations. Four further sheets are cut to size at 
45° to the fibres of the pre-preg sheet to make up the four 45° plies, two at +45° and 
two at -45° to the laminate fibre direction. The accuracy with which these sheets are 
cut firom the stock sheets will dictate the accuracy of the angles formed by the fibres 
in the individual plies when layed-up in the laminate pack. Successive cut sheets are 
carefully layed-up, lining up their edges, and their backing sheets peeled away as the 
laminate stack is built up in the appropriate sequence, i.e. +45, -45, 0, 90, 90, 0, -45, 
+45. As each ply sheet is layed down it is evenly pressed with the aid of a PTFE 
roller.
This stack of ordered pre-preg is now the laminate pack (Figure 3.2) which is first 
sandwiched between two sheets of PTFE coated impermeable peeler cloth or release 
film and placed in the press-clave. A press-clave is a sealable pressure chamber 
which is clamped and heated between the platens of a hot press, see Figure 3.3. A 
press-clave is essentially a scaled down adaptation of an auto-clave. An auto-clave 
is the more commercially used standard method of composite laminate manufacture, 
vdiich is designed to work on a larger scale but is basically still a heated pressure 
vessel for the curing of composite components.
A top-plate or caul plate is then placed on top of the laminate pack and peeler plies, 
to improve the top surface of the laminate and a further release film covers over the 
top. The pack and vacuum port in the base plate of the press-clave is then completely 
covered by a nylon vacuum bag wbich is sealed air-tight around the edges. A vacuum 
can then be applied to the nylon bag to hold the components in place for handling. 
The press-clave is then placed in the hot-press and the platens brought down to 
contact pressure only for 10 minutes, with the platen temperature set to 90°C, i.e. the 
dwell temperature, to warm throu^ the press-clave seal. The platens were then 
clamped down to about 1 2 0 0  Ib/in  ^and the press-clave chamber, i.e. the space above 
the nylon bag, is pressurized with oxygen-fi-ee-nitrogen to 7 bar wrapping the nylon
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vacuum bag around die pack and thus securing the laminate pack. The vacuum can 
be turned off now or after a short period of time depending on the operator’s 
preference or experience (the vacuum must be released prior to any gel point of the 
resin). The hydrostatic pressure outside of the vacuum bag exerts a uniform pressure 
or force on the top-plate, and consequently the laminate pack, which consolidates the 
laminate. The differential pressure across the nylon vacuum bag (during processing 
the bag is open to the atmosphere) provides a driving force to drive out any entrapped 
air or volatile gases in the laminate. An applied vacuum within the bag can be used 
to assist removal of porosity for a few minutes in the early stages of processing, or 
to aid safe handling of the press-clave and laminate pack, but it is not advisable to 
maintain a vacuum within the bag for long as this may in fact promote porosity in the 
cured laminate (Wood 1993). A period of de-bulking is required to eliminate 
entrapped air and residual gases, as the presence of the impermeable peeler plies either 
side of the laminate pack, i.e. the sheets of pre-preg, restrict escape only at the 
periphery of the laminate. Consequently the laminate was kept at a pressure of 100 
psi and a temperature of 90°C for three hours. The laminate is cured by the applied 
temperature of 190°C for a further two hours. As the temperature rises the resin goes 
th rou^ a 'water thin' stage where resin viscosity is sufficiently low for complete or 
good wetting of the fibres. Finally, the platens are switched off and the press-clave 
and laminate allowed to cool very slowly. When the equipment has eventually cooled 
and the cured laminate removed, a 5 mm border is trimmed off with a mechanical 
circular saw to leave a plate 200 mm by 200 mm. The cure cycle as applied to the 
processing of the laminates studied in this work is shown in Figure 3.4.
The requirements of a cure cycle are:-
(i) elimination of entrapped air between plies firom the laying-up, i.e.
consolidate the laminate.
(ii) eliminate aeration in the resin or trapped air between fibres resultant firom
the winding stage.
(iii) eliminate residual solvent in the resin.
(iv) cross-link the resin.
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These requirements are common to all composite cure cycles. Cure of the glass/epoxy 
composites in this work has been achieved via a net resin method. This is where no 
resin is drawn off or 'bled' from the laminate during the cure cycle, i.e. there is little 
or no resin flow during cure especially in the through thickness direction of the 
laminate pack. Such a method relies on a low resin viscosity stage during the heating 
stages of the cure cycle, for the resin in a sufficient volume, to fully wet out the fibres 
in the laminate and allow any trapped air or volatiles to permeate out from the 
laminate pack.
3.4.4 Laminate Quality.
To study failure processes, it was considered desirable to fabricate test specimens from 
a material having a high degree of transparency. Thus areas of damage initiation and 
growth may be observed directly, making analysis of the system far more convenient 
and reliable.
The transparency of a laminate is governed by many factors, chiefly the refractive 
index (r.i.) of the fibres and resin system and the difference between them, as well as 
such variables as the presence of fillers or dyes or other polymeric additions in the 
matrix, matrix porosity and the quality of wetting between the fibres and matrix. To 
ensure h i^  transparency it is necessary to ensure that the refractive indices of the 
constituents are similar. These criteria suggested that glass fibre and epoxy resin 
would be suitable materials and polyurethane, although slightly more opaque than the 
resin, was also compatible. In addition, the fabrication process considers with care the 
laminate integrity and optimisation of fibre wetting by the matrix solution.
Consequently, the cured laminates were transparent and of good quality, making 
laminate assessment and damage observation straightforward using photographic 
methods and more detailed examination on the Con-focal Laser Scanning Microscope 
(Section 3.7).
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3.4.5 Measurement of Fîbie Volume Fïuction.
Thermal decomposition of the resin was used as a technique to deterrnine the fibre 
volume fraction of the laminates. Although this is a destructive technique, it is 
enable of providing reasonably accurate measurements provided the void content of 
the laminated sample is minimal (Mulheron 1984).
The method involves heating sections of the laminated specimens of known weight, 
Wc(but approximately 4-5g), to about 450°C for 3 hours in dried and pre-weighed 
crucibles with lids to prevent the loss of any fibres from the crucibles during heating. 
At this temperature the epoxy resin matrix bums away, leaving the glass fibre behind. 
After heating, when the cmcibles containing the glass fibres are reweighed to find the 
weight of glass fibres and consequently the weight of resin matrix, then knowing the 
fibre density, Pf, and the matrix density, the fibre volume fraction, Vf, may be 
found jfrom:-
Values for the fibre and matrix densities were taken from the manufacturers' 
information or from the literature:-
epoxy resin density (matrix) 1.30 g^ cm^
E-glass fibre density (fibre) 2.56 g^ cm^
The fibre volume fraction was of the order of 65-68% in the cured laminate which
was consistent with the manufacturing conditions set up on the filament winding
process.
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3.5 Prepamtion of Test Coupons.
3.5.1 Introduction.
The methods for manufacturing the various types of test coupon peculiar to the testing 
undertaken in this study are described below. This includes specimen dimensions, 
procedures for end tabbing of the coupons and where relevant, methods of mounting 
strain gauges and extensometers, and the adhesives used.
3.5.2 Tensile Test Specimens.
Coupon specimens for the GFRP laminates are cut from the relevant, previously 
prepared, stock plates using a mechanical circular saw to cut strips 25 mm wide 
parallel to the fibre direction in the 0 ° ply (previously noted) of the quasi-isotropic and 
tapered laminates. The test specimens are then trimmed to a length o f200 mm. Prior 
to testing the laminated specimens, aluminium alloy end tabs, 50 mm long by 20 mm 
wide by 1.5 mm thick, were bonded on to the ends of the specimen for ease of 
gripping in Instron wedge grips and to avoid damage to the surface plies. This gives 
an exposed coupon length, i.e. gauge length, of 100 mm. Adhesion was promoted by 
lightly abrading the surface of the coupon where bonding was desired and etching the 
aluminium alloy end tabs in a solution of sodium dichromate and sulphuric acid. Hie 
end tabs were bonded using a toughened acrylic adhesive with good shear strength, 
Permabond F241 with Initiator Number 1.
For the quasi-static work, laminate strain was measured using an electrical resistance 
strain gauge as supplied by Techni Measure Ltd. A single wire strain gauge, 10 mm 
in length (coded PL-10, length 10 mm, width 3 mm, polyester backing and a Cu-Ni 
wire), was oriented in the 0° ply/load direction laminate axis. The strain gauges were 
bonded to the surface of the coupon specimens after very gentle abrasion to the 
surface of the laminated specimen using a Cyano-Acrylo-Nitrile (CN) adhesive which 
cures at room temperature in a matter of minutes.
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3.5.3 Fatigue Test Specimens.
The specimens are prepared as for the tensile specimens above but in place of the 
strain gauges, a 50 mm gauge length Instron dynamic extensometer (type 2620-602) 
was used for monitoring the laminate strain during the course of the fatigue tests. 
Grooved seats are prepared and mounted on the surface of the laminated coupons to 
locate the extensometer knife edges, thus avoiding errors due to gauge slipping. This 
was done by resting the extensometer knife edges on a release film on two globules 
of Araldite epoxy adhesive placed on one surface, 50 mm apart, which harden to form 
the seats.
3.6 Mechanical Testing Methods.
3.6.1 Introduction.
There follows a description of the testing procedures employed under the various 
testing regimes used in this study to monitor the initiation and growth of damage in 
GFRP laminates with increasing load.
3.6.2 Quasi-Static Tensile Loading on Quasi-isotiopc Laminates.
Delamination will grow from the coupon edge of some quasi-isotropic lay-ups. This 
allows experimental analysis of the stress/strain response of a delaminating coupon 
and the delamination area as a function of stress. Parallel sided tensile test coupons 
200 mm by 25 mm were cut and prepared for the three laminates, (+45/-45/0/90)s, 
known to edge-delaminate, and (0/90/-45/+45X and (+45/90/-45/0)g, known not to 
delaminate under quasi-static loading. Testing was carried out using an Instron under 
displacement control at a cross-head displacement rate of 0.5 mm/min. As stated 
earlier, for the quasi-static analysis, laminate strain was measured using electrical 
resistance strain gauges. The change in resistance of the gauge element with
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increasing tensile load was processed via a ' Vishay box' portable strain indicator. The 
connection between the strain gauge and the bridge completion circuii/Vishay box 
indicator was made by leads soldered onto small copper tabs on an electrically 
insulating backing bonded to the surface of the coupon specimen. These tabs relieved 
the weight of the electrical connection leads and prevented damage to the fine wires 
attached to the strain gauge. The analogue voltage was then input into the X-axis of 
an X-Y chart recorder, where the Y-axis input was the signal from the Instron 100 kN 
load cell. The resulting graph was subsequently analysed to yield data for stress,strain 
and laminate elastic properties corresponding to the incremental damage levels.
Two different types of test were carried out on an Instron 1175, 100 kN capacity 
screw driven testing machine, using manually tightened wedge action grips to hold the 
tabbed ends of the coupon specimens. In 'continuous' tests specimens were loaded to 
failure without interruption. In 'discontinuous' tests, specimens were loaded, unloaded 
and then reloaded incrementally to progressively h i^e r stress levels, where the 
reloading curves enabled the laminate stiffiiess as a function of damage to be recorded. 
Photographs were taken at regular strain intervals and with careful photography it was 
possible to see not only the delaminated areas but also the progressive matrix cracking 
observed in each of the laminate plies.
It was found that the reloading curves were significantly non-linear, especially at 
higher stress levels and the stiffiiess measured was a best-fit tangent value close to the 
origin. Good agreement of the experimental data was seen between the stress/strain 
data of the continuously increasing load and the load/unload/reload types of tests.
3.6.3 Quasi-Static Tensile Cÿclic Loading.
An anomaly of laminate stiffiiess loss observed at or just below the matrix cracking 
onset strain during the quasi-static tensile tests, and to aid later modelling 
considerations, necessitated the use of a more accurate discontinuous type tensile test. 
The test was designed to be similar to that described above in section 3.6.3, but would 
start at a very low strain (much lower than the matrix cracking onset strain) and the
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strain increment would also increase by much smaller amounts. However, the tests 
were only taken to half the final strain level of the previous quasi-static tests, but at 
each strain increment the specimen was manually cycled ten times on the Instron test 
machine. This would not only give a very accurate analysis of stifiBiess changes in 
the laminate at low strain levels, especially around the matrix cracking onset strain, 
but would also show any detrimental effect of the pseudo-cyclic action of the 
load/unload/reload 'discontinuous' testing method.
3.6.4 Cyclic Tension-Tension Fatigue Loading.
The quasi-isotropic laminate specimens prepared for fatigue testing were tested in an 
Instron 1341, 50 kN, servo hydraulic fatigue test machine under load control with a 
sinusoidal waveform. All fatigue tests were carried out at a stress ratio, R (=CTmii/<^ inax 
where a i^n and are the minimum and maximum stresses in the fatigue cycle 
respectively) of 0.1 and a frequency of 10 Hz. The coupon specimen was aligned in 
the hydraulic machine grips and then ramp-loaded up to the mean cyclic load to 
measure the initial modulus of the laminated specimen. During testing the computer 
control/data-logging system permits interruption of the test at specified intervals so 
that a monotonie quasi-static cycle, up to the mean cyclic load, may be applied by the 
machine enabling the current laminate stifi&iess value to be measured over a set range 
of strain. After this the cycling continues as before. During the tests photographs 
were taken at regular intervals for analysis so that measurements of crack density and 
delamination area with cycles can be performed.
Each of the six types of laminate (three stacking sequences at each of the two matrix 
compositions) were tested at two different maximum stress levels: 125 MPa (above 
the 90-ply quasi-static matrix cracking thresholds of all six laminates, but below the 
delamination onset in both the matrix types of the delaminating lay-up) and 175 MPa 
(above the quasi-static delamination thresholds in both matrix types of the 
delaminating lay-up). For each of these twelve different conditions, four to six tests 
were carried out to assess reproducibility. At the 125 MPa maximum stress level the 
tests were run for a maximum of 200 to 250 thousand cycles. At the 175 MPa
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maximum stress level the tests were run to failure which generally occurred around 
20 to 30 thousand cycles.
3.7 Damage Qbseivations.
3.7.1 Introduction.
The nature of the GFRP laminates made damage monitoring relatively straiÿitforward 
as described below. A high magnification examination was also undertaken using a 
Con-focal Laser Scanning Microscope (Section 3.7.3).
3.7.2 Visual.
Damage development was observed visually in the transparent GFRP coupon 
specimens during quasi-static and fatigue loading and photographs were taken using 
a 35 mm SLR camera with a macro lens. Matrix cracks appeared as dark lines, and 
delamination as opaque areas, against a light background of undamaged material when 
using diffuse or directed transmitted or reflected illumination depending on conditions 
and laminate transparency characteristics.
Matrix cracks were counted as intersections on lines drawn perpendicular to the cracks 
to give ply crack densities (45° ply crack densities obtained in this way have then been 
divided by 2 '^^  to provide the corresponding crack densities parallel to the coupon 
edge, i.e. longitudinally along the specimen as with the 90° crack densities), and 
delamination area was measured by Quanti-Met, an analytical microscope with a video 
camera capture facility that can digitally mask light and dark areas of a specimen.
3.7.3 Con-focal Laser Scannii^ Microscope (CLSIVÇ.
Con-focal microscopes are a relatively recent development in light microscopy for
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through the thickness non-destructive examination of samples. Originally from 
biological fields, the microscope is based on a simple principle. Starting with a 
normal microscope, if all the illumination is focused onto one point on the sample, all 
the reflected light from that point will be re-captured by the objective lens. If this 
light is then re-focused onto an opto-electric sensor, a reading of the reflected intensity 
can be recorded for that point, see Figure 3.5. Then, by scanning the sample an image 
can be built up, which, in the case of the con-focal laser scanning microscope 
(CLSM), it is a laser light that is scanned across the sample.
Since all of the illuminating light can be focused with a large numerical aperture onto 
one point, it is not only focused precisely in the x-y plane, but also in the z plane 
(into the sample). This gives a veiy shallow depth of field and enables images to be 
taken of sections below the surface of the sample at any arbitraiy plane. Other 
features have been developed for the equipment, but images of sub-surface sections 
were sufficient for the purposes of this study. Since the microscope could be focused 
onto particular ply interfaces or into individual plies due to the transparaicy of the 
GFRP composite system, this allowed detailed examination within the laminate.
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Figure 3.1a: The laboratory scale pre-preg drum winder.
Figure 3.1b: The resin bath for pre-preg manufacture.
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Figure 3.2 Schematic of laminate pack prior to cure.
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Figure 3.3 Schematic of the laboratory scale press-clave (in section) for laminate cure.
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Figure 3.4 Press-clave cure cycle for curing of the conposite laminate, where P is the 
press-clave chamber pressure and T is the platten tenperature.
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Figure 3.5 Simplified layout of the con-focal laser scanning microscope.
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4 TAMÏNA AND FRACHJRE MECHANÏCS PROPERTIES OF 
TJNT-DIRECnONAL LAMINATES.
4.1 Introduction.
The first stage of the experimental analysis was to establish the basic lamina 
properties of the GFRP laminates to be examined. The elastic constants are given in 
the following section and then the fracture mechanics approaches are considered in 
Sections 4.3 and 4.4. Section 4.3 describes the experimental techniques for 
manufacturing and testing the fracture mechanics specimens under Mode I and Mode 
n  loading. Section 4.4 then presents the data and considers the effect of modifying, 
i.e. toughening, the epoxy matrix with urethane.
4.2 Uni-directional Lamina Properties.
Unidirectional ply properties for the unmodified GFRP laminate and the laminate 
containing 20 % urethane are shown in Table 4.1 (Leaity 1991). Note that the 
urethane does not affect fibre dominated properties such as the longitudinal modulus 
Ej but reduces significantly the matrix dominated elastic constants, the transverse 
modulus Eg and the in-plane shear modulus Gj2  (measured from a ±45 laminate).
4.3 Fracture Mechanics Procedures.
4.3.1 Introduction.
The experimental work in this study is concerned with delamination initiation and
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growth in laminates, how this interacts with other damage and how the damage 
depends on the resin matrix properties, i.e. the composite interlaminar fracture 
toughnesses Gic and G^c. The Mode I and Mode II interlaminar fracture touÿmess 
of the lamina are measured using fracture mechanics tests. The aspects of laminate 
and specimen manufacture, and the tests themselves, are presented here together with 
the results of this initial work which sought to measure Gic and Gnc for unidirectional 
GFRP laminates as a function of urethane content.
The general production of composite laminates from the pre-preg has been described 
previously in Section 3.4, but details specific to fracture mechanics testing are given 
next in Section 4.3.2. The preparation of the test specimens cut from the laminated 
plates is described in Section 4.3.3. Section 4.3.4 then deals with the experimental 
procedures for the Mode I and Mode II tests. The data for the Mode I and Mode II 
interlaminar fracture toughness of the lamina, measured using the fracture mechanics 
tests are presented in Section 4.4.
4.3.2 Laminates for Interiaminar Racture Mechanics Tests.
Unidirectional laminates 4.3 mm thick (24 plies) with mid-plane PTFE inserts at one 
end of the laminate were prepared for fracture mechanics testing with urethane levels 
of 0, 5, 10 and 20 %, To produce laminated specimens for the Double Cantilever 
Beam (DCB) fracture toughness tests the unidirectional laminate stock plate was 
200 mm by 200 mm with a PTFE strip, 50 mm wide, at the mid-plane along one edge 
across the fibre direction. The laminated plate for the End Notch Flexure (ENF) 
fracture toughness tests was 2 0 0  mm by 150 mm with the fibre direction parallel to 
the short edge. In this case the PTFE strip insert was 35 mm wide, again at the mid­
plane across the fibre direction, i.e. along a long edge.
4.3.3 Racture Mechanics Specimens.
The unidirectional laminated coupon specimens for the Double Cantilever Beam 
(DCB) fracture toughness tests were cut from the previously prepared stock plate
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using the diamond edged mechanical circular saw cutting parallel to the direction of 
the fibres to give a specimen width of 25 mm and trimmed to a length of 200 mm. 
The specimens then had aluminium alloy ’fixed hinge’ end tabs, or 'T  tabs, adhered 
to both laminate surfaces of the coupon specimen, opposite each other, at the end 
containing the 50 mm long PTFE film insert at the mid-plane. Then, along one edge 
of the specimen, starting at the limit of the PTFE insert (a simulated starter crack) 
5 mm graduations are marked for data recording during testing. This standard 25 mm 
by 200 mm by 24 ply coupon with a 50 mm long PTFE film insert at the mid-plane 
at one end is discussed in ASTM 30.02 Round Robin.
Fracture toughness specimens for the End Notch Flexure (ENF) tests were cut jfrom 
the appropriate stock plate as above, again parallel to the fibre direction (i.e. in the 
short direction), to give coupons 150 mm by 25 mm. This standard 25 mm by 
150 mm by 24 ply coupon with a 35 mm long PTFE film insert at the mid-plane at 
one end is discussed in Russell and Street 1987. The ENF coupon specimens have 
no end tabs, but the testing procedure requires lines to be drawn on both laminate 
surfaces from edge to edge to mark the end of the PTFE film insert, the end of the 
pre-crack and to mark location of the three point bend testing rig (these measurements 
are taken from the rig).
All sides of all specimens for fracture tou^iness testing were polished and the 
diagrammatic representations of the DCB/ENF specimens with their dimensions are 
shown in Figure 4.1.
4.3.4 Fracture Mechanics Tests.
(a) Double Cantilever Beam (DCB) tests.
DCB tests were carried out for standard epo^ Q^  matrix, and specimens with 5, 10 and 
20% urethane by weight. Five specimens from each material set were tested in the 
arrangement shown in Figure 4.1 where the teflon insert is the starter crack. For the 
DCB specimens, no compliance calibration is required, so the specimens were loaded
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and crack propagation was followed using a travelling microscope. The DCB 
specimens were loaded under displacement control at a cross-head displacement rate 
of 0.5 mm/min. As the crack grew and reached each successive 5 mm spaced pencil 
mark on the side of the specimen, the force-displacement trace was marked by a hand 
held electronic trigger, thus the load-displacement curve was obtained enabling the R- 
curve behaviour to be inferred. The compliance is calculated at each crack increment 
and a plot made of log  ^ (compliance) versus loge (crack length) through which a 
straight line is drawn and the gradient of which is required to calculate Gjc- The Gj^  
calculation procedure is carried out by a computer software package which uses the 
experimentally measured compliance as a computational check. The Mode I fracture’ 
toughness data are presented in Section 4.4 (Table 4.2 and Figure 4.2).
The beam theory equation used to generate the Gic values takes the form:
where
P is the Load, w is the width, E is the Modulus, a is the crack length, and h is 
the half thickness of the laminate.
(b) End Notch Flexure (ENF) tests.
ENF tests were carried out for the standard epoxy matrix and the 20% urethane 
modified epoxy matrix materials. The test is earned out using a three point bend test 
jig  with a linear variable displacement transducer (LVDT) on the under side of the 
specimen to measure deflection. The ENF specimens were loaded under displacement 
control at a cross-head displacement rate of 0.5 mm/min. The specimen starter crack 
(PTFE insert) was extended by partly loading the specimen in the test equipment 
under stable conditions (a/L > 0.7) to a load which enabled growth of a sharp crack
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a small distance away from the insert, i.e. a pre-crack. Crack growth directly from 
the teflon starter requires the propagation of the crack through the resin pocket at the 
end of the insert (Carlsson et al. 1986b), and this can give rise to elevated values of 
Gnc- For data reduction purposes, a compliance calibration procedure was then carried 
out. Prior to actual testing, the specimen is placed on the test support so that the 
crack length as defined in Figure 4.1 is about 20 mm (simple to establish due to 
specimen transparency). The specimen was loaded elastically so that no crack growth 
occurred (i.e. up to a maximum load equal to 50% of P<., the critical load for 
delamination onset), and a force-deflection curve obtained. The specimen was then 
moved laterally by 2  mm, giving a crack length of about 2 2  mm, and loaded again 
resulting in another force-displacement curve. This process was repeated, moving the 
specimen 2  mm each time, until the specimen could no longer be adequately 
supported, enabling the change in compliance, C, with crack length, a, to be assessed.
Having produced a series of force-displacement curves, each corresponding to a 
different crack length, the specimen compliance is calculated using C = ÔT (i.e. the 
slope) at each crack length and a plot made of compliance versus normalised crack 
length cubed (a/L) .^ Extrapolating the data back gives the intercept, Cq. A plot may 
then be made of C/Q versus {dJVf from which the gradient, m, is determined. This 
whole process has been simplified by feeding the test machine outputs directly into 
a computer software package. Once the calibration data is obtained, the specimens 
were re-positioned to give a starter crack of 35 mm and loaded to destruction in three 
point bending. The load reaches a critical value vriiere the crack extends 
catastrophically and no crack extension data may be obtained since the specimen 
would fail in flexure before further délamination occurs. Thus, for the ENF specimens 
the load at which crack propagation began was recorded. The Mode II fracture 
toughness data are presented in Section 4.4 (Table 4.2) but a typical force- 
displacement curve is shown in Figure 4.3, where it can be noted that the curve is 
reasonably linear up to the critical point where crack growth occurred.
The method used to calculate Gjjc is based on a linear beam theory derivation and 
assumes a linear load-deformation curve to failure. It takes the form:
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G r r r =  . (4 . 2 )2 w{ 2 L ^ + 3 a ^ )
where P is the load, a is the crack length, w is the width, and L is the span.
The compliance is determined by: C = ô / P
( 4 . 3)8Ewh^
This leads to another form of the equation:
G t t c =  ( 4 . 4 )
4.4 Fracture Toughness Ptpperties.
The effect on both modes of fracture toughness is considered next in this section and 
then the Mode I and Mode II fracture toughness are considered with respect to matrix 
urethane content.
Figure 4.2 shows the 0 ^  values as a function of crack length for the various materials 
and illustrates R-curve type behaviour which is a result of fibre bridging. The rising 
curve, from the initiation values, illustrates the effect of the increase in number of 
fibres bridging the crack as the crack extends, and thus displaying an increasing 
contribution to crack growth resistance. The curve plateaus when a dynamic 
equilibrium situation exists where the number of new bridging fibres occurring at the 
crack tip as it extends is equal to the number of fibres that are breaking at the 
continually opening end of the crack (a broken fibre can no longer contribute to crack 
growth resistance). However, the typical calculation of Mode I fracture toughness
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averages Gic over the first 50 mm of crack growth where fibre bridging is not veiy 
significant. It can be seen that fibre bridging is significant only at large crack 
openings, a situation which does not usually prevail in laminates. Consequently, fibre 
bridging is a phenomena of the test and not a problem of too great concern for the 
mechanical analysis undertaken for this study. The range of values obtained compare 
very favourably with the value for a commercially available toughened GFRP firom 
Vetrotex where Gic is 449 J/m .^
The Mode II fracture tou^iness from the ENF test is measured as a single initiation 
value under the specified conditions and shows similar improvements to the DCB 
tests. The data, based on five specimens of each type, are presented in Table 4.2 as 
fimction of urethane content in the matrix with the Mode I data for comparison. The 
Mode II fracture toughness is seen to be more than twice the Mode I fracture 
toughness, showing it to be a greater energy absorbing process. For both the Mode 
I and Mode II data the standard deviation was between 5 and 10 % of the mean value. 
The Gic ^nd Gnc values both increase with increasing urethane content, and are plotted 
against urethane content in Figure 4.4.
The fracture toughnesses for the standard system specimens are at sensible levels and 
are probably better than average compared to the literature. There is approximately 
a 70% increase in mean Gic an addition of 20% by weight urethane into this epoxy 
resin system. The mean Gic 5% and 10% by weight urethane additions are at 
sensible values in between, showing approximately 20% and 40% increases in mean 
Gic respectively. The G ^  values are proportionally increased by approximately one 
half of the percentage increase in Gic. This is consistent with other workers, although 
the 37% increase in Gnc is veiy good. The fracture toughnesses for the 20% urethane 
modified system specimens are similar to what might be e?q)ected in commercial 
thermoplastic systems, such as polyetheretherketone (PEEK), and confirm the quality 
of the laminates and the integrity possible in laboratory controlled manufacturing 
conditions.
Figure 4.5 plots Mode I fracture toughness against Mode II for the standard and 20%
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urethane modified system specimens and makes for an interesting comparison with 
Figure 2.7 (Sriram et al. 1995) in Chapter Two. If a linear combination of Gj and Gg 
are assumed to provide a failure criterion, then the toughened systems are seen to 
move up and right in both figures.
In conclusion, incorporating varying concentrations of urethane into the GFRP 
laminates has given a range of G c^'s from the Mode I fracture toughness testing, 
showing that the Urethane levels have indeed modified the matrix toughness to 
different degrees. The addition of urethane has shown also an increase in Gnc-
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CHAPTER FOUR 
TABLES AND TTCURES
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Table 4.1 Unidirectional ply properties for unmodified epoxy 
and 20 % urethane GFRP systems (Leaity 1991).
Percentage urethane Ejj GPa E2 , GPa V12 G|2 , GPa
0 (unmodified 
epoxy)
47.8 17.2 0.25 5.8
20 47.8 14.8 0.26 4.3
Table 4,2 Mode I and Mode II fracture toughness as a function of urethane content. 
The Mode I value is the average over the first 50 mm of crack growth.
The Mode II value is the initial peak value.
Matrix Urethane Content, 
% by w ei^t.
Gic Gnc J/tni^
0 334 850
5 388 -
10 467 -
20 578 1167
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Applied Load
200 mm long25 mm wide
24 ply thick
Applied LoadLoad Line 2H
24 ply thick
25 mm wide
(b)
Applied Load
I 150 mm long
Applied Loady
V
Loading
Base Line
II Applied L oady  /o
Linear Variable 
Displacement Transducer
Supporting
Point
Supporting
Point
Figure 4.1 Schematics of (a) DCB specimen (with dimensions) and test set-up, and 
(b) ENF specimen (with dimensions) and test set-up (schematics of tests after 
Kageyam et al. 1995).
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Figure 4.2 Mode I iaterlaminar fracture toughness, Gic ^  ^ function of crack length 
and urethane content showing increasing resistance as a result of fibre bridging.
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Figure 4.3 Typical force-displacement curve for ENF test on an aligned glass 
fibre/epoxy laminate (ao= 35 mm).
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Figure 4.4 Mode I and Mode II critical interlaminar fracture toughness, and Gnc 
as a function of urethane content.
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Figure 4.5 Mode I critical interlaminar fracture toughness versus Mode II (Gic versus 
Gnc) for the standard and 20% urethane content laminates.
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5. MFjCRANÏCAL b e h a v io u r  o f  OUASI-lSarROPIC LAMINATES UNDER 
OUAST-STATÏC LOADING.
5.1 Introduction.
The high degree of anisotropy in composite materials results in excellent properties 
in the fibre directions, but considerably weaker properties in directions perpendicular 
to the fibres. As a result, the failure modes are very different to those encountered 
in metallic materials. Delamination has been described as a common failure mode 
quite unique to composites and it is characterised by sudden initiation, potential high 
rates of propagation and catastrophic failures, yielding serious structural consequences. 
It occurs in the inter-ply matrix layer, a thin layer of matrix material which is 
approximately 0.007 mm thick (Lagace and Weems 1989) existing between plies in 
composite laminate plates. The fracture toughness properties of this inter-ply layer 
have been determined in Chapter Four for the material under investigation. Induced 
interlaminar shear and/or tensile stresses are the cause of delamination, and these types 
of secondary stresses are generated by primary fibre carried loads in regions of matrix 
cracking, as well as at the free edges in test coupons and the peculiar geometries 
found in real structures. The interlaminar tensile failure stress may be around two 
orders of magnitude less than the failure stress of the fibres in the laminate, and so 
much consideration of interlaminar stresses must be taken into account when designing 
composite components.
The main aim of the experimental work in this study was to assess how matrix 
modification, by the addition of polyurethane to a base epoxy matrix, affects matrix 
toughness and inter-laminar toughness (Chapter Four), and consequently, matrix 
cracking and délamination behaviour in GFRP composite laminates under load. Ihis 
chapter presents the second stage of experimental analysis, laminate behaviour under 
quasi-static load (having established the laminate properties at the lamina level and the 
interlaminar fracture tou^iness). The following data set relates to the macroscopic
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laminate behaviour of the three different quasi-isotropic laminates with the two resin 
matrix types (standard epoxy and 20% urethane containing epoxy) under quasi-static 
loading conditions. The progressive damage data as a function of applied stress were 
obtained using through thickness photographic techniques as explained in Chuter 
Three. It was also an aim of the study to contribute to an understanding of the 
interaction of delamination and matrix cracking as failure modes. Hence to provide 
a reasonable comparison and a broad base for assessment of the effect of matrix 
modification, three laminate stacking sequences (with known different failure mode 
characteristics) were analysed for the two matrix types.
As stated previously, the quasi-isotropic laminates under investigation were as 
follows:-
(i) delaminating laminate stacking sequence, 'd e l'...................... (+45/-45/0/90)s ;
(ii) first matrix cracking laminate stacking sequence, 'm cT   (0/90/-45/+45)g ;
(iii) second matrix cracking laminate stacking sequence, 'mc2' .. (445/90/-45/0)s I
The above laminate reference abbreviations may be followed by 's' or 'u' denoting 
'standard' or 'urethane modified' epoxy matrix respectively.
The data from the quasi-static test programme are presented and described as follows. 
In the first section (5.2) the two matrix types are considered separately and the general 
laminate behaviour data are presented with respect to the three different laminate 
stacking sequences. The remainder of the sections in this chapter assess the three 
laminate stacking sequences in turn, considering the two matrix systems with respect 
to each other. Section 5.3 considers the development of off-axis matrix cracking 
observed in the three laminate stacking sequences and delamination is assessed in 
Section 5.4 Then Section 5.5 considers the laminate stiffiiess loss, i.e. the effect of 
the combined damage development. Concluding remarks are made in Section 5.6.
The data presented in the figures and tables throughout this chapter represent the 
mathematically calculated mean of the collated data sets from the laminates under
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consideration. A niinirnurn of six specimens of each combination of material and 
stacking sequence were tested. However, some tests were carried out "continuously" 
and consequently did not yield the full spectrum of data as from "discontinuous" type 
tests. Hence, the calculated mean of some of the stiffness reduction and damage 
progression data are from a niinimum of three data sets.
5.2 Comparison of the Behaviour of the Three Laminate Stacking Sequences.
5.2.1 Introduction.
We start, in Section 5.2.2, by comparing the agreement between the results from 
'continuous' and 'discontinuous' methods (Chapter Three, Section 3.6.3) of quasi-static 
testing. In using the latter we are intending to assess damage phenomena which 
develop in a continuous fashion by a discontinuous manner of monitoring the tensile 
test. This comparison will show whether the small number of loading 'cycles' a 
specimen experiences during a discontinuous quasi-static test has any effect on the 
growth of damage.
Next, in Section 5.2.3, we present the initial elastic properties of the laminates and 
compare them to the predicted moduli from Laminated Plate Theoiy (LPT).
In Section 5.2.4, we examine a stifi&iess reduction phenomenon observed during 
testing at the very low strains before, and up to, the transverse ply matrix cracking 
onset strain. In conjunction with this phenomenon, observations of laminate flaws and 
micro-damage usmg the Confocal Laser Scanning Microscope (CLSM) which may 
relate to low strain damage, are presented in Section 5.2.5.
Then in Section 5.2.6, as a preliminaiy consideration of matrix dominated damage 
development, the ply matrix cracking (intra-ply damage) and delamination (mter-ply 
damage) if present, are presented in photographic form enabling visual comparison of
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the three quasi-isotropic laminates and two systems.
To introduce the consequence of damage development, we consider a comparison of 
the performance of the three different laminates in terms of laminate stifSiess loss. 
Stif&iess reduction is analysed as a function of the applied stress which generates the 
damage, considering the two matrix types in turn (Section 5.2.7). A comparison of 
the normalised stifihess as a function of the applied stress for the three laminate 
stacking sequences for the two epoxy matrix systems highlights the effect of changing 
laminate stacking sequence on mechanical properties, whilst remaining within the 
nominally identical family of quasi-isotropic composite laminates.
Finally, Section 5.2.8 makes a conparison of the laminate stifi&iess loss as a hmction 
of 90-ply crack density for the three quasi-isotropic laminates considered. This will 
lead into more in-depth analysis of damage behaviour later in Chapter Seven, but 
serves as a useful introduction and W eights the need to consider all forms of off-axis 
matrix cracking.
5.2.2 Agieement between 'Continuoiis' and DiscontinuDUS* Methods of Quasi-Static 
Tensile Testing.
The first series of tensile tests were carried out under continuous and discontinuous 
loading regimes. These monitored applied load, strain and damage progression for the 
specimens up to an applied strain of two percent extension, which is just below the 
failure strain of the GFRP coupons. The continuous tensile tests, i.e. increasing the 
applied strain displacement at a set rate, will incur progressive damage but can yield 
only a series of representative secant moduli for the specimen as the test proceeds. 
The discontinuous or load/unload/re-load tensile test, reloads the specimen from zero 
load to progressively higher loads, thus incrementally increasing the damage present 
to give the net result of the more realistic continuous test. The advantage of the 
discontinuous test is that it yields a more accurate measurement of laminate modulus 
at each load increment, i.e. the previously induced damage level at the applied load 
prior to the reload. However, there may be concern as to whether there is any damage
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growth during reload before the previous load level has been reached, which could 
bring errors into an analysis of the damage growth if we are assuming it to be 
consistent with the steady progress of a continuous loading regime. Consequently, 
both types of test were carried out to investigate any test differences.
Figure 5.1 is a plot of mean stress as a function of applied strain for mean data sets 
relating to both matrix types of the delaminating laminate. There is no discernible 
difference between the two types of testing. This gives confidence to the assumption 
that the stress/strain response under the two tests are equivalent and there is no 
significant damage growth during reload until the previous maximum applied load is 
passed.
Also, a test has been devised that was intended primarily to examine more closely any 
events occurring prior to and around the major macroscopic damage onset in the 
laminates, but is useful also in supporting the validation argument for discontinuous 
quasi-static tensile testing as an appropriate means of analysis. Figure 5.2 shows the 
permanent total strain measured in a specimen for each applied strain increment and 
after manually cycling from zero load to that applied strain for ten applications of the 
strain. Permanent strain in a laminate is a measure of the damage present, since with 
each matrix crack formed the specimen cannot return to its original dimensions by an 
amount of permanent displacement associated with the damage (mainly due to the 
release of thermal stress). The data show the effect of the tenth application of strain 
to be consistently lower than the first strain cycle of the next strain increment or 
alternatively, there is greater damage produced during the first loading at a small 
increment in applied strain than after ten load cycles at the previously applied strain. 
The data compares favourably to a typical tensile test, despite the greater number of 
cycles of load. This gives confidence to the assumption that a load/unload/reload 
routine does not generate greater damage at each strain increment than a continuous 
test producing damage with increasing strain.
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5.2.3 Initial Elastic Properties.
The measured initial elastic moduli of the three laminate stacking sequences for the 
two matrix types are given in Table 5.1. Included for comparison are the Laminate 
Plate Theory (LPT) predictions of modulus based on the unidirectional ply properties 
given in Table 4.1 (Chapter Four). The LPT predictions are based on a laminate fibre 
volume fraction of 68%, consistent with the measured fibre volume fraction of the uni­
directional data in Chapter Four and the measured laminate fibre volume fractions in 
this investigation (66-68%).
Clearly, the urethane laminates have a consistently lower initial modulus than their 
standard matrix counterparts (18% lower). This is consistent with the urethane 
reducing the matrix modulus. The moduli of these laminates compare very well with 
the laminated plate theory predictions. There is no significant variation between the 
three stacking sequences, although there does appear to be a ranking of stiffriesses for 
these laminates. Comparing laminate modulus with stacking sequence suggests that 
the nearer the 0-ply is to the surface of the coupon, the greater is the laminate 
modulus. This is likely to be a consequence of the variation in flexural stifiBness of 
the laminates. This is because any mis-alignment, or off-set, in the Instron loading 
grips will have a lesser effect on the error in laminate load, the greater is the flexural 
stif&iess of the laminate, i.e. the nearer 0-ply is to the surface.
5.2.4 Stiffness Reduction at Small Applied Stiain Levels - ’Quasi-Static Cycling’.
As indicated in Section 5.2.2, some specimens were loaded/unloaded ten times at each 
successive applied strain, for strain increments of 0.05%, from zero to approximately 
1% strain. This was done to investigate an observed stififiiess loss phenomenon prior 
to the matrix cracking onset (see Figure 5.6). The laminate response for the first and 
tenth loadings at a particular applied strain for a number of strain increments under 
this manual pseudo-fatigue type loading regime, i.e. quasi-static cyclic loading, is 
plotted in Figure 5.3. Figure 5.3 shows the laminate normalised stifiSiess with respect 
to applied stress for the first and tenth loadings at each strain increment for the
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standard matrix delaminating laminate, 'del,s'. Tie figure corresponds to the initial 
part of the full range of macroscopic data in Figure 5.12. The stififiiess loss onset 
stress, and hence matrix cracking onset (Figure 5.7, 'del,s'), now appears less distinct 
than is suggested by the complete test and full range of data shown in Figure 5.12, 
with its larger scale.
Laminate stififiiess reduction, and hence damage development, is observed first in 
Figure 5.3 after ten load cycles at a stress of 50 MPa (0.2% strain). If a best fit 
tangent line of the data in Figure 5.3 after damage has initiated is extrapolated back 
to the axis, a stififiiess loss onset stress of approximately 60 MPa is found. This is in 
agreement with the observed macroscopic stififiiess loss onset in Figure 5.12 and 
matrix crack onset in Figure 5.7. Thus it is observed now, with the more accurate 
scale of Figure 5.3 over a shorter range, that there is a non-distinct stififiiess 
loss/matrix cracking onset which initiates at an applied strain approximately 0.04% 
lower than interpreted from the complete, full range, data sets (Figures 5.7 & 5.12). 
The total stififiiess loss associated with this initial regime is approximately 1.7%. This 
phenomenon is inportant when modelling laminate behaviour in C hpter Seven.
This phenomenon is considered further in the next section. Possible mechanisms for 
this non-distinct matrix cracking onset, or micro-mechanisms which could account for 
damage initiating at small load levels prior to the recognised macroscopic matrix 
cracking onset stress, were sought through visual analysis of the laminates using a 
Confocal Laser Scanning Mcroscope.
5.2.5 Confocal Laser Scanning Mcroscope Analysis.
The confocal laser scanning microscope (CLSM) can produce a focused sub-surface 
photograph of a laminate plane sufficiently detailed to enable identification of the fibre 
directions in the plies adjacent to that plane/interface. Having observed an apparent 
small loss in laminate stififiiess prior to the macroscopic transverse ply matrix cracking 
onset strain, the test specimens were examined using the CLSM for flaws and/or 
micro-damage (such as that shown in Figure II (a). Chapter One), which might account
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for this. Microscopic examination of the delaminating laminate [(-M-5/-45/0/90)J plies 
and ply interfaces using the CLSM revealed phenomena shown in Photograph 5.1. 
Photograph 5.1(a) shows an image from a plane corresponding to the ply interface 
between the +45° and -45° plies in the delaminating laminate. It shows a clear and 
clean lamina section, devoid of any visible flaws at a reasonable magnification.
Photograph 5.1(b) shows the same ±45 laminae interface as 5.1(a) but for the urethane 
modified matrix delaminating laminate. Some small pockets of trapped air or voids 
are visible, which are likely to be as a result of the laminate laying-up and curing 
process since the more viscous urethane formulation (compared to the unmodified 
system) may have inhibited gas/volatile evacuation. Although, it is unlikely that such 
a small amount of discrete voidage would have a noticeable effect on laminate 
mechanical properties, it may act as an initiation site for cracking damage.
Photograph 5.1(c) shows an image from a plane corresponding to a section from 
within the -45° ply in the standard delaminating laminate [(+45/-45/0/90)J where 
along the fibre direction there are a number of discrete voids in proximity, making a 
total length of approximately 250 pm. These are within the ply and are a likely 
consequence of the solvent method of pre-preg manufacture. Air or volatiles may 
become trapped between fibres in a tow as the individual fibre tows, coated with resin 
solution, are wrapped around the pre-preg manufacturing drum, overlapping the 
previous pass of the fibre tow in building up a sheet of pre-preg (see Section 3.3.3). 
It is feasible that, coupled with the strain magnification that would exist around a flaw 
such as this, a relatively low strain could initiate a crack between the voids prior to 
the onset of full matrix cracks. A micro-crack such as this "linked void line" could 
have a marginal effect on laminate mechanical properties. These features were present 
also in the urethane system but the more opaque urethane epoxy matrix did not yield 
such clear images. However, both systems exhibited similarly small levels of such 
voidage and it was not possible to quantify whether the standard or urethane system 
was better or worse. This would be consistent also with the void source being a 
minor feature of the solvent diluted resin drum winding process, since this operation 
is similar and common to both materials, and at this stage both systems are of similar
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viscosity.
Having considered microscopic damage onset we move to the macroscopic behaviour. 
It has been mentioned in the literature review that to assess properly the behaviour of 
the laminates we must consider all the damage modes present (Crossman and Wang 
1982, Curtis 1984) and then compile their effect on the laminate mechanical 
properties (see Section 2.2.2, Chapter Two). We begin by taking an overview of the 
range of matrix dominated damage present in each of the laminate stacking sequences.
5.2.6 Damage Overview - Visual Comparisoa
As expected, the first matrix dominated failure mode is intra-laminar cracking (i.e. 
cracking within a ply or lamina) which is common to all the composite laminates with 
their associated individual matrix cracking onset and accumulation characteristics (e.g. 
Garrett and Bailey 1977, Bailey and Parvizi 1981, Boniface et al. 1989). These 
characteristics have been described previously as being governed by the material type, 
ply thickness and the orientations of the neighbouring plies (e.g. Masters and 
Reifsnider 1982, Kim and Hong 1986, Peters and Chou 1987). Within this failure 
mode there is an ordering with regards the failure of off-axis plies. The first laminae 
to crack have heen the transverse or 90° ply followed by the other off-axis plies (45° 
plies in this case) in order, as the ply angle tends from ninety to zero degrees. 
Transverse or 90° ply cracking is a Mode I controlled failure mode, but as the ply 
angle tends towards the 0° ply a progressively larger Mode II element may contribute 
to the failure mode. Consequently, although at large angles of ply off-set Mode I 
failure may dominate, this may not necessarily be the case for 45° ply cracking \riiere 
a comparable Mode II contribution may now be present.
The second matrix dominated failure mode, where present, is inter-laminar cracking 
or delamination (i.e. cracking between plies or laminae), a mixed mode phenomenon. 
The occurrence of delainination is associated with the presence of sufficient inter- 
laminar normal (laminate through thickness) and/or shear stresses (e.g. Pipes and 
Pagano 1970, 1971). These stresses arise due to the Poisson contraction mismatch
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(see Chapter One) between individual plies under an applied load, and consequently 
vary with different laminate stacking sequences. Hence, sufficiently large interlaminar 
stresses are present only in certain laminate stacking sequences, of which the 'del' 
laminate, is one example.
The delamination observed along the edges of coupons from the (445/-45/0/90)g 
laminate is shown in the Photographs 5.2, where a high density of matrix ply cracks, 
which had initiated prior to delamination, is also evident. For standard and urethane 
systems of this laminate the 90-ply cracks had initiated at about 65 MPa and 100 MPa 
respectively, and the 45-ply cracks at about 110 MPa and 150 MPa respectively (see 
Table 5.2). Thus showing the expected delay (from results in Chapter Four) in matrix 
cracking onset and reduced densification evident in the urethane modified laminate 
specimens (as with Leaity 1991).
As expected, following onset and densification of matrix cracking, "thumb nail" edge 
delaminations formed readily in the (±45/0/90); coupons ['del', i.e. the "delaminating" 
laminate] at around 150 MPa and 170 MPa for the standard and urethane systems 
respectively (see Figure 5.10 and Table 5.3). The delaminations formed at the 
interface between the 0° and 90° laminae in this stacking sequence. These 
delaminations linked up to grow along the entire length of the specimen and then 
gradually grew across the specimen width towards the centre from both coupon edges 
(see Photograph 5.2). Although two possible ply interfaces exist in the delaminating 
laminate Wiere delamination may be present, i.e. the two 0/90 interfaces, only a single 
delamination crack is grown. This is achieved by the delamination crack "jogging" 
between the two 0/90 interfaces (see Photograph 5.2c), through the central 90-ply via 
the matrix cracks already present by this point.
The laminate stacking sequence (0/90/+45);, ['mcT, i.e. the "first matrix cracking" 
laminate] was not expected to delaminate and did indeed exhibit only matrix cracking 
as the damage mode mechanism resulting from the increasing applied stress. The 
Photographs 5.3, for 'mcl', show a high density of transverse ply matrix cracks which 
will have initiated before the 45° ply matrix cracks at about 100 MPa and 110 MPa
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for the standard and urethane matrix systems respectively. The 45-ply cracks initiated 
at about 125 MPa and 135 MPa for the standard and urethane systems (see Table 5.2).
The second notionally matrix cracking laminate ['mc2' - (+45/90/-45/0)J, as in the 
case of 'mcT, was again intended to provide matrix cracking data only. T ie onset 
stresses for the 90- and 45-ply cracks were about 75 MPa and 100 MPa respectively 
for both systems (see Table 5.2). However, this laminate showed also veiy small 
amounts of triangular shaped delaminations along the coupon edges at the +45/90 
interface initiating at about 175 MPa for both systems (see Table 5.3). Photographs
5.4 are presented for the second matrix cracking laminate, in a comparable damage 
state to the previous two sets of photographs, again allowing visual comparison.
The results from the testing concerning the onset and growth of the damage modes 
with respect to the matrix type, considering each laminate stacking sequence in turn, 
are considered in greater detail in Section 5.3, for the matrix cracking, and Section
5.4, for delamination. Next we consider the combined effect of this damage on 
laminate response, in the form of stififiiess reduction.
5.2.7 Stiffness Reduction with respect to Stacking Sequence.
In this section, we examine the laminate stififiiess loss, as a result of the damage 
accumulation, observed in the three laminate stacking sequences as a function of 
increasing applied stress, considering the two matrix systems in turn. Data for 
normalised stififiiess as a function of applied stress are shown in Figure 5.4 for the 
standard epoxy system and Figure 5.5 for the urethane modified epo5^ system. In 
general, the features of the urethane modified matrix system show similar trends to 
the standard matrix system.
In both figures the delaminating laminate 'del' incurs the greatest stififiiess loss and is 
in fact continuing to lose stififiiess when the test was terminated at 2% strain. For the 
standard and urethane modified epoxy matrix systems the first of the matrix cracking 
laminates 'mcT retains its initial stfffiiess to the greatest applied stress. The second
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of the matrix cracking laminates 'mc2' clearly retains the greatest proportion of its 
initial stififiiess, i.e. shows least stififiiess loss at the end of the testing, in the standard 
system although such a trend is less clear in the urethane system. Also, while the 
urethane system shows the second matrix cracking laminate 'mc2' to be the first lay-up 
to incur stififiiess loss, this observation is to some degree open to interpretation in the 
standard system. However, stresses for initial stififiiess loss are consistent with the 
onset of 90-ply matrix cracking as seen later in Section 5.3.
Although the first matrix cracking laminate, 'mcF, has the most delayed damage onset 
before any stififiiess reduction is seen, it shows subsequently, a greater rate of stififiiess 
loss in the early stages such that there is a region around a normalised stififiiess of 0.8 
- 0.85 on both figures (5.4 and 5.5) where the three stacking sequences coincide in 
terms of stififiiess loss. This is at a slightly higher stress in the urethane system, i.e. 
200 MPa as opposed to 170 MPa in the standard system. This convergence is despite 
the differing initial matrix cracking behaviour histories of the quasi-isotropic laminates 
and is at about 1.6% strain, the strain at which Photographs 5.2 to 5.4 were taken. 
This shows that irrespective of the damage history and the differing proportions of the 
different types of matrix damage, the laminates produce similar stififiiesses under these 
conditions at this point, making the photographs a very useful visual comparison.
Also, near this stress level the second matrix dominated damage mode, delamination, 
has become significant in the delaminating laminate 'del', i.e. this is also at 
approximately the same stress level at which the small initiating 'thumb-nail' 
delaminations in the delaminating lay-up have linked up to form a smooth 
delamination front. At higher stress levels this laminate is then seen to continue 
losing stififiiess as the stress increases vriiilst the nominally non-delaminating 
laminates, i.e. the matrix cracking laminates 'mcl' and 'mc2', begin to saturate and 
tend to plateau in terms of stififiiess loss and no further damage is seen until failure. 
The delaminating laminate diverges from the matrix cracking laminates at 
approximately 190 MPa for the standard system and approximately 220 MPa for the 
urethane system (at normalised stififiiesses of approximately 0.77 and 0.8 respectively).
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Having compared the overall behaviour of the laminates in general terms, we consider 
now the damage development in more detail. The parameters that have been 
discussed in the previous two sections, namely stififiiess loss and damage level can be 
related at any given applied stress level. Eventually (in the modelling of Chapter 
Seven) the combined effects of all the damage will be considered. As a first step, to 
conclude the current section, we consider laminate stififiiess as a function of 90-ply 
crack density for the different stacking sequences.
5.2.8 Stiffness Reduction as a function of Tfansveise Crocking with respect to 
Stacking Sequence.
Utilising the data regarding the accumulation of 90-ply matrix cracks in each of the 
three quasi-isotropic stacking sequences (shown later as part of Figures 5.7 to 5.9), in 
conjunction with the stififiiess measurements presented in the previous section (Figures
5.4 and 5.5), enables plots of normalised stififiiess against 90-ply crack density to be 
produced. These plots are shown in Figure 5.6 allowing comparison of laminate 
stififiiess loss to transverse cracking behaviour, as has been considered previously by 
other workers, notably with cross-ply laminates (e.g. Ogin et al. 1985, Peters and 
Chou 1987, Laws and Dvorak 1988, Lee and Daniel 1990). The three laminates in 
each of the two matrix systems have comparative profiles, consistent with the 
laminates being from the same family of quasi-isotropic laminate stacking sequences. 
However, in detail the profiles do have differences due to different 90-ply thicknesses 
and whether delamination is present. The two matrix cracking laminates are veiy 
similar in both matrix systems (both have single 90-ply and little or no delamination), 
but the delaminating laminate (standard and urethane modified) has different features 
because of a double 90-ply and delamination. The urethane effect is less appreciable 
with the data displayed in this manner but careful examination shows the urethane 
system to retain a greater proportion of its initial stififiiess in each laminate.
The first feature to note is the apparent anomaly of a small amount of stififiiess 
reduction for all the laminates at zero 90-ply matrix crack density, i.e. a small but 
finite laminate stififiiess loss has occurred at, or prior to, the "recognised" point of the
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first macroscopic damage mode onset. This phenomenon was addressed in Sections
5.2.4 and 5.2.5, and is common to the three quasi-isotropic stacking sequences of 
laminate and both matrix systems. In addition, the urethane modified delaminating 
laminate, 'del,u', appears to show a different behaviour from the other laminates during 
the initial stages of stififiiess loss, i.e. a more rapid reduction. This may be due to an 
underestimate in the crack density associated with the crack counting technique used 
which attempts to ascribe an equivalent crack density of full width cracks to the small 
dispersed cracks characteristic of this stacking sequence in this material (shown in 
Photograph 5.2b). The dispersed cracking behaviour may have a more detrimental 
effect on laminate response than an equivalent area/crack density of full width cracks, 
due probably to an associated "affected zone" around each of the short dispersed 
cracks. This problem is commented on again in the modelling chapter (Chapter 
Seven) and this dispersed cracking behaviour in toughened laminates is reported also 
in e.g. Pyrz (1994).
The 90-ply cracking onset values in the matrix crack density versus applied stress 
figures (5.7 to 5.9) are consistent with the comparable figures for the onset of stififiiess 
reduction in the plots of normalised stififiiess as a function of ^ p lied  stress (Figures
5.4 and 5.5). However, the 90-ply matrix cracking saturation levels, as presented in 
Figures 5.7 to 5.9, do not lead to a corresponding levelling off in the two stififiiess loss 
figures (5.4 and 5.5). At the stress when the 90-ply matrix crack density data in 
Figures 5.7 to 5.9 start to level off, the normalised stififiiess data continues to fall. 
This is because other damage modes are now present at these stress levels. Stififiiess 
loss continues at 90° ply saturation since other damage modes, i.e. the 45° plies and 
wfrere present delamination, are still in operation. This is most marked in the 
delaminating laminate due to the significant influence on stififiiess loss of delamination 
growth. The figure (5.6) shows a clear departure of the delaminating laminate from 
the matrix cracking laminates, showing the importance of the delamination mode. 
This is seen at a normalised stififiiesses of 0.81 and 0.79 for the urethane and standard 
systems respectively. This difference is likely to be the effect of the 45° plies which 
have initiated cracks after the 90-plies but before the delamination (see Figures 5.7 
and 5.10 respectively).
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The preceding discussion reinforces the obvious point regarding the limitation of 
considering the data in such a simple form. It does not reflect contributions from 
damage modes other than transverse ply cracks. The global picture of the relative 
contributions of all the different types of damage, i.e. matrix cracking in all the ply 
orientations present as well as delamination where applicable and their interactions, 
must be built up from a more in-depth consideration, as presented in Sections 5.3 and
5.4. All the damage must be examined concurrently to assess properly their combined 
effect on laminate stififiiess loss later in Section 5.5.
5.3 Cnmparison of Matiix Cracking Behaviour in Standaid and Urethane Modified 
Matrix Laminates.
5.3.1 Introduction.
Careful photography of the quasi-isotropic laminates under increasing tensile load has 
enabled us to build up a reasonably complete picture of the cracking behaviour of all 
the plies present, in terms of increasing stress, for each of the three laminates. These 
data are shown in Figures 5.7, 5.8, and 5.9, and summarized in Table 5.2. The figures 
show the intralaminar matrix crack evolution as a function of applied stress for the 
matrix systems and stacking sequences investigated. By way of an introduction to the 
different laminate cracking characteristics we begin with a comparison of the three 
stacking sequences, taking tiie two matrix systems in turn.
For the standard system, the delaminating laminate, 'del,s' (Figure 5.7), has the lowest 
90-ply matrix cracking onset stress, followed by the second matrix cracking laminate 
(Figure 5.9), 'mc2,s', and then the first matrix cracking laminate (Figure 5.8), 'mcl,s'. 
This is consistent with expectations (e.g. Garrett & Bailey 1977, Bader et al. 1979, 
Reifsnider 1982, Peters and Chou 1987) since the delaminating laminate has a thicker 
two ply transverse lamma layer, due to it being central to the laminate, and would 
therefore be expected to have a lower cracking threshold. The factor separating 'mcl s'
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and 'mc2s', where the transverse plies are a single lamina thick in each case, is 
presumably the influence of the orientation of neighbouring plies (e.g. Flaggs and 
Kural 1982, Ratwani and Kan 1982). The second matrix cracking laminate, 'mc2' 
(Figure 5.9), where the single transverse lamina ply is bounded by the two shearable 
and relatively low stififiiess 45-plies on each side, would be expected to have a lower 
cracking threshold than 'mcl' in which the discrete 90-ply is constrained by a 45-ply 
on one side but by a stifif 0-ply on the other. This constraint is consistent also with 
'mcl' having the greatest cracking onset stress (Parvizi et al. 1978).
For the urethane system, Figures 5.7 to 5.9 and summarised in Table 5.2, the trends 
are seen to have changed. The second matrix cracking laminate 'mc2,u' is seen to 
have the lowest matrix cracking onset (Figure 5.9), followed by the delaminating 
laminate 'del,u' (Figure 5.7) and then, the first matrix cracking laminate 'mcl,u' (Figure 
5.8), although the latter two are close. The urethane addition has had only a small 
effect in delaying the matrix cracking onset threshold (relative to the standard system) 
for single laminae, i.e. 'mcl' and 'mc2'. However, 'del', with its double thickness 
90-ply lamina, has a sufficiently delayed cracking onset to be now after 'mc2'. This 
is a puzzle as it is now inconsistent with ply thickness although the 45-plies are now 
of lower longitudinal and shear stififiiess with the lower resin modulus. Thus possibly, 
there may be a trade-ofif situation where the double thickness 90-ply in 'del' is 
sufficiently constrained, and isolated fi*om the 45-plies, on either side by the 0-plies 
to demonstrate the benefits of a tougher matrix. This is offset against the single 
90-ply in 'mc2' being sufficiently less constrained by the two now hiÿily deformable 
45-plies to mask the benefits of urethane modification. Alternatively, there may have 
been fibre/matrix interface micro-damage, initiated fi'om defects associated with 
incomplete fibre wetting during pre-preg manufacture, in the double thickness 90-ply 
that was not apparent.
For the standard system in all three laminates the crack saturation is greatest in the 
first of the matrix cracking laminates, 'mcl s', followed by the second matrix cracking 
laminate, 'mc2s' and then the delaminating laminate, 'dels'. This is consistent with the 
single constrained plies cracking at higher stress/strain, but achieving greater densities.
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For the urethane system 'mcl,u', achieves the greatest 90-ply matrix cracking 
saturation, although this is only marginally greater than 'mc2,u' which has shown little 
decrease with modification, consistent with them both having a single constrained 
90-ply lamina. Again 'del' has the lowest crack saturation.
Having compared the relative performance of the three laminate stacking sequences 
in terms of the 90-ply thresholds, we now take a more detailed look at the respective 
laminate cracking characteristics by considering the laminates in turn and addressing 
both systems for each laminate.
5,3,2 Matrix Oaddng in the Delaminatii^ Laminate ’del' with respect to Matrix Type.
The sequence of damage events was characteristic of a quasi-isotropic laminate (e.g. 
Masters and Reifsnider 1982, Curtis 1984) and the intralaminar cracking behaviour is 
summarised in Figure 5.7. Cracking in the 90° plies was followed by cracking in the 
surface +45° plies, then the (internal) -45° plies, although it is difficult to distinguish 
the difference in onset stress on Figure 5.7, and subsequently by delamination. The 
cracking onsets for all of the plies are delayed with the urethane addition (Table 5.2).
The onset of cracking in the 90° plies was at a strain of about 0.25 % (applied stress 
of 65 MPa) in tiie unmodified epoxy laminate and at a strain of about 0.45 % (applied 
stress of 100 MPa) in the urethane-containing laminate (Table 5.2), consistent with the 
experiments of Leaity et al. (1989) using simple cross-ply laminates firom the same 
system. The crack density increased with further loading in both systems to a 
saturation of 2.2 cracks/mm and 1.65 cracks/mm in the 0 and 20 % urethane material 
respectively. For the delaminating lay-up (+45/-45/0/90);, 'del' (Figure 5.7), the 90° 
ply crack curve is for a two-ply thick central layer. The 90-plies have reached matrix 
crack densities of 1.35 cracks/mm for the standard system and 0.45 cracks/mm for the 
urethane modified systems at the respective 45-ply matrix cracking onsets (see Table 
Ï2).
The +45° ply is the single surface layer, i.e. supported on one side only, the other side
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being e^qposed to the environment and would therefore be expected to have a reduced 
matrix cracking onset threshold. The initial cracking of the surface +45-ply is seen 
indeed to be consistent with it being exposed and having no restraint at one interface, 
i.e. more sensitive to flaws. If the surface +45-ply cracks first (due to surface flaws 
and/or lack of constraint) then this may trigger initiation of -45-ply cracks at the 
+45/-45 interface. In both the standard and urethane systems the internal -45-ply 
attains a greater matrix crack saturation level than the +45-ply, which although not 
being veiy significant in the modified system is very marked for the standard system. 
The internal -45-ply achieves a greater matrix crack density relative to the 445-ply due 
probably to load shedding arguments from it being adjacent to the 0-ply, one of the 
primaiy load carrying plies. In fact it would be expected that a surface 45-ply would 
always crack less than an internal 45-ply due to such load shedding arguments.
5.3.3 Matrix Cracking in the Fîist Matrix Cracking Laminate ’mcl’ with respect to 
Matrix Tÿpe.
In the first of the notionally matrix cracking only laminates (0/90/-45/+45);, 'mcT, the 
central two-ply thick lamina is now the +45° ply. For this first matrix cracking quasi- 
isotropic laminate, the matrix crack accumulation of all the plies present with loading 
is shown as a function of applied stress in Figure 5.8. The urethane addition is seen 
to have a small effect only on matrix cracking onset in the respective plies (leads to 
a slight delay shown in Table 5.2) but does reduce the saturation density of frie 
matrix cracks significantly in all three ply orientations. This suggests that for this 
laminate, an increase in the fracture toughness of the material system benefits only 
matrix crack accumulation to any notable advantage.
Cracking in the 90° plies occurred at higher levels relative to the delaminating stacking 
sequence of about 0.40 % strain (applied stress of 100 MPa) in the unmodified epoxy 
laminate and at a slightly increased strain of about 0.45 % (applied stress of 110 MPa) 
in the urethane-containing laminate (Table 5.2). This is consistent with expectations 
since the 90° plies in the 'mcl' specimen are now two separated plies of effectively 
half the thickness of the "single" double 90° ply at the centre of the delaminating
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laminate. The 90° plies saturated at 2.7 cracks/mm and 2.2 cracks/mm for the 0% and 
20 % urethane materials respectively. Figure 5.8 shows that for both systems the 90- 
plies crack similarly to attain a crack density of approximately 0.6 cracks/mm at the 
45-ply matrix crack onset, whereupon (0.7 cracks/mm) the respective systems diverge, 
suggesting that the cracking of the 45-plies interacts with further 90-ply crack 
development. This is reasonable because the 90-ply is constrained by the 45 and 0- 
plies and therefore load shedding will occur at 90 and 45-ply cracks into the adjacent 
plies.
Cracking in the 90° plies was followed by cracking in the 45° plies, and although the 
suppressive effect of the urethane was seen in terms of delaying cracking onset, it was 
difficult to determine from Figure 5.8, which of the 45° plies in each system cracked 
first. In both cases and both systems, although difficult to distinguish, it is possible 
that the 90-ply cracks might have initiated small -45° cracks from the 90/-45 interface 
and once one of these reached the -45/+45 interface it might lead to central +45-ply 
cracks. However, of the two 45-plies, it is more likely that following 90-ply cracking 
and 'independently' of it, the double thickness central +45° ply cracked next in a mixed 
mode manner. These cracks then quickly initiated much smaller cracks, across the 
+45° cracks and along their length, in the adjacent -45° plies in a Mode I type manner. 
This is because the initial short -45° cracks were seen to intersect with the +45-ply 
cracks and not the already present transverse cracks.
Although 45° off-axis matrix cracking first initiated in the +45-ply (consistent with this 
ply being the central two-ply thick layer), the -45-ply is then seen to achieve a greater 
matrix cracking saturation, consistent with this ply being half the thickness of the 
+45-ply. Although the trend is similar it is less marked for the urethane system, and 
in this case, as well as the higher cracking saturation being a likely effect of the 
-45-plies being separate single plies, the effect may have been dtminished by reduced 
constraint.
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5.3.4 Matrix Cracking in the Second Matrix Qacking Laminate 'mc2' with respect to 
Matrix Type.
For the second of the notionally matrix cracking only laminates, (+45/90/-45/0);, 'mc2', 
the 0° ply, the primary load carrying ply, is now the central two-ply thick layer, but 
similarly to the delaminating laminate the surface lamina is the +45° ply. 
Consequently, all the oriented plies that exhibit matrix cracking are single, separated 
plies, although due to the nature of the crack counting technique employed, each 
lamina pair is summed before being averaged. The individual ply matrix crack density 
data for the second matrix cracking laminate as a function of applied stress are shown 
in Figure 5.9.
Once again, as with the first matrix cracking laminate, the addition of urethane to the 
epoxy matrix has little effect on delaying matrix cracking onset stress for the 
respective 90° (about 75 MPa) and 45° (100 MPa) plies in each system (Table 5.2). 
However, the onset strains show a small delay in 90-ply cracking for the modified 
system due to the different laminate moduli (0.30% to 0.35% for laminate with a 20% 
addition of urethane. Table 5.2). In terms of an effect of urethane on matrix crack 
saturation, it is apparent firom Figure 5.9, that in general, the saturation levels have 
again been reduced. The cracking behaviour followed the typical characteristics as 
stated before with the 90-plies cracking first and attaining saturation densities of
2.4 cracks/mm and 2.2 cracks/mm for the standard and urethane systems respectively.
The off-axis (45-ply) cracking followed, after the 90-ply had attained a crack density 
of approximately 0.5 cracks/mm for the standard system and 0.2 cracks/mm for the 
urethane system, i.e. there was a decrease in 90-ply matrix crack density present 
before the onset of 45° ply matrix cracks in the urethane system. This is consistent 
with the observation that for a lower density of 90-ply cracks in the urethane laminate, 
if the two laminate matrix systems initiate 45-ply cracks at the same stress, the 
urethane is tougher. As expected, in both systems the internal -45-plies achieved 
greater saturation crack densities relative to the surface +45-plies with the difference 
once more being significantly more marked in the standard system. The addition of
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urethane has greatly reduced the -45-ply matrix crack saturation, and to a lesser 
degree, reduced the 90-ply matrix crack saturation, however the +45-ply matrix crack 
saturation has marginally increased. Overall, the total cracking has reduced for the 
urethane system.
Form the figure (5.9) the +45-ply and -45-ply appear to initiate cracks at the same 
stress/strain (shown also by Table 5.2). This suggests that the 45° cracks may be 
initiated by the 90-ply cracks. Careful examination of the initiating cracks in the 
photographs tends to agree with this. Short ±45° cracks form along the already 
present 90-ply cracks, however, crack development in the two 45-plies in then veiy 
different. In the standard system, the exposed +45-ply initiated cracks then grow 
preferentially to fiirther initiation until they are almost full width before further cracks 
initiate and grow. The intemal -45-ply initiated cracks tend to act dormantly whilst 
further short cracks are initiating, wfiich subsequently link up to form full width 
cracks, hence leading to a greater crack saturation. In the urethane system, initiation 
and small amounts of crack growth ^pear to behave fairly evenly between the two 
45-plies leading to similar characteristics. This suggests that the urethane addition has 
made also the surface +45-ply less sensitive to being exposed and unsupported on one 
interface, i.e. a poorly constrained ply of tough material behaves like a more 
constrained ply of less tough material.
The different manner of the crack characteristics of the 45° plies in the two systems 
suggests that the ply load shedding throughout the laminate is behaving very 
differently for the two conditions. In the urethane system the ±45° plies have 
comparable crack densities indicatmg a more uniform load distribution within the 
laminate as opposed to the standard system wfiere the internal -45-ply, wbich is 
adjacent the load carrying 0-ply, shows more than three times the crack saturation 
compared to the surface +45-ply.
The higher +45-ply crack saturation could be associated with the fact that the small 
amount of delamination that is exhibited by this laminate, occurs at the +45/90 ply 
interface (see Section 5.4.4). The delamination isolates the surface +45-ply from the
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laminate load shedding and thereby may reduce the load slightly that the surface ply 
experiences, i.e. the delamination would reduce the stress concentration of adjacent 90- 
ply cracks (and would relax also the thermal strains), hence reducing the cracking 
induced. In the standard system the delamination may have sufficient effect to 
significantly reduce the surface +45-ply cracking compared to the intemal -45-ply 
cracking, and the urethane system 45-plies. In the urethane system the difference 
between the two 45-plies is similar but less significant. The marginally higher +45- 
ply crack saturation for the urethane system compared to the standard +45-ply may 
also be related to the small amount of delamination at the +45/90 ply interface and its 
load isolating effect. This is because the level of load that the ply experiences, and 
hence level of cracking induced, is reduced by the level of delamination. T ie addition 
of urethane reduces the levels of delamination present (see Section 5.4.4), and 
consequently, the urethane system surface +45-ply is less isolated from laminate load 
shedding compared to the standard system, allowing for the urethane system +45-ply 
to experience a higher load and greater matrix cracking.
The implications of the matrix cracking behaviour of the 90° and both 45° plies, in 
terms of the ply crack densities, along with delamination where present, on mechanical 
properties of the laminates are considered in detail later in Section 5.5. While this has 
been considered already to a limited extent, the consequence of all the damage, i.e. 
laminate stiffiiess loss, is analysed. The other damage, delamination, is now 
considered with respect to the matrix system.
5.4 Comparison of Delaminafron Behaviour in Standard and Urethane Modified Matrix 
Laminates.
5.4.1 Introduction.
This section presents data relevant to the second matrix dominated damage mode, 
delamination. The figures present data in terms of delamination area as a function of
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mean stress with respect to the matrix types for each laminate stacking sequence. The 
delamination area is considered as a percentage of the coupon surface area within the 
100 mm specimen gauge length between the end tags adhered to the specimens.
5.4.2 Délamination Development in the Delaminating Laminate, ’del’, with respect to 
Matrix lype.
Delamination onset and growth in this laminate, (±45/0/90);, occurs after considerable 
90-ply matrix cracking (plus a little 45-ply cracking) and consequently with an 
accompanied prior loss of laminate stififiiess (see Section 5.5.2). For this quasi- 
isotropic laminate we can consider délamination onset (Figure 5.10) at a 
simultaneously achieved 90-ply crack density (Figure 5.7) since 45-ply crack densities 
are as yet not significant. In fact, delamination onset (about 150 MPa for the standard 
and 170 MPa for the urethane. Table 5.3) is at rather higher stresses/strains to the 
respective system's 45-ply cracking onsets (110 MPa and 150 MPa, Table 5.2).
The addition of urethane to the epoxy matrix delayed the onset of délamination and 
reduced the rate of delamination development. For the standard system, delamination 
onset occurred at a stress level which had given rise to a 90-ply matrix crack density 
of ^proximately 1.5 cracks/mm; the corresponding crack density for the urethane 
system was 0.9 cracks/mm. Although delamination onset in the urethane system is 
occurring at a lower crack accumulation level, this is still approximately 60-70% of 
the total 90-ply matrix crack saturation density, which is similar to the standard 
system. In addition, the onset is at a higher stress in the urethane system, where upon 
the crack accumulation rates for the two systems are similar and reduced compared 
to their initial rates, i.e. delamination onset and growth appears to be associated with 
the slow down in the rate of 90-ply crack densification (presumably the available 
energy goes into the delamination and not the 90-cracks), Delamination is at this 
point becoming the principal damage mode and delamination area then rapidly 
increases with increasing stress, see Figure 5.10. The profiles of the data are 
approximately parallel as the mixed mode G combination is likely to be the same for 
each system, because this is a physical consequence of the delamination growth and
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not the material system. The effect of the urethane addition on delamination onset is 
only small but the effect in terms of the reduction in delamination growth at a 
particular applied stress is considerable. Effects at initiation are less clear due to the 
less distinct shape of the delamination at initiation where smaller more dispersed 
(relative to the standard system) edge-delaminations will probably have a larger shear 
component as they grow longitudinally to link up. These features are consistent again 
with the increase in both Mode I and Mode II fracture toughness (see Chapter Four), 
both of which are considered to contribute to delamination growth resistance.
The edge delaminations initiated as separate small "thumb-nail" shaped regions. At 
higher stresses (approximately 170 MPa to 200 MPa) these regions link to form a 
reasonably smooth delamination front vdiich grows then across the specimen width 
under increasing applied stress. Figure 5.10 shows the delaminated area (measured 
from photographs of the front of the specimen) as a function of applied stress for the 
two systems. The delaminations occurred at the 0/90 interfaces and jogged from one 
side of the laminate mid-plane to the other as explained previously in Section 5.2.4. 
Extrapolating the plots of delamination area against applied stress to the point where 
they intersect the stress axis, gives the stresses for delamination onset in the two 
materials. These values are both likely to be slight overestimates (by about 5 %) 
because during the discontinuous tests, delamination starter cracks were noted at the 
edge of the specimens before it became sufficiently visible to measure at the front of 
the specimen. Proper onset values are given in Table 5.3.
Whilst the delamination grows across the width of the coupon, there is an
increase in matrix crack density behind the delamination crack front as well as a 
general small increase in ply matrix cracking throughout the laminate. This may be 
seen in Photographs 5.2(a,b) which enables a visual comparison to be made between 
the degree of damage and the complexity of relative cracking (both inter- and intra­
lamina) levels in the two materials at a strain level of 1.6 % in continuous tests.
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5.4.3 Délamination Development in the Fiist Matiix Cracking Laminate, ’mcl’, with 
respect to Matrix lÿpe.
As expected, the compressive throng thickness stresses created by the Poisson 
mismatch of the plies under loading in this stacking sequence, (0/90/+45);, suppressed 
delamination initiation and growth, i.e. the only damage mode observed was intra-ply 
matrix cracking. The requirement for this laminate to use the available energy to 
produce only ply matrix cracks is consistent with the greater matrix crack saturation 
levels in this stacking sequence as seen previously in Figure 5.8.
5.4.4 Délamination Development in tiie Second Matiix Qacking Laminate, ’mc2’, with 
respect to Matrix Type.
Although envisaged again to produce only matrix cracking as its damage mode, the 
second matrix cracking laminate, 'mc2', (+45/90/-45/0);, showed also veiy small 
amounts of delamination in the latter stages of testing (Figure 5.11). Delamination 
onset was seen at the +45/90 ply interface at approximately 175 MPa in both standard 
and urethane systems (Table 5.3). The delaminations were small triangular shaped 
regions at the comers of the +45-ply crack intersections at the specimen free edge, 
similar to previous reports with angle-ply laminates (e.g. Crossman and Wang 1982, 
Curtis 1984). The delamination growth behaviour, shown in Figure 5.11, is difficult 
to distinguish between the two matrix types and the total delaminated area is small.
5.5 Comparison of Stiffness Reduction Behaviour in Standaid and Urethane Modified 
Matrix Laminates.
5.5.1 IhtroductioiL
The cumulative effect of the development of laminate damage, both the matrix 
cracking and delamination damage modes, is to reduce laminate stififiiess which is
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assessed in this section. Stififiiess reduction data are presented for each laminate 
stacking sequence in turn for the two types of matrix resin system, as opposed to the 
previous comparison of the three stacking sequences together (Figures 5.4 and 5.5).
5.5.2 Stiffness Reduction in the Delaminating Laminate, ’del’, with respect to Matrix 
Type.
Figure 5.12 shows a plot of normalised stififiiess as a function of applied stress for the 
delaminating quasi-isotropic laminates, (±45/0/90);, and this reflects the combined 
effects of intra-ply and inter-ply cracking.
The delaminating laminate, del, has been seen to incur greatest stififiiess loss and 
continues to lose stiffiiess throughout the test (Figures 5.4 and 5.5). Given that the 
delaminating laminate showed the least intra-ply cracking of the three laminate 
stacking sequences, as indicated by the saturation crack densities, the continued 
reduction in laminate stiffiiess must be due to the delamination growth, as is reported 
also by Reddy et al. (1984) and Jen et al. (1993). We have seen a delay in the matrix 
cracking and delamination characteristics in the urethane containing laminates relative 
to the standard laminates and this leads to a corresponding delay in stififiiess loss 
(Figure 5.12).
5.5.3 Stiffness Reduction in the First Matrix Cracking Laminate, mcl’, with respect 
to Matrix lype.
The stififiiess loss in the first of the matrix cracking laminates, 'mcT, Figure 5.13, is 
associated entirely with intra-ply cracking. Again, with the urethane addition and 
associated delay in damage onset, the initial modulus is retained to a higher applied 
stress and a greater fraction of the initial, though lower, modulus is retained at any 
stress level. The 'mcl' laminate stacking sequence has been seen to keep its initial 
stififiiess to the greatest applied stress of the three stacking sequences, consistent with 
the matrix cracking onset, see Table 5.2, discussed earlier in Section 5.3.3. The h i^  
density of matrix cracks seems to produce a near plateau in stififiiess loss, especially
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in the standard system in Figure 5.13. The apparent divergence of the stiffiiess data 
above a stress of 150 MPa suggests that the addition of urethane is of greater benefit 
at higher loads during crack accumulation, such that the total stiffiiess loss of the 
urethane modified laminate is less than the standard system for any applied load.
When 90-ply matrix cracks initiate there is a corresponding stififiiess loss for the two 
systems in Figure 5.13, with a small delay in onset for the urethane system consistent 
with the plot of matrix cracking in Figure 5.8. Matrix crack densification, and 
consequently stiffiiess loss, are at approximately similar rates until the 45-ply cracks 
initiate (about 130 MPa). At this point the 90-ply crack densification rate reduces for 
the urethane system compared to the standard and the stiffiiess data sets diverge with 
the differing crack behaviour. Urethane modification delays the onset and 
densification of both types of cracking, in particular the densification of the central 
double ply +45° cracking, with a consequent enhancement in retained stififiiess. The 
difiference between the crack behaviour of the -45 and +45 plies for both systems is 
still consistent with their thickness dépendance. The sum of the final matrix crack 
densities, and hence final laminate stiffiiess loss, is more reduced in the urethane 
system than the delay in cracking onset would suggest.
5.5.4 Stiffness Reduction in the Second Matrix Cracking Laminate, ’mc2’, with respect 
to Matrix Type.
Figure 5.14 shows the plot of stiffiiess loss of the second matrix cracking laminate, 
mc2, (+45/90/-45/0);, as a function of stress. It displays similar trends to the first of 
the matrix cracking laminates with the e^qpected benefits associated with a urethane 
addition, although the retention of the initial modulus is less apparent. This laminate, 
mc2, has been seen to retain greatest proportion of its initial stiffiiess, i.e. least 
stiffiiess loss at test end, of the three laminates. This is at odds with the 90-ply matrix 
cracking data (Figure 5.9) where for the standard system it had marginally the second 
highest crack saturation but in the urethane system had marginally the greatest crack 
saturation. The 45-ply crack densities were however lower for this laminate stacking 
sequence. The standard and urethane data sets are approximately parallel once
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damage has initiated and the veiy small amounts of delamination appear to have no 
significant effect on stiffiiess loss (there is no discontinuity in the stiffiiess curve at 
the stress level corresponding to delamination onset). However, since the data sets 
remain near parallel throughout, unlike laminate mcl in Figure 5.13, it is possible that 
the effect of the reduced rate of 45-ply cracking (especially -45-ply) and reduced crack 
saturation is being masked by a small contribution to stiffiiess loss fi'om the 
délamination.
5.6 Concluding Remaiks.
The discontinuous type of quasi-static testing and damage monitoring has been shown 
to be representative of a continuous loading situation. Initial moduli were measured 
and found to be reasonably consistent with LPT predictions. The stiffiiess loss as a 
function of applied stress can be understood by reference to the corresponding damage 
accumulation data plots. An anomaly is an initial reduction in stiffiiess prior to 
obvious 90-ply cracking. It is suggested that a micro-damage phenomenon, involving 
the coupling of lamina flaws, may exist at very low strains leading to small levels of 
laminate stiffiiess loss just prior to the recognised macroscopic matrix cracking onset. 
This phenomenon could he overlooked with the typical, and more convenient, strain 
increments used in a large range discontinuous type test leading to an error.
The delaminating laminate, ’del', has shown ply matrix cracking and delamination 
damage modes. The first of the matrix cracking laminates, 'mcl', has shown only ply 
matrix cracking as its damage mode. The second of the matrix cracking laminates, 
'mc2', has shown predominantly ply matrix cracking as its damage mode, although 
small amounts of delamination were observed also.
The sequence of damage development in these quasi-isotropic laminates was as 
expected. The first macroscopic damage mode observed was 90-ply cracking, 
followed by the 45-plies and then, in the case of 'del' and 'mc2', delamination. The
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stress levels for damage initiation and rate of accumulation depend on material type 
and stacking sequence. Other factors that have influenced intralaminar crack initiation 
and growth are ply thickness, neighbouring ply orientation and whether the cracking 
ply is a surface ply (consistent with previous workers).
In general, damage onset is delayed when comparing the urethane containing laminate 
systems to the standard systems (consistent with increases in Gjc and G^c). Where the 
primary damage mode for a laminate is matrix cracking only, the addition of urethane 
reduces the matrix cracking onset stresses, the rate of crack accumulation and the fmal 
crack density achieved. Where the laminate has the ability to matrix crack and 
delaminate, the urethane addition principally enhances matrix crack onset and reduces 
delamination growth, with some benefit to matrix crack accumulation and 
densification, and only a relatively small benefit to delamination onset.
Consistent with the delay in damage onset and rate of accumulation the urethane 
system laminates have retained a higher proportion of their initial, though lower, 
modulus under stress compared to the standard system.
The transparent system has allowed all the necessary intra-ply matrix cracking data 
to be obtained. Thus, it may be possible to observe, separate and model the individual 
contributions of off-axis ply cracking to the laminate sti&iess loss and consequently 
discount their effect in an overall laminate compliance analysis. This would leave the 
effect of inter-ply delamination cracking on laminate stiffness. Such an approach is 
discussed in Chapter Seven.
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Photographs 5.1 Laminate micro-damage as observed using the CLSM.
(a) +45Z-45 ply interface in the standard delaminating laminate.
(b) +45/-45 ply interlace in the urethane modified delaminating laminate,
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(c) -45 ply in the standard delaminating laminate.
Photographs 5.2 Reflected light photographs of matrix cracking and delamination 
damage (in black) at 1.6% applied strain for the delaminating laminate (a) standard 
matrix, 'del,s' and, (b) modified matrix, 'del,u'.
(a) 90°
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(b) +45'
Photograph 5.2c Diagram showing the edge view of a delaminating laminate 
specimen:- delamination "jogging" between ply interfaces along the already present 
90-ply matrix cracks as seen in laminates 'del,s' and 'del,u' for the standard and 
urethane systems. Schematic below illustrates further edge delamination 'jogging* 
(after Zhang et al. 1994).
D e l a m i n a t i o n  f r o n t  
P l y  c r a c k
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Photographs 5.3 Reflected light photographs of matrix cracking damage (in black) at 
1.6% applied strain for the first matrix cracking laminate (a) standard matrix, 'mcl,s' 
and, (b) modified matrix, 'mcl,u'.
(a)
(b)
+45*
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Photographs 5.4 Reflected light photographs of matrix cracking and delamination 
damage (in black) at 1.6% ^plied strain for the second matrix cracking laminate (a) 
standard matrix, 'mc2,s' and, (b) modified matrix, 'mc2,u'.
1.' ^
■ v l i C  ' 'E s :
(a)
90“
(b)
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Table 5.1 Measured and predicted initial Young's Modulus for the three quasi­
isotropic GFRP laminates and two matrix types:
Matrix
Type
Laminate Description and Modulus, GPa.
Experimentally Measured Modulus, LPT modulus 
prediction
delaminating
'del'
(+45/-45/0/90),
m.cracking 1 
'mcl' 
(0/90/-45/445),
m.cracking 2 
'mc2' 
(445/907-45/0)3
Quasi­
isotropic 
2^5 9 O2 , 4 5 4
standard 26.2 ±  0.6 26.4 + 0.6 26.0 ±  0.4 26.3
urethane 24.2 ± 0.4 24.3 ± 0.3 24.0 ±  0.2 24.2
Table 5.2 Tabulation of intralaminar damage thresholds in GFRP quasi-isotropic 
laminates (to nearest 5 MPa stress/0.05% strain).
Laminate, 
Std or Ureth
90-ply crack onset 445-ply crack onset -45-ply crack onset
stress,
MPa
strain
%
stress,
MPa
strain
%
stress,
MPa
strain,
%
'DEL' S 902= 65 0.25 (s)445rllO 0.50 -45^120 0.55
U 902= 100 0.45 (s)445i=150 0.75 -45i=160 0.80
'MCI' S 90i= 100 0.40 4452= 125 0.55 -4 5 r 135 0.60
U 9 0 r  110 0.45 +452= 135 0.60 -451= 150 0.65
'MC2' S 90i= 75 0.30 (s)+45i= 100 0.45 -45i= 100 0.45
U 9 0 r  75 0.35 (s)445i= 100 0.45 -4 5 r  100 0.45
(s) = surface ply
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Table 5.3 Tabulation of interlaminar damage thresholds in GFRP quasi-isotropic 
laminates (to nearest 5 MPa stress/0.05% strain).
Laminate Standard or 
Urethane
Delamination onset
stress, MPa strain, %
’DEL S 150 0.75
U 170 0.90
'MC2' s 175 0.90
u 175 0.90
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Figure 5.1 Mean stress as a function of applied strain for the continuous and 
discontinuous modes of quasi-static tensile testing (std & ureth delaminating laminate).
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Figure 5.2 Measured pennanent strain induced in coupon as a function of applied 
strain, for the first and tenth applications of each strain increment - 'quasi-static 
cycling" (std delaminating laminate).
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Figure 5.3 Normalised modulus as a function of applied stress, showing the decay of 
laminate stiffiiess as a result of the first and tenth applications of successive load 
increments - ‘quasi-static cycling" (std delaminating laminate).
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Figure 5.4 Normalised stitihess as a function of applied stress for the three stacking
sequences of quasi-isotropic laminate containing unmodified epoxy.
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Figure 5.5 Normalised stif&iess as a function of applied stress for the three stacking 
sequences of quasi-isotropic laminate containing epoxy modified with 20% urethane.
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Figure 5.6 Normalised stifiSiess as a function of transverse ply crack density for the
three quasi-isotropic laminates each with standard and modified (20% urethane) epoxy.
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Figure 5.7 Matrix ply crack density as a function of applied stress in the delaminating 
quasi-isotropic laminate, 'del', for the standard and modified (20% urethane) epoxy.
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Figure 5.8 Matrix ply crack density as a function of applied stress in the first matrix 
cracking quasi-isotropic laminate for the standard and modified (20% urethane) epoxy.
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Figure 5.9 Matrix ply crack density as a function of applied stress in the second 
matrix cracking quasi-isotropic laminate for the standard and modified (20% urethane) 
epoxy.
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Figure 5.10 Delaminated area as a function of applied stress in delaminating quasi- 
isotropic laminate containing standard epoxy and epoxy modified with 20 % urethane.
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Figure 5.11 Delaminated area as a function of applied stress in the second matrix 
cracking quasi-isotropic laminate for the standard and 20% urethane modified epoxy.
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Figure 5.12 Normalised stifSiess as a function of applied stress in the delaminating
quasi-isotropic laminate for the standard and modified (20 % urethane) epoxy.
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Figure 5.13 Normalised stifi&iess as a function of applied stress in the first matrix 
cracking quasi-isotropic laminate for the standard and modified (20% urethane) epoxy.
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Figure 5.14 Normalised stiffness as a function of applied stress in the second matrix
cracking quasi-isotropic laminate for the standard and modified (20% urethane) epoxy.
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6. FATTGÜE TESTING OF OrTAST-TSQTTROPTC LAMINATES.
6.1 Introduction.
Degradation of mechanical properties and ultimate strength of composite laminates 
under fatigue loading are issues of great importance for reliable composite structures. 
Laminates, subjected to cyclic loading, may fail even though the maximum stress does 
not exceed the ultimate static strength (Puskar and Golovin 1985, Agarwal and 
Broutman 1990). Aspects of this complicated damage phenomenon are not yet fully 
understood. However, it is known that laminates under repeated loading exhibit 
progressive accumulation of damage of various types to failure of the laminate, e.g. 
matrix cracking, interfacial fibre-matrix debonding, delamination, void growth and 
fibre breakage (Hahn 1979 and Gerharz 1982). These features are important failure 
mechanisms in most composite structures under fatigue loading (Tsai 1990). Any 
combination of these may cause sufficient overall damage to result in a reduction of 
fatigue strength and stiffiiess of the laminate. Hence damage initiation, growth and 
interaction, with cycles, are key features in characterising the fatigue life of a 
composite laminate since they determine the residual stiffiiess and strength. This is 
the focus of the work described in this chuter.
This chapter presents the final stage of the experimental work in the present study 
investigating the damage development in the various quasi-isotropic glass/epoxy 
laminates under tension-tension fatigue loading. The purpose of this investigation was 
to develop an understanding of how matrix damage influences the mechanical 
behaviour of the three quasi-isotropic laminates, with the two resin matrices, during 
fatigue and to describe the various stages of damage evolution. Damage growth 
(matrix cracking and delamination) and stiffiiess data were generated as a function of 
number of fatigue cycles at two maximum stress levels. The lower stress level was 
just above the highest quasi-static 90-ply matrix cracking onset load in the urethane 
modified system and the higher stress level was just above the quasi-static
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délamination threshold load in the delaminating lay-up of the modified system (see 
Chapter Five, Figures 5.7 and 5.10 respectively). The lower stress level, although well 
in excess of the standard system 90-ply cracking onset load was below the standard 
system delamination onset load. Hence, for both systems, the lower stress would 
initiate only 90-ply cracks under quasi-static loading, while the higher stress would 
initiate delamination (and 45-ply cracks). The progressive damage data as a function 
of number of cycles were obtained using the through-thickness photographic 
techniques described in Chapter Three.
The next section of this chapter (Section 6.2) explains the data obtained and gives a 
brief guide to the figures at the end of the chapter. Section 6.3 initially discusses the 
consistency between tests and then takes an overview of the results, by considering 
the effect of stacking sequence on laminate mechanical behaviour under fatigue 
loading. Section 6.4 then addresses the characteristics of intra-ply matrix cracking for 
the two matrices considered, by tackling the three stacking sequences in turn. Further 
to this, Section 6.5 addresses inter-ply matrix cracking, i.e. delamination. Section 6.6 
then reviews the effect of this damage on stiffiiess for the three laminates concerned. 
Finally, Section 6.7 considers the stiffiiess of the laminates at failure before some 
concluding remarks are made in Section 6.8.
6.2 Fatigue Stress Levels and Data Obtained.
Each of the six types of laminate (three stacking sequences at each of the two matrix 
compositions) was tested at two different maximum stress levels: Stress I, 125 MPa 
(which is above the quasi-static matrix cracking thresholds of all six laminates, but 
below the delamination onset in both matrix types of the delaminating lay-up) and 
Stress II, 175 MPa (above the quasi-static delamination thresholds in both matrix types 
of the delaminating lay-up). For each of these twelve different conditions, up to five 
tests per condition were carried out to give statistical confidence and assess data 
reproducibility. The majority of tests were taken to failure apart from two test groups
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at the lower stress level. Tests on the delaminating laminate with urethane modified 
matrix, 'del,u', were halted at up to 250,000 cycles, and tests on the second matrix 
crack laminate with standard matrix, 'mc2,s’, were stopped at 200,000 cycles. Each 
of these test groups showed only one failure before the point at which the tests were 
stopped. The other four laminate types at the lower stress had failed mostly by a 
fatigue life of 200,000 cycles. In view of this, 200,000 cycles was used subsequently 
as the data cut-off point for all the data-sets plotted at the 125 MPa maximum stress 
tests. Measured and 'cut-off fatigue lives are shown in the Table 6.1.
The data are plotted as laminate stiffiiess loss as a function of number of fatigue 
cycles, which is consistent with a number of other workers including e.g. Poursartip 
(1983), Ogin et al (1985a), O'Brien (1985) and Schulte (1987). Previously, the fatigue 
lives of composites have been characterised in terms of stiffiiess reduction versus log 
of cycles (e.g. Ryder and Walker 1976, Whitney 1983, Gathercole et al. 1994). 
Sometimes life data are presented in a simple way, such as an S-N (stress-life) curve 
but these cannot adequately describe the response of composites to cyclic load due to 
the complex damage mechanisms and interactive damage accumulation that occur 
under cyclic loading (e.g. Mar 1984 and Stinchcomb 1986). However, more 
information is obtained by monitoring a parameter vriiich changes continuously during 
a fatigue test such as stiffiiess. An advantage of using absolute cycles (rather than 
logarithmic) is it helps us not to lose sight of the marked difference in fatigue lives 
between the two stress levels tested (something that would be less apparent on a log 
plot). The 'raw data' results for each laminate type are presented individually as 
normalised stiffness with cycles curves in Figures 6.1 to 6.6 for the stress level of 
125 MPa (Stress 1) and Figures 6.7 to 6.12 for the higher stress level, 175 MPa (Stress 
n). These are the experimental data-sets which are used subsequently to determine 
the mean data values for analysis in later figures, i.e. arithmetic mean of the stiffiiess 
reduction at a given number of cycles. Figures 6.13 to 6.18 plot the maximum and 
minimum data fi*om Figures 6.1 to 6.12 and enable the different laminate matrices to 
be compared for each of the three stacking sequences at each maximum stress level. 
These figures (6.13 to 6.18) show the extremes of variation in material behaviour as 
a function of matrix type, for a given stacking sequence and stress level. The data
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were plotted in this way to confirm that the effect of altering matrix type is real, 
rather than representing a statistical average of scatter from nominally identical tests.
The effect of stacking sequence is demonstrated in Figures 6.19 to 6.22. Figures 6.19 
and 6.20 show the effect of stacking sequence on stiffness reduction behaviour for the 
standard epoxy matrix laminates (i.e. the base or 0 % urethane) and for the 20 % 
urethane containing laminates, respectively, at Stress I. Figures 6.21 and 6.22 show 
similar data to Figures 6.19 and 6.20 but for Stress II. The data shown in Figures 
6.19 to 6.22 represent the arithmetic averages of the data for the laminates tested at 
each condition. A way of comparing the laminate behaviour at the two stress levels 
is by normalising the fatigue cycles of each test for the two matrix systems. The 
number of cycles applied in a test is divided by the number of cycles to failure of that 
test to give N/Nf. Figures 6.23 and 6.24 are generated in this way from Figures 6.19 
to 6.22 for tests on both laminate systems and stress levels. For all stacking 
sequences the resulting figures consider the rate of stiffiiess loss as a percentage of 
fatigue life. For tests in data sets that were stopped without failure, a fatigue life was 
ascribed (e?q3lained below) based on the average fatigue life of the other specimens 
in those data sets vriiich had been taken to failure, and thus represent a 'worst case' or 
lower bound.
To generate Figure 6.24, it was necessaiy to ascribe a 'cycles to failure' for the 
urethane modified delaminating laminate, 'del,u', at the lower stress level. From the 
data, the total stiffiiess reduction at failure of any stacking sequence at either stress 
level is similar, i.e. around 20 to 30 %. However, the number of cycles necessaiy to 
achieve this reduction is about a factor of ten less at the higher stress level for the 
standard system, i.e. it takes ten times as many cycles at the lower of the two stress 
levels to generate sufficient damage to initiate failure. This observation was then used 
in conjunction with the range of data for fatigue lives in the urethane modified 
delaminating laminate, 'del,u', at the higher stress level (Figure 6.8). Consequently 
this gave a guide for the range of expected fatigue life of the 'del,u' laminate at the 
lower stress level to be about 250,000 to 450,000 cycles. For the purposes of this 
analysis, the lower stress urethane delaminating laminate ('del,u,SI' in Figure 6.24), a
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data set that has not been taken to failure, has been assigned a 'cycles to failure' of
250,000 cycles, which is the minimuni life expectancy. A higher value which is 
suggested also by considerations in Section 6.5.2., would simply shift the plotted data 
curve on Figure 6.24 closer towards the other data sets.
Figures 6.25 to 6.34 then examine the damage development with cycles. Figures 6.25 
to 6.30 show the ply matrix crack densities for each of the three laminate lay-ups and 
the two stress levels in sequence, with respect to the effect of the urethane addition. 
Figures 6.31 to 6.34 plot the delamination growth for the two relevant laminates at the 
two stress levels with respect to the matrix type.
Further to this type of comparison of the effect of urethane addition. Figures 6.35 to 
6.46 plot normalised stiffness and absolute stiffiiess in turn for the three laminates and 
two stress levels in sequence with respect to the matrix type.
Figures 6.47 and 6.48 consider then the two laminates that delaminate and by 
comparing stiffiiess loss with cycles and the delamination growth at the same 
cycles, plot normalised stiffiiess against the delamination area. They compare the 
two fatigue stress levels applied with respect to the standard and urethane 
matrices.
6.3 General Behaviour of The Ouasi-botmpic laminates.
6.3.1 Repeatability of Tests.
The degree of repeatability in the stiffiiess reduction data of nominally identical 
specimens can be assessed by looking at Figures 6.1 to 6.12. Clearly there is the 
occasional specimen which shows inconsistent behaviour but for the most part the 
variation from specimen to specimm is very acceptable. Figures 6.13 to 6.18 
indicate that if stacking sequences based on the two different matrices are
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compared, the extremes of the data for the two matrix types show virtually no 
overlap for the respective laminate test groups. Interestingly, the ranking of the 
different stacking sequences of laminate, in terms of amount of stiffiiess reduction 
after a given number of cycles (Figures 6.19 to 6.22) depends on the stress level, 
as discussed below.
6.3.2 Stiffness Reduction with respect to Stacking Sequence.
At the lower maximum stress level of 125 MPa (Figures 6.19, 6.20) the greatest 
stiffiiess reduction is shown by the second matrix cracking ('mc2') stacking 
sequence, (■+45/90/-45/0)s, for both the standard and urethane modified systems. 
The delaminating ('del') and first matrix cracking ('mcl') laminate stacking 
sequences initially show similar stiffiiess reduction behaviour in the standard 
system (Figure 6.19), with the 'del' laminate then deviating towards the 'mc2' 
laminate around 100,000 cycles. For the urethane system in Figure 6.20, the 
delaminating laminate clearly shows the least stiffiiess loss at any particular 
number of cycles. The relative behaviours can perhaps be understood in terms of 
the ability of each laminate to redistribute load around matrix cracks, as described 
by shear-lag type arguments discussed in Chapter Two (e.g. Steif-Appendix Ogin 
et al. 1984, Laws and Dvorak 1988). In the (±45/0/90X stacking sequence, load 
transfer from the thick central 90-plies (which crack first) is into the 0-plies which 
are most effectively able to constrain, and thus restrict, the damage from 
spreading. In the other two stacking sequences where the 90-plies are adjacent to 
less restraining 45-plies, especially for the 'mc2' (+45/90/-45/0)s laminate, cracking 
of the 90-plies leads immediately to an increased local loading (e.g. Ogin and 
Smith 1985, Boniface and Ogin 1989) in the other off-axis 45-plies. This 
promotes their cracking and consequently leads to further stiffiiess loss.
At the higher maximum stress level of 175 MPa (Figures 6.21, 6.22) matrix 
cracking damage is more dispersed throughout all the laminates at an early stage. 
This means that even in the (±45/0/90)s stacking sequence, 'del', the 45 plies are 
cracked at an early stage and so all the laminates show similar stiffiiess reduction
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behaviour for the first few thousand cycles. From then on there is a difference in 
behaviour. The (±45/0/90)g laminate delaminates extensively at this load level and 
the stiffiiess continues to fall as this delamination progresses, so that this laminate 
now displays the greatest stiffiiess loss for both matrix systems. There is also 
fiirther matrix damage in the (+45/90/-45/0)g stacking sequence, 'mc2', and a small 
amount of delamination (especially m the base epoxy material system) so that its 
stiffiiess falls further than that of the (0/90/±45)s stacking sequence, 'mcl'. This 
laminate shows now the least stiffiiess loss for both matrix systems through the 
absence of delamination and the constraining effect of the 0-plies on the 90-plies.
For a general comparison we can examine the laminate stacking sequences at boüi 
stress levels in terms of normalised fatigue life, or life ratio. This is done by 
dividing the number of cycles at each stiffiiess reduction by the number of cycles 
at failure for that laminate, as explained in Section 6.2. For the standard system, 
Figure 6.23 shows that at the higher stress level the initial stiffiiess loss as a 
percentage of cycles to failure is similarly rapid for the three stacking sequence 
laminates at both stress levels. In addition, at failure the laminate stiffiiesses for 
both stress levels are reasonably comparable (E/Eq = 0.73 - 0.78). The first matrix 
cracking laminate, 'mcl', gives a similar stiffiiess loss at failure at both stress 
levels, and showing the least stiffiiess loss of the three standard laminates. A 
similar situation occurs in the second matrix cracking laminate, where the laminate 
stiffiiess at failure is similar, albeit to a lesser degree (about 1% difference). 
However, the delaminating laminate does show a greater stiffiiess loss at failure 
for the higher stress level (Stress II) compared to the other two laminates, which 
although small, and quite possibly within experimental variation, for the standard 
system (about 3%), is significant for the urethane system, (about 9%)(Figure 6.24).
For the urethane system in Figure 6.24, the laminates exhibit less stiffiiess 
reduction at failure than the standard system, although generally, this difference 
is small, up to about 4% of the stiffiiess. The only exception to this is the 
delaminating laminate subjected to the lower stress level (Stress I) vriiich fails at 
E/Eq -0 .8 3  in the urethane system compared with E/E  ^~ 0.75 in the standard
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system. This suggests that more damage has accumulated prior to failure and this 
will be considered in greater detail later when looking at the damage data, 
especially at failure in Section 6.7. However, there is some uncertainty regarding 
this due to the need to estimate Nf for the urethane system in this lay-up at the 
lower stress level, the 'del,u' (I) laminate. It is likely that if the lower stress 
fatigue tests had run for longer the lower stressed delaminating laminate may have 
shown more damage and may have achieved a similar stif&iess loss, if it had been 
taken to failure and consequently the difference in stiffiiess loss at failure may not 
be significant.
Overall, it may be reasonable to assume that failure is approximately independent 
of matrix system and maximum fatigue stress level, and that failure is concerned 
principally with the laminate achieving a critical reduced stiffiiess. This will be 
discussed further in Section 6.7 but essentially délamination leads to a global 
increase in strain throughout the specimen while matrix cracking leads to a 
localisation of stress/strain in the vicinity of the matrix cracks. Hence when 
matrix cracking dominates one would expect similar stifiSiess at failure for 
different lay-ups. However, the small performance improvement for the urethane 
modified laminates could be associated with the different visco-elastic response 
of the lower modulus resin under differing stress conditions and/or the greater heat 
development effects within the laminates associated with cyclic loading.
In detail, the primaiy observation then from Figures 6.23 and 6.24 appears to be 
that the fifst matrix cracking laminate, ’mcl’, supports the least stifi&iess loss, and 
damage level, prior to failure. The second matrix cracking laminate, 'mc2', 
supports the second greatest level of stiffness loss/damage level and the 
delaminating laminate, 'del', withstands the greatest amount of stiffiiess 
loss/damage level. In summaiy, a failure process appears to exist in the laminates 
which is a consequence of a critical accumulated damage state and hence stiffness 
loss, which could relate to the strain to failure of the 0-plies.
However, in these GFRP laminates all the fibres are similar with equivalent strains
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to failure. In the delaminating laminate a contribution to stifi&iess loss comes 
from delamination growth, and not mainly matrix cracking as with the other 
laminates. Matrix cracks are argued to act as local stress raisers to adjacent plies 
and primaiy load carrying fibres (e.g. Jamison et al. 1984, Steif 1984, Ogin and 
Smith 1985, Boniface and Ogin 1989) causing localised strain magnification and 
localised fibre failure hence leading to premature laminate failure. Delamination 
isolates plies so that matrix cracks have a reduced effect on neighbouring lamina. 
Consequently, any increase in strain with reduced stifSiess, is seen 
macroscopically, not locally, and is carried equally by the 0-plies allowing for 
optimum, i.e. greater, strain to failure of the 0-fibres. Hence, ’m cl’, with no 
delamination, is mostly critically affected by matrix crack influenced fibre failure 
and 'del', with reasonable delamination, is most isolated from local strain 
magnification. 'mc2', with its partial delamination, is partly protected and operates 
between the other two laminates.
As was seen with the quasi-static data in Chapter 5, the effect of the urethane 
addition has been to lead to an increase in retained normalised stiffiiess for the 
respective laminates. However, it is now seen after a specified number of q^plied 
cycles as opposed to at a specific level of applied quasi-static stress. This 
difference is most obvious in the 'del' laminate, (±45/0/90)s stacking sequence at 
the lower stress level, where the urethane containing system shows little 
delamination and hence retains stiffiiess, whereas the base epoxy system 
delaminates at the same load and so loses stiffiiess (this is discussed further in 
section 6.5.2). However, stiffiiess loss is a consequence of the total damage 
accumulated, both delamination and matrix cracking, and consequently, to account 
for the better performance, we must consider both matrix damage modes.
As mentioned, the various levels of stiffiiess reduction are brought about by the 
damage states present in the laminates. To breakdown the complexities of the 
damage development, i.e. the damage behaviour and its history, with respect to 
laminate stacking sequence, it is most convenient to consider in turn the different 
damage modes in each laminate stacking sequence. This is carried out in the
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following sections. Firstly in section 6.4, the three stacking sequences are 
considered in terms of matrix cracking, and then in section 6.5 in terms of 
délamination.
6.4 90° and 45” Ply Cracking During Fatigue Loading With Respect to flie Maüix 
Type.
6.4.1 IntiDduction.
Intra-ply matrix crack density data are presented as a function of matrix type for 
each laminate stacking sequence in turn in Figures 6.25 to 6.30. These data were 
obtained from photographs taken during the tests, e.g. Photographs 6.1 to 6.6. The 
ply matrix crack density is plotted against fatigue cycles which enables the 
initiation, growth and densification characteristics of the lamina matrix cracks as 
part of the total damage accumulation to be assessed. All laminates showed 
matrix cracking from the first load cycle at both stress levels and the crack 
saturation data is summarised in Table 6.5.
From examining the plots of matrix crack densities in the individual plies of the 
laminates. Figures 6.25 to 6.30, it is possible to see that the generally better 
performance of the urethane-containing systems is two-fold. This is a combination 
of delaying crack initiation (for example by the lower modulus and greater 
capacity for plastic deformation leading to relief of local stresses around voids and 
flaws) and reducing crack growth rates as discussed below. In addition, because 
the fatigue tests on the two material systems have been carried out under load 
control, i.e. at the same stress level, the lower stiffiiess of the urethane modified 
laminates means that they have been subjected to greater applied strains from the 
outset of the tests. Consequently, although the matrix is intended to be "tourer" 
it has been tested under more harsh conditions, potentially causing easier cracking, 
and reducing any possible benefits. The fact that benefits are observed serves
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only to recommend urethane as a good toughening agent.
Between the stacking sequences, the first matrix cracking laminate has the greatest 
crack saturation levels (Table 6.5) apart firom the -45-ply in both matrix system, 
consistent with this laminate having only matrix cracking as a damage mode. The 
next is the second matrix cracking laminate which has predominantly matrix 
cracking with a little delamination and finally the delaminating laminate which has 
two distinct matrix dominated damage modes. The anomaly of the -45-ply is 
consistent with it being the one ply orientation which remains a single ply 
throughout the range of laminate stacking sequences. It has the greatest crack 
saturation in the second matrix cracking laminate where it is adjacent the central 
0-plies and is subsequently the furthermost internal off-axis ply through which the 
load must be shed to the other plies. It is adjacent also to the 90-ply, the most 
cracked ply in the laminate. It is next most cracked at saturation in the 
delaminating laminate, where it is adjacent again to the 0-ply but is constrained 
now on the other side by a 445-ply. The matrix cracking results are reviewed in 
detail for each stacking sequence in the sub-sections which follow.
6.4.2Matiix Cmcldng in The Delaminating Laminate, 'del'.
Figures 6.25 and 6.26 show the matrix crack evolution in the off-axis plies of the 
'del' laminate, (±45/0/90)^ stacking sequence as a function of fatigue life cycles, 
considering the two stress levels in turn. Representative examples of the cracking 
patterns, for the two resin systems, are shown in Photogr^hs 6.1 and 6.2. At the 
low stress level (Figure 6.25) the 90° ply crack density saturates at about the same 
value for both matrix types (standard and urethane modified), whilst the 45° ply 
crack densities in the urethane containing system are always below those in the 
standard epoxy system. At the higher stress level (Figure 6.26), generally the 90° 
and 45° ply crack densities in the urethane containing system are less than the 
corresponding values for the standard epoxy system, apart firom the surface 
445-ply which shows slightly greater saturation in the urethane laminate. All the 
urethane plies show a much more gradual crack accumulation. The differences
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between the final crack density in the +45- and -45-plies in the standard and 
urethane systems (Table 6.5) are reduced in going from Stress I to Stress II. 
Interestingly the +45-ply in the urethane delaminating laminate at Stress II is 
continuing to crack while the standard laminate is probably delaminating. On the 
whole we may conclude that for this laminate, the urethane containing system has 
enhanced damage tolerance under fatigue cycling as well as under quasi-static 
loading (shown in Chapter 5).
Overall, the majority of plies have up to 25% higher crack densities, apart from 
the 90-ply in the standard laminate and especially the -45-ply in the urethane 
laminate, both of which shows significantly greater crack saturation at Stress II 
(Table 6.5). The much higher crack density for the urethane -45-ply reflects that 
the continued cracking of this ply is an easier damage mode than delamination. 
Again the surface +45-plies have densities less than the mtemal -45-plies for both 
stress levels. The matrix cracking characteristics of the two matrix cracking 
laminates are considered in the following two sections.
6.4.3 Matrix Gnackii  ^in The Hist Matrix Oacldi^ Laminate, 'mcl'.
Turning to the 'mcT laminate, (0/90/+45)g stacking sequence (Figures 6.27 and 
6.28) the situation is less clear. At both the low stress level (Figure 6.27) and the 
h i^  stress level (Figure 6.28), the cracking development in the corresponding 
plies of the two systems is very similar (see Photographs 6.3 and 6.4), i.e. the 
urethane addition has little effect for each ply at both stress levels. In addition the 
crack saturation densities (Table 6.5) of the plies appears to be independent of 
fatigue stress level. There are anomalies in crack development, although these are 
only marginal, i.e. based on the -45° ply behaviour, cracking occurs more rapidly, 
initially, in the urethane system at the low stress level, while based on the 90° ply 
behaviour, cracking occurs more rapidly, initially, in the standard epoxy system 
at the high stress level. There is a turn around also in relative performance, 
although very small, of the +45° plies in going to the higher stress level where the 
standard system then exhibits less ply cracking. However, this is accompanied by
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a small improvement in performance of the 90-plies in the urethane system 
relative to the standard system at the higher stress level.
Overall, the cracking characteristics of this laminate appear to be approximately 
independent of matrix modulus and the 90-ply at Stress II is the only ply which 
shows a real performance advantage with urethane. In addition, for both systems 
but more noticeably in the urethane system, the 90-ply shows also a reduced crack 
saturation at Stress II compared to Stress I. It should be remembered that the near 
identical performance of the crack evolution means that the urethane system is still 
performing better than the standard system due to the higher strain level it is 
under.
6.4.4 Matrix Cmckiiig in The Second Matrix Qackii^ Laminate, 'mc2'.
Finally, we consider the (+45/90/-45/0)g stacking sequence for which data are 
plotted in Figures 6.29 and 6.30, and representative cracking patterns are shown 
in photographs 6.5 and 6.6. From the crack density data, the standard epoxy and 
urethane containing systems both show similar cracking behaviour (at both stress 
levels). The initial ply crack densification rates are also similar apart fi-om the 90- 
plies which show a reduced rate for the urethane system, especially at the h i^ e r 
stress level. However both systems show similar and higher crack saturation 
densities at the higher stress (Table 6.5). The -45° ply and to a greater extent, the 
+45° ply, cracking densities of the urethane system are also greater at the higher 
stress level and appear not to have reached saturation before failure.
This can be accounted for by the increased crack density of the adjacent 90-ply 
leading to greater local stresses on the 45° plies and the lower modulus urethane 
matrix deforming (under the greater applied strain) and cracking to a greater 
extent. Also delamination of the surface +45-ply occurs at the higher stress level, 
allowing even more shear and matrix cracking. This increased crack density for 
the urethane system at the higher stress level is contrary to what might have been 
expected. Consequently, the addition of urethane to this laminate appears to be
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of no clear benefit under these conditions. Possible reasons for this could be that 
the performance is masked by a strain rate effect or a urethane/epoxy response. 
It appears that as the loading rate increases, the urethane system reacts more like 
the standard system and visco-elastic type arguments may play a part where we 
are straining only momentarily the molecular bonds in the polymer chains and 
they are able to hold under these conditions.
6.5 Oelanfiination Behaviour Respect to Matrix Type.
6.5.1 Introduction.
Inter-ply matrix crack data are presented for each laminate stacking sequence in 
turn in terms of the matrix type. Where delamination occurs, délamination area 
is plotted as a percentage of the total coupon area (i.e. total inter-ply area) against 
fatigue cycles, to enable the initiation and development of the delamination as a 
contribution to the overall damage accumulation to be analysed.
6.5.2 Delaimnation in The Delaminating Laminate, 'del'.
The reduction in délamination area present at a given number of fatigue cycles in 
the urethane containing system relative to the standard system can be seen in 
Figures 6.31 and 6.32 for the two different stress levels. As expected, the 
délamination occurs at the 0/90 ply interface for this laminate lay-up, 
(+45/-45/0/90)s (Poursartip 1983), with a similar morphology to that seen under 
quasi-static loading, namely the delamination jogging from one 0/90 interface to 
the other along pre-existing transverse cracks. At the lower stress level (Figure
6.31) the initial delamination development is more rapid in the standard laminate 
but after about 30,000 cycles the growth rates for the two systems become similar. 
Overall there is a reduction in delamination area in the urethane modified laminate 
at any given number of cycles of approximately 10% for the majority of the
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specimen test regime. To consider it another way, in terms of a given level of 
delamination, there is a lag of approximately 100,000 cycles (i.e. about 50% of 
the nominal fatigue life of the standard laminate) for the urethane system to 
achieve an equivalent level of delamination damage. If we were to run a test to 
achieve the same degree of delamination in the urethane system as is present in 
the standard system at failure, it would significantly increase the number of cycles 
for the fatigue test of the urethane modified laminates and we would certainly 
expect the test to exceed 300,000 cycles. If the same amount of delamination 
growth is a requirement for failure of the urethane system then the extended mean 
life expectancy of the urethane specimens of 250,000 to 450,000 cycles, as used 
previously in a comparison in Section 6.3.2, can be considered a reasonable 
minimum or lower bound estimate.
At the higher stress level (Figure 6.32) the performance advantage of the 
urethane-containing system is very marked in terms of reduction in delamination 
area at specific ^plied cycles, indicating an approximate 60% reduction in 
delamination at the number of cycles that failed the standard system. 
Consequently it would appear that at this more severe fatigue condition, the 
observed delamination damage tolerance for the urethane modified laminate is 
better than at the lower stress level. Also, the life expectancy advantage as 
suggested at the lower stress level for the urethane system is clear at the higher 
stress level, i.e. approximately a two-fold extension of fatigue life.
There is also an interesting observation in connection with the relative progression 
of the two matrix dominated damage modes in the two systems. For both stress 
levels delamination is developing in the standard laminates (Figures 6.31 and 6.32) 
with more or less no further matrix crack accumulation, i.e. the ply cracks have 
saturated and delamination grows on its own (Figures 6.25 and 6.26). In the 
urethane system however, the latter two figures (6.25 and 6.26) show there to be 
further crack accumulation during the stages of delamination growth (Figures 6.31 
and 6.32). Obviously, the reduced levels of delamination present at the greater 
strains in the coupon as the test proceeds promotes further matrix cracking, i.e. the
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available energy drives both damage modes rather than one mechanism.
6.5.3 Delamination in Die Hist Matrix Cmckii^ Laminate, ’mcl'.
As expected, the 'mcl' laminate showed no signs of delamination at any stage of 
cycling in either standard or urethane modified laminate specimens at either stress 
level. Presumably this is because of the compressive interlaminar normal stresses 
generated in this laminate stacking sequence (Poursartip 1983) are sufficient to 
inhibit delamination even at the higher stress level where the interlaminar shear 
stresses present are likely to be appreciable.
6.5.4 Delamination in Die Second Matrix CmcWrg Laminate, 'mc2'.
Under cyclic loading this laminate stacking sequence, (+45/90/-45/0)s, exhibited 
relatively small (compared to the delaminating stacking sequence) amounts of 
triangular shaped, 'thumbnail' type, 'peel' delaminations at the +45/90 ply interface 
along the edges of the specimens. The delaminations grow a short distance only 
along the fibre direction of the surface +45-ply. For both matrix types at both 
stress levels (Figures 6.33 and 6.34) the delamination behaviour shown is veiy 
similar in terms of trends and amount of delamination, although there is slightly 
more delamination in both laminates at the higher stress level and delamination 
obviously grows more rapidly at the higher stress level. At the lower stress level 
(Figure 6.33) there is little difference in the level of delamination in the two resin 
systems. At fracture in the higher stress condition (Figure 6.34) there is more 
delamination in the urethane modified system compared to the standard although 
the initial delamination growth rate is slower. The urethane specimens at the 
higher stress level show a steady increase in delamination to the point of failure, 
rather than a tendency towards a 'plateau' as shown in the standard system at both 
stress levels, and the urethane-modified system at the lower stress level. This 
suggests that different damage modes or ratios of damage modes are relevant for 
the urethane laminate under the higher stress condition. The interesting aspect to 
note is that there are more or similar levels of delamination in the urethane system
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compared to the standard system for both stress levels which is contraiy to the 
trend that might be expected.
The interlaminar stresses in this laminate are probably quite small and the normal 
and shear stresses which drive the delamination cause the "peeling up" and 
shearing of the surface +45-ply at the edge of the laminate, where they are 
localised. It is interesting to note that the tendency for delamination in this 
laminate could be considered to be inversely dependent on the ply stiffness, i.e. 
the resistance to delamination growth may have a contribution from the ply 
stiffiiess. In other words, the interlaminar stresses which are trying to Tiff the 
surface ply at its edges are being resisted by the bending stiffiiess of the +45-ply. 
The action of bending up the surface ply is consistent with the development of the 
small local delaminations growing with a planar front in the direction along the 
surface ply/fibres. This would be consistent also with the urethane system 
exhibiting slightly more delamination since this laminate would have a slightly 
lower ply stiffiiess and shear modulus, i.e. the ply would be able to bend and 
shear more easily.
This tendency for ply bending, and delamination growth, would depend on the 
Poisson contraction of the ply and this consequently depends on the applied load 
which is increased from 125 MPa to 175 MPa, consistent with greater 
delamination at Stress II. The urethane addition has been seen to reduce the 
laminate modulus from 26 GPa to 24 GPa, and as this delamination initiation is 
more shear dominated, i.e. mode H, we might expect to see less difference with 
urethane (consistent with Figures 6.33 and 6.34) than with the stress increase. The 
ply stiffiiess case would also help account for the plateau effect at a particular 
load level since there would be a maximum ply bending (i.e. bending fibres and 
resin of a specific stiffiiess) that a set load could achieve. This would depend on 
the magnitude of the load and the ply or fibre/resin bending stiffiiess, thus an 
equilibrium situation could exist.
Whilst the arguments for ply bending stiffiiess as a factor for delamination
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behaviour in this laminate are consistent and fit the observations, they may not be 
the most likely explanation, although they may contribute. It is more probable 
that the observed behaviour is a result of the altered shear behaviour when the 90- 
ply is placed between the 45-plies with this laminate stacking sequence. The 
interlaminar normal stresses at the edge of the specimen, caused by the bending 
moment which is a result of the Poisson contraction mismatch, initiate the 
delamination but are localised to the specimen edge. Interlaminar shear stresses 
lead to delamination growth, however due to the presence of the 90-ply between 
the 45-plies, the shear behaviour of the 45-plies are reduced, thus limiting 
delamination growth. The lower stifi&iess nature of the urethane system would 
reduce the limiting effect of the 90-ply and thus allow some shear and 
delamination, i.e. negative performance effect with urethane addition. Whatever 
the explanation for the unfavourable conditions for delamination growth, it has 
been previously noted that for this laminate the 45-plies (especially the -45-ply) 
continue to crack since this has obviously become more energetically favourable 
under these conditions.
In summaiy, there again appears to be no distinct advantage in adding urethane 
to the matrix of the second matrix cracking laminate stacking sequence 'mc2'. 
Having considered all the damage present it is convenient to return now to their 
combined effect on the laminate, that of stiffiiess reduction, in a laminate by 
laminate order as has been studied with the individual components of damage.
6.6 Stiffness Reduction \Mfli Respect to Matrix Type.
6.6.1 Introduction.
The effect of the accumulated damage within the laminates, discussed in the 
previous two sections, is to lead to a reduction in the stiffiiess of the laminate. 
Averaged stiffiiess reduction data as a function of cycles, determined from the
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original test data sets (Figures 6.1 to 6.12), for each laminate stacking sequence 
and matrix type can now be considered in the light of the detailed damage data.
6.6.2 Stiffness Reduction in The Delaminating Laminate, 'del'.
The delaminating laminate exhibits both the matrix dominated damage modes 
(inter-ply and intra-ply) and so the stiffiiess reduction curves for the lower stress, 
Figure 6.35, need to be considered in conjunction with the appropriate figures for 
the intra-ply matrix cracks (Figure 6.25) and the inter-ply delamination (Figure
6.31). The better performance of the urethane system in Figure 6.35 is consistent 
with the combination of lower levels of matrix cracking, primarily in the -45° ply 
adjacent to the 0-ply, and delamination in Figures 6.25 and 6.31 respectively. The 
greater damage tolerance of the modified epoxy system translates to a higher 
Éviction (about 10%) of the initial (lower) stiffiiess of the laminate being retained 
at test termination. The stiffiiess reduction curves each show a region of initial 
rapid stiffiiess loss associated with the initiation and rapid densification of the 
matrix ply cracks (Figure 6.25) together with the initiation and initial rapid growth 
of the delamination (Figure 6.31). The matrix ply cracks then generally saturate 
(the curves plateau with the exception of the urethane -45-ply) offering no further 
contribution to laminate stiffiiess loss themselves, but the continued steady growth 
of delamination relates to the much slower but continued steady stiffiiess loss of 
the laminate with cyclic loading (Figure 6.35).
At the higher stress level. Figure 6.36, the initial stiffiiess loss is greater but more 
gradual in terms of the percentage of number of cycles to failure. The curve has 
perhaps only just reached a region of relatively steady stiffiiess loss like that seen 
at the lower stress before failure occurs. Consequently the initial rapid damage 
accumulation stages represent a greater portion of the laminates fatigue life than 
seen at the lower stress. There are similar trends to the lower stress level although 
the performance enhancement of the urethane modified epoxy is less significant 
in terms of the normalised stiffiiess. This is not as might be expected from 
viewing the corresponding delamination behaviour (Figure 6.32). However, it is
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logical when considered in conjunction with the matrix cracking characteristics 
(Figure 6.26) for this test situation, where both the 45-plies, but especially the -45° 
ply, have increased crack densities which counteract the effect of lower levels of 
delamination. Also, there is a generally higher level of intra-laminar matrix 
cracking in both systems helping to mask the benefit of a reduction in 
delamination area. It would appear that the intra-ply matrix cracking has a greater 
effect on the laminate stiffiiess compared to the inter-ply cracking. Although the 
90-ply attains a lower crack density for the urethane system, suggesting added 
benefit to the lower delamination, the 45-plies make up half of the laminate and 
consequently their increased crack densities have a greater effect and reduce the 
performance advantage in the urethane system. It would seem that at the higher 
maximum stress, the relative contributions to the laminate stiffiiess reduction from 
the two matrix dominated damage modes has been redistributed, i.e. it is the intra- 
ply cracking which contributes most to the stiffness reduction and not the 
delamination as suggested at the lower stress condition.
Although the urethane performs better in terms of retained modulus it starts out 
with a lower initial modulus in the undamaged state, i.e. about 24 GPa as opposed 
to 26 GPa for the standard system. Absolute values of stiffiiess with cycles 
(corresponding to Figures 6.35 and 6.36) are shown in Figures 6.37 and 6,38. For 
the lower stress condition in Figure 6.37, the higher initial modulus standard 
system very quickly achieves a lower absolute stiffiiess than the lower initial 
modulus urethane system because it is more severely affected by damage 
development, i.e. although the urethane system starts at a lower modulus it 
immediately loses less stiffiiess and consequently develops less damage with 
loading. However, now the performance advantage of the urethane system appears 
less significant, althou^ this is an improvement in real terms. The initially lower 
modulus urethane system laminate now has a greater modulus relative to the 
standard system after only a few cycles and shows the benefits of being able to 
delay and reduce damage initiation and development. The now veiy similar 
progression of the modulus with cycles curves is a better reflection of the effect 
of the actual (and similar) levels of damage seen in Figure 6.25, for the matrix
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cracking, and Figure 6.31, for the delamination.
At the higher stress condition, Figure 6.38, the situation is slightly different. 
Again the urethane system starts out with a lower modulus but only momentarily 
manages to achieve a reduced modulus slightly greater than that of the standard 
system before reducing to a lower modulus as the cyclic loading and damage 
proceeds. This suggests that initiation of the damage is delayed to quite a large 
extent but then the more rapid propagation of the damage under these conditions 
returns the urethane system to a lower modulus. The difference between the two 
moduli is not, however, as great as for the undamaged state, suggesting that the 
relative rate of damage development has been reduced remembering that the 
urethane system laminate is at a higher strain. If we consider the damage present 
as given by Figures 6.26 and 6.32, for the matrix cracking and delamination 
respectively, we can see the overriding effect of the increased matrix cracking, as 
opposed to the delamination, which would suggest that the urethane system should 
perform similar to the low stress condition. Despite the fact that the urethane 
system now performs less well with respect to actual laminate modulus, the 
enhanced damage tolerance is still displayed by the extended fatigue life as seen 
in the lower stress situation.
6.6.3 Stiffness Reduction in The Hist Matrix Gracking Laminate, 'mcl'.
As indicated previously, this stacking sequence laminate exhibited only intra-ply 
matrix cracks under fatigue loading (as under quasi-static loading). In spite of the 
unexpected cracking behaviour, i.e. near equivalence in terms of the final crack 
densities (Section 6.4.3), this is not reflected in the final stifi&iess reduction levels. 
The stiffiiess reduction curves of the laminates at the lower maximum stress level 
are seen in Figure 6.39, which correspond to the matrix crack density 
characteristics in Figure 6.27. For the higher maximum stress level the stiffiiess 
reduction curves in Figure 6.40 correspond to the cracking behaviour in Figure 
6.28. At both stress levels the stiffiiess loss plots are similar apart from the initial 
relative rates of stiffiiess reduction as the laminate plies crack and densify as
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reflected by the ply cracking plots. The rate of stifi&iess loss decreases until 
failure as the rate of densiflcation decreases, the ply cracks are tending to but do 
not reach a plateau. The urethane addition leads to a performance enhancement 
of approximately 4% at both stress levels. However, this is a distinct performance 
advantage not suggested by the relative performance in terms of crack densities. 
This is likely to be a consequence of the fi*action of laminate stiffiiess made up 
by the 0-ply since all the other plies are fully cracked and ofifer similarly little 
contribution. The difference in final laminate stifi&iess is because for such a 
cracked laminate the 0° fibres represent a larger fraction of the lower stifi&iess 
urethane system, and hence show an apparent retained stififiiess advantage over the 
standard system.
If we consider now the absolute values of laminate moduli. Figures 6.41 and 6.42, 
the trends are veiy similar except that now the urethane system is consistently 
lower than the standard system, but by a reduced amount compared to the original 
difference. The similar moduli of both systems with damage is a reflection of the 
similar levels of matrix cracking at both stress levels. Figures 6.27 and 6.28. 
However, the similar levels of matrix cracking will obviously produce less 
stiffiiess reduction in the lower modulus matrix system. The remarkably similar 
nature of the two systems of this laminate, show little difference in relative 
performance at the higher stress condition and also little difference in fatigue life.
6.6.4 Stiffness Reduction in The Second Matrix Clacking Laminate, 'mc2'.
The stififiiess reduction curves for this stacking sequence laminate are shown in 
Figure 6.43 for the lower maximum cyclic stress level and Figure 6.44 for the 
higher maximum cyclic stress level. The appropriate delamination plots are 
Figures 6.33 and 6.34 for the lower and higher stress levels respectively. 
However the delamination behaviour at both stress levels is veiy similar and 
relatively small and so although its existence is noted to account for the veiy slow 
stiffiiess loss with fatigue cycles once the ply cracks have saturated (especially in 
the unmodified epoxy material), the delamination as a damage mode contribution
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to overall laminate stiffiiess reduction can be, to a large extent, ignored.
The relevant matrix crack density characteristics are given in Figures 6.29 and 
6.30 for the lower and h i^ e r stresses respectively. Again the initial rapid rate of 
laminate stififiiess reduction is associated with by a similar rapid rate of matrix 
crack densification. Die performance enhancement of the urethane addition to the 
epoxy is approximately 4% of retained initial stififiiess at the lower stress level and 
approximately 5% at the higher stress level. Apart fi*om the moderate 
improvement in retained stiffiiess, the urethane modification appears to ofifer no 
advantage in fatigue life for this laminate stacking sequence.
Considering the absolute moduli, as given in Figures 6.45 and 6.46, for the two 
stress levels, there appears to be little difference either between the two systems 
(less than 5%) or especially as a function of stress level (almost identical moduli). 
This latter point is consistent with the very similar saturation damage states at the 
two stress levels (Figures 6.29 and 6.30 and Table 6.5). The only clear difference 
being the reduced number of cycles to failure at the higher stress. The tail-ofif of 
the urethane specimen at the higher stress level (Figure 6.46) is accounted for by 
the matrix cracking shown in Figure 6.30 and the delamination development as 
shown in Figure 6.34. Other than this feature, the progression of damage and 
consequently the progression of laminate moduli are remarkably similar for the 
two matrix systems.
6.6.5 Stiffness Reduction with lespect to Delamination.
We can investigate trends in the contribution of delamination to stiffiiess loss at 
the two stress levels by generating plots of stififiiess reduction against delamination 
area for the two delaminating laminates (Figures 6.47 and 6.48) and comparing 
the standard and urethane systems at the two fatigue stress levels. Possible trends 
might be, for example, whether the plots for a given laminate at the two stress 
levels would be extensions of each other and hence suggest a similar damage 
evolution history. The situation is complicated of course due to the masking
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effect of the matrix cracking contribution to stiffiiess loss. It appears however 
from Figures 6.47 and 6.48 that there is no correlation for either laminate where 
delamination is observed in terms of absolute delamination area (which are 
generated at particular stress levels, with respect to relative stififiiess loss 
independent of the number of fatigue cycles to achieve the damage).
A similar exercise has been carried out by Jen et al. (1993) for a particular 
laminate system at several maximum stress levels. They found, unlike here, an 
approximately linear relationship, suggesting stiffiiess loss is in proportion to, and 
caused by, delamination growth (and/or that the matrix cracking associated with 
any delamination was identified independent of stress level). Such a correlation 
between stress levels, is not in agreement with the work here. The lack of 
correlation here is due to the changing relative proportions of matrix cracking and 
delamination under the different conditions. The data for stififiiess as a function 
of delamination area. Figures 6.47 and 6.48, do not coincide at the two stress 
levels for either material in either lay-up due to different proportions matrix crack 
density. It is likely that there is a relationship between stififiiess loss and 
delamination growth, but it is evident fi*om these figures (6.47 and 6.48) that the 
matrix cracking contribution must be subtracted if it is to be identified. This will 
be addressed in the analysis in Chapter Seven.
The development of damage involves different damage modes in a competing 
mechanism. The parameters controlling growth rates of the individual 
mechanisms can only emerge fi-om an in depth assessment and understanding of 
the physical processes involved. This will be considered further in Chapter Seven.
6.7 Stiffness Reduction at Failure.
The similarity of the stififiiesses at failure (Tables 6.2 and 6.3) between laminate 
types at a given stress level suggests that failure is triggered once a certain level
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of damage has been achieved irrespective of the loading or damage history. For 
the lower stress fatigue test the failure strain is about 0.67% but is about 1% 
failure strain for the higher stress. It should be remembered that the quasi-static 
failure strain was about 2%, which represents a strain magnification factor of 2 for 
Stress II and about 3 for Stress I, i.e. considerable localisation under fatigue. 
Since the tests were carried out in load control, a critical damage state for failure 
in terms of the residual stififiiess is equivalent to a critical applied strain for 
failure, most probably the strain to failure of the 0-plies. Consequently, the 
greater the stiffiiess loss observed, the greater the global strain applied at failure 
of the specimen.
If failure is controlled by the strain in the unidirectional plies reaching a critical 
value, it would be expected that at a given stress level, fatigue failure should 
occur at an ^proximately constant level of stiffiiess reduction. From the stififiiess 
reduction curves for the lower stress level (where only the majority of tests end 
with failure). Figures 6.1 to 6.6, and the higher stress level (the tests which all end 
with failure). Figures 6.7 to 6.12, the terminal stififiiesses were obtained. These 
are shown in Table 6.2 for the lower stress condition and Table 6.3 for the higher 
stress condition, both as normalised and absolute values. The data shows that for 
any given material (i.e. stacking sequence and urethane content) the stififiiess 
reduction are not constant but are similar, i.e. 73-82 % of the original laminate 
stififiiess. The stififiiess loss data also suggest that compared to the standard 
system, failure may occur in the urethane containing specimens at greater 
normalised stififiiesses, i.e. less stififiiess reduction. This would suggest lower 
damage tolerance and is not consistent with the performance advantage of a 
urethane addition.
However, in terms of absolute laminate stififiiess, the urethane specimens have a 
lower laminate moduli and hence experience greater strain before failure than the 
standard system. The laminate strains at failure are given in Table 6.4 which 
confirms that, in general, the urethane system demonstrates slightly higher strains 
at failure for both maximum stress levels. This suggests that the strain to failure
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of the urethane laminates, i.e. the strain to failure of the 0-plies in these laminates, 
is increased by the addition of urethane to the matrix, albeit very slightly. In 
reality, the localised laminate strain which causes failure, i.e. the critical strain, 
may be constant but this is not known and cannot be deduced. If the localised 
critical strain of the 0-plies is associated with a local critical accumulation of 
damage, it is reasonable that the urethane laminates can survive to greater globally 
applied strains. This is because the more evenly dispersed nature of the damage 
in the urethane laminates reduces the probability of a local critical damage state 
occurring. Once again, the damage tolerance of the urethane system has been 
demonstrated.
When considering the two stiffiiess data tables (6.2, 6.3) there are no clear 
differences between the stacking sequences, although there is a possible trend in 
that the delaminating laminates generally have the lowest stiffiiess loss/absolute 
modulus for each system at each stress. This is likely to be associated with the 
delamination growth isolating the 0-fibres fi:om the 90-ply damage, thus 
confirming the ability of this stacking sequence to tolerate the most damage before 
the 0-plies fail. Table 6.4 shows that, unlike Poursartip's (1983) quasi-isotropic 
CFRP system, the average strain at failure is not constant. It is more or less 
similar across the different stacking sequences at a given stress level but is veiy 
different at the two stress levels, reflected by the greater damage levels (Figures 
6.25 to 6.34) and lower laminate stififiiesses (Figures 6.35 to 6.46) at the higher 
stress level.
6.8 Concluding Remaiks.
The damage growth and fatigue behaviour of quasi-isotropic glass/epoxy composite 
laminates subjected to cyclic loads has been studied. Three laminate stacking 
sequences, coupled with two resin matrices were utilised to study the damage 
accumulation and its effect on stiffiiess. Damage development has been seen to be
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similar under fatigue to quasi-static loading, as reported also by O'Brien (1982a) and 
Poursartip (1987). Of the three different stacking sequences, only the (+45/0/90)^ lay­
up ('deP) showed extensive delamination. The (+45/90/-45/0)g lay-up ('mc2') showed 
a small amount of 'wedge-shaped' delamination between the +45 and 90 plies, 
especially at the higher stress level, while the (0/90/±45)s lay-up ('m cl') showed no 
delamination. The laminate ranking, in terms of amount of stiffiiess reduction after 
a given number of cycles depends on the stress level. The effect of stacking sequence 
on stiffiiess loss is considered in Figures 6.19 and 6.20 for Stress I, and Figures 6.21 
and 6.22 for Stress II. The total stiffiiess reductions are up to about 30 % at both 
stress levels, although the number of cycles to achieve this reduction is about a factor 
of ten less at the higher stress level. A relationship has been suggested between 
percent stififiiess loss and percent ultimate delamination growth (Figures 6.49 and 
6.50).
The effect of varying the matrix on the laminate response has been discussed. For all 
stacking sequences at each of the two stress levels the effect of the urethane addition 
is to lead to an increase in retained normalised stififiiess after a specified number of 
cycles. The urethane containing system shows little delamination where it occurs and 
so retains greater stififiiess. Even in the stacking sequences where there is just matrix 
cracking, however, the toughening effect of urethane additions inhibits cracking.
Overall, the effect of the toughening provided by urethane is less marked under cyclic 
loading than under quasi-static loading except in the stacking sequence showing the 
greatest tendency for edge delamination, (+45/0/90)g. The less marked performance 
enhancement under fatigue, as opposed to under quasi-static loading, has been 
observed also by O'Brien (1989). However, as discussed, this is probably due in part 
to the greater strain that the lower modulus urethane laminates have been tested under.
The results show that multiple failure modes can exist for laminates under cyclic loads 
and that cyclic loading can lead to differing extents (or even types) of damage fi-om 
those found under quasi-static loading. In these polymer based quasi-isotropic 
laminates where the matrix and fibre-matrix interface are weaker than the fibre, the
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initial failui'e, commonly transverse ply cracking initiates at a relatively low level and 
cumulative failure leads to delamination. Furthermore, the maximum cyclic stress 
load can change the dominant failure mode when competing modes exist; this may be 
associated with reported increases in G with increased crack growth rates (e.g. Daniel 
et al. 1987).
The first fatigue cycle produces matrix cracking damage (equivalent to that put in at 
the same stress level in a quasi-static test) and so causes an immediate stiffiiess 
reduction. The general shape of the stiffiiess reduction curves is fairly similar for all 
stacking sequences and load levels. Thereafter further 90° and 45° ply matrix cracks 
accumulate, resulting in further stififiiess reduction. At the lower stress level, this 
process slows down with cycles as shear-lag effects reduce the energy available within 
the plies for additional cracks prior to failure and some tests were stopped without 
failure. The Stress II tests, did not show the stiffiiess loss curve levelling off to the 
same degree as at Stress I, and all ended with specimen failure.
Urethane additions have been shown to delay and/or reduce delamination in a laminate 
at given fatigue life cycles by reducing growth rates (Section 6.5). A consequence is 
that at final failure a greater matrix crack density has developed. Thus a different 
ratio of intra- to inter-laminar cracking is seen at failure, showing an adjustment of 
the damage failure modes and greater damage tolerance.
Considering the fatigue lives of the three stacking sequences, the addition of urethane 
has clear advantages for the delaminating laminate at both stress levels (Figures 6.35 
to 6.38) and has limited benefit to the first matrix cracking laminate at the higher 
stress level (Figures 6.40 and 6.42). Interestingly, especially for the higher stress 
cases, the urethane containing laminates fail with lower laminate moduli than the 
standard system. In the delaminating laminate, the life limiting delamination has been 
sufficiently suppressed to allow the laminate to attain a higher matrix crack density 
and hence lower laminate modulus. This shows that the urethane containing laminate 
is tolerant to further matrix cracking if delamination can be suppressed, supporting the 
argument that delamination is indeed the life limiting damage mode. Also, the
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urethane modified matrix is tolerant to greater levels of matrix cracking under extreme 
loading supported by the first matrix cracking laminate at the higher stress case. For 
the lower stress case of the first matrix cracking laminate and the two stress cases for 
the second matrix cracking laminate, the effect of the addition of urethane on fatigue 
life is not clear. Although, in all three cases, the laminates have exhibited greater 
damage tolerance to higher levels of matrix crack density.
On the other hand, the stiffness reductions at laminate failure are reasonably constant 
across stacking sequence, matrix type and stress level, but these reductions correspond 
to different levels of global critical strain. The strains to failure are veiy similar for 
the three stacking sequences and two material types at a given stress level (~ 0.65% 
at Stress I and -0.92% at Stress II). Overall, the strain at failure in the urethane 
containing laminates may be a few percent h i^e r than in the standard laminates. 
While the critical strain level in the delaminating stacking sequence is higher than 
in the other two stacking sequences due to the reduced level of strain localisation 
associated with delamination compared to intra-ply cracking.
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Photograph 6.1 : Reflected light photograph of the visual damage appearance (in 
white) in the standard delaminating laminate, 'del,s', at a stiffiiess reduction of 
approximately 0.80 and when the number of cycles, N = 20,000; for Stress I at 
125 MPa.
Photograph 6.2: Transmitted light photograph of the visual damage appearance (in 
black) in the urethane delaminating laminate, 'del,u', at a stif&iess reduction of 
approximately 0.80 and when the number of cycles, N = 200,000+; for Stress I at 
125 MPa.
90°
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Photograph 6.3: Reflected light photograph of the visual damage appearance (in 
white) in the standard first matrix cracking laminate, 'mcl,s', at a stiffiiess 
reduction of approximately 0.80 and when the number of cycles, N = 50,000; for 
Stress I at 125 MPa.
■ ; .'M ."  v l l v  V V l
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Photograph 6.4: Transmitted light photograph of the visual damage appearance (in 
black) in the urethane first matrix cracking laminate, 'mcl,u', at a stif&iess 
reduction of approximately 0.80 and when the number of cycles, N = 170,000; for 
Stress I at 125 MPa.
90°
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Photograph 6.5: Reflected light photograph of the visual damage appearance (in 
white) of the standard second matrix cracking laminate, 'mc2,s', at a stif&iess 
reduction of approximately 0.80 and number of cycles, N = 3,000; for Stress I at 
125 MPa.
+45'
Photograph 6.6: Transmitted light photograph of the visual damage appearance (in 
black) of the urethane second matrix cracking laminate, 'mc2,u', at a stiffiiess 
reduction of approximately 0.80 and number of cycles, N = 30,000; for Stress I 
at 125 MPa.
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Photograph 6.7: Transmitted light photograph of the visual damage appearance (in 
black) in the standard delaminating laminate, 'del,s', at a stiffness reduction of 
approximately 0.80 and when the number of cycles, N = 800; for Stress II at 
175 MPa.
90°
Photograph 6.8: Reflected light photograph of the visual damage ^pearance (in 
white) in the urethane delaminating laminate, 'del,u', at a stif&iess reduction of 
approximately 0.80 and when the number of cycles, N = 4,000; for Stress II at 
175 MPa.
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Photograph 6.9: Transmitted light photograph of the visual damage appearance (in 
black) in the standard first matrix cracking laminate, 'mcl,s', at a stiffness 
reduction of approximately 0.80 and when the number of cycles, N = 600; for 
Stress II at 175 MPa.
90°
Photograph 6.10: Transmitted light photograph of the visual damage appearance 
(in black) in the urethane first matrix cracking laminate, 'mcl,u', at a stiffiiess 
reduction of approximately 0.80 and number of cycles, N = 26,000; for Stress II 
at 175 MPa.
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Photograph 6.11: Reflected light photograph of the visual damage appearance (in 
white) of the standard second matrix cracking laminate, 'mc2,s', at a stiffiiess 
reduction of approximately 0.80 and number of cycles, N = 1,400; for Stress II at 
175 MPa.
Ü ,
90°
+45'
Photograph 6.12: Transmitted light photograph of the visual damage ^pearance 
(in black) of the urethane second matrix cracking laminate, 'mc2,u', at a stiffiiess 
reduction of approximately 0.80 and number of cycles, N = 12,000; for Stress II 
at 175 MPa.
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Table 6.1 Laminate Fatigue Lives
TEST
PARAMETER
FATIGUE LIFE,
CYCLES TO FAILURE, N (Thousands)
STRESS LEVEL STRESS I, 125 MPa STRESS n, 175 MPa
URETHANE % 0 20 0 20
Delaminating 
laminate, 'del'.
148, 157, 
169, 177, 
189
250,
200*, 200*, 
210*, 230*,
10, 12, 12.5, 
13, 15
8, 11, 15,5, 
27
1st Matrix Crack 
laminate, 'mcl'.
195, 200, 
245
124, 143, 
190, 200
2, 8.5, 15, 
18, 20, 40
8, 16, 20, 
30.5, 32
2nd Matrix Crack 
laminate, 'mc2'.
200,
200% 200*
144, 158, 
198, 205
8, 15.5, 16, 
20
11, 12.5, 
15, 15
* Fatigue tests stopped at marked number of cycles without failure of specimen.
Table 6.2: Normalised stiffness at failure for three stacking sequences of quasi­
isotropic laminates tested at 125 MPa (Stress I).
URETHANE 
CONT., WT%
STACKING SEQUENCE
(±45/0/90)s
'del',
E/Eo^ feii.
(0/90/±45)s
'mcl',
EEo^ faii.
(445/90/-45/0)s
'mc2',
E/Eo^ faii.
0 0.79, 0.73, 0.75, 
0.73, 0.75, 
Mean = 0.747.
(^Av.,faiL'19.4 GPa.
0.78, 0.74, 0.79. 
Mean = 0.769. 
EAv.,feii.*20 GPa.
0.73, 0.74, 0.75. 
Mean = 0.740. 
EAv.,faii.:19.2 GPa
20 0.82.*
Mean = 0.820. 
EAv.#i.:19.8 GPa.
0.80, 0.81, 
0.81.
Mean — 0.795.
EAv.,fail.: 19.0 GPa.
0.76, 0.77, 
0.82.
Mean = 0.777.
EAv.,fei!.:l^ *7 GPa
* only one specimen from this data set had failed by 250,000 cycles; all other 
data sets had been stopped around the fatigue cut-off of 200,000 cycles used for 
the data analysis, therefore it is likely that E/Eq and E^ v. fail should be lower .
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Table 6.3: Normalised stifihess at failure for three stacking sequences of quasi­
isotropic laminates tested at 175 MPa (Stress II).
URETHANE 
CONT., WT%
STACKING SEQUENCE
(±45/0/90)s
'del',
E/Eojail.
(0/90/±45)s
'mcl',
E/Eo^ faii.
(+45/90/-45/0)s
'mc2',
E/Eo^ faii.
0 0.70, 0.71, 0.72, 
0.73, 0.74. 
Mean = 0.726.
EAv.,faiL-l^ -9 GPa.
0.76, 0.77, 0.77, 
0.78, 0.79. 
Mean = 0.774.
EAv.,faii.-20-l GPa.
0.74, 0.75, 0.76, 
0.76.
Mean = 0.753.
Eav.,fail.: 19.6 GPa
20 0.73, 0.73, 0.74, 
0.75. 
Mean: 0.736.
EAv.,faii.-'l'7.6 GPa.
0.79, 0.80, 0.82, 
0.82. 
Mean: 0.795.
EAv.,fail.‘l^*^ GPa.
0.75, 0.77, 0.81, 
0.81. 
Mean: 0.778.
EAv.,faii.:l^ *^  GPa
Table 6.4: Applied strain at failure for three stacking sequences of quasi-isotropic 
laminates testW at 125 MPa (Stress I) and at 175 MPa (Stress II).
Stacking
sequence
Applied strain at failure, %
Stress I Stress n
Std Ureth Std Ureth
(±45/0/90)s
'del'
0.64 0.63* 
(not all 
failed)
0.93 0.99
(0/90/±45)s
'mcl'
0.63 0.66 0.87 0.92
(445/90/-
45/0)s
'mc2'
0.65 0.67 0.89 0.94
* likely to be an underestimate due to lack of failed specimens in this data set.
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Table 6.5 Ply matrix crack saturation data, units are in cracks/mm.
Matl. Ply
Stress I Stress n
del mcl mc2 del mcl mc2
Std
90 1.76 2.81 2.07 1.98 2.68 2.39
+45 1.11 1.53 0.61 1.00 1.30 0.61
-45 1.99 1.87 1.90 2.08 1.71 2.02
Ureüi
90 1,74 2.74 2.01 1.65 253 2.30
445 0.95 1.43 0.79 1.21 1.40 1.13
-45 1.41 1.73 1.77 1.99 1.79 2.26
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Figure 6.1: Stiffness reduction with cycles data for the ’del’ laminate, (±45/0/90)^ 
stacking sequence at Stress I, 125 MPa; Standard epoxy matrix.
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Figure 6.2: Stiffness reduction with cycles data for the ’del’ laminate, (±45/0/90),
stacking sequence at Stress I, 125 MPa; Urethane modified epoxy matrix (20%).
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Figure 6.3: Stiffness reduction with cycles data for the ’m cl’ laminate, (0/90/±45)g 
stacking sequence at Stress I, 125 MPa; Standard epoxy matrix.
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Figure 6.4: Stiffness reduction with cycles data for the ’m cl’ laminate, (0/90/±45)g
stacking sequence at Stress I, 125 MPa; Urethane modified epoxy matrix (20%).
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Figure 6.5: Stiffness reduction with cycles for the ’mc2’ laminate, (4-45/90/-45/0)g 
stacking sequence at Stress I, 125 MPa; Standard epoxy matrix.
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Figure 6.6: Stiffness reduction with cycles for the ’mc2’ laminate, (+45/90/-45/0)g
stacking sequence at Stress I, 125 MPa; Urethane modified epoxy matrix (20%).
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Figure 6.7: Stiffness reduction with cycles data for the ’del’ laminate, (±45/0/90)^ 
stacking sequence at Stress II, 175 MPa; Standard epoxy matrix.
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Figure 6.8: Stiffness reduction with cycles data for the ’del’ laminate, (±45/0/90)^
stacking sequence at Stress II, 175 MPa; Urethane modified epoxy matrix (20%).
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Figure 6.9: Stiffness reduction with cycles data for the ’m cl’ laminate, (0/90/±45)g 
stacking sequence at Stress II, 175 MPa; Standard epoxy matrix.
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Figure 6.10: Stiffness reduction with cycles for the ’m cl’ laminate, (0/90/±45)g
stacking sequence at Stress II, 175 MPa; Urethane modified epoxy matrix (20%).
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Figui'e 6.11 : Stiffness reduction with cycles for the ’mc2’ laminate, (+45/90/-45/0)s 
stacking sequence at Stress II, 175 MPa; Standard epoxy matrix.
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Figure 6.12: Stiffness reduction with cycles for the ’mc2’ laminate, (-l-45/90/-45/0)s
stacking sequence at Stress II, 175 MPa; Urethane modified epoxy matrix (20%).
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Figure 6.13: Extremes of stiffness reduction with cycles for the Mel’ laminate, 
(±45/0/90)5. stacking sequence as a function of matrix type at Stress I, 125 MPa.
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Figure 6.14: Extremes of stiffness reduction with cycles for the ’m cl’ laminate,
(0/90/±45)s stacking sequence as a function of matrix type at Stress I, 125 MPa.
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Figure 6.15: Extremes of stiffness reduction with cycles for the ’mc2’ laminate, 
(+45/90/-45/0)s stacking sequence as a function of matrix type, Stress I, 125 MPa.
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Figure 6.16: Extremes of stiffness reduction with cycles for the ’del’ laminate,
(+45/0/90)s stacking sequence as a function of matrix type at Stress II, 175 MPa.
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Figure 6.17: Extremes of stiffness reduction with cycles for the ’m cl’ laminate, 
(0/907+45)3 stacking sequence as a function of matrix type at Stress II, 175 MPa.
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Figure 6.18: Extremes of stiffness reduction with cycles for the ’mc2’ laminate,
(+45/907-45/0)3 stacking sequence as a function of matrix type. Stress II, 175 MPa.
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Figure 6.19: Stiffness reduction with cycles data for the three laminate stacking 
sequences, ’del’-(+45/0/90)3, ’m cl’-(0/907+45)3, ’mc2’-(+45/90/-45/0)g at Stress I, 
125 MPa; Standard epoxy matrix.
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Figure 6.20: Stiffness reduction with cycles data for the three laminate stacking 
sequences, ’del’-(+45/0/90)g, ’m cl’-(0/907+45)3 ,’mc2’-(+45/90/-45/0)g at Stress I, 
125 MPa; Urethane modified epoxy matrix (20%).
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Figure 6.21: Stiffness reduction with cycles data for the three laminate stacking 
sequences, 'deF-(±45/0/90%, 'mcr-(0/90/±45%, ’mc2’-(+45/90/-45/0% at Stress II, 
175 MPa; Standard epoxy matrix.
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Figure 6.22: Stiffness reduction with cycles data for the three laminate stacking 
sequences, ’del’-(±45/0/90%, ’m cl’-(0/90/±45)g ,’mc2’-(+45/90/-45/0% at Stress II, 
175 MPa; Urethane modified epoxy matrix (20%).
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Figure 6.23: Stiffness reduction with normalised cycles data for the three laminate 
stacking sequences, 'deF-(±45/0/90%, 'mcr-(0/90/±45)g, ’mc2’-(+45/90/-45/0% at 
Stress I, 125 MPa, and Stress II, 175 MPa; Standard epoxy matrix.
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Figure 6.24: Stiffness reduction with normalised cycles data for the three laminate 
stacking sequences, ’del’-(±45/0/90%, ’m cl’-(0/90/±45%, ’mc2’-(+45/90/-45/0% at 
Stress I, 125 MPa, & Stress II, 175 MPa; Urethane modified epoxy matrix (20%).
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Figure 6.25: Specific ply matrix crack density with cycles for the ’del’ laminate, 
(±45/0/90)s stacking sequence, as a function of matrix type at Stress I, 125 MPa.
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Figure 6.26: Specific ply matrix crack density with cycles for the ’del’ laminate,
(±45/0/90); stacking sequence, as a function of matrix type at Stress II, 175 MPa.
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Figure 6.27: Specific ply matrix crack density with cycles for the ’m cl’ laminate, 
(0/90/+45); stacking sequence, as a function of matrix type at Stress I, 125 MPa.
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Figure 6.28: Specific ply matrix crack density with cycles for the ’m cl’ laminate,
(0/90/+45); stacking sequence, as a function of matrix type at Stress II, 175 MPa.
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Figure 6.29: Specific ply matrix crack density with cycles for the ’mc2’ laminate, 
(+45/90/-45/0)s stacking sequence, as a function of matrix type, Stress I, 125 MPa.
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Figure 6.30: Specific ply matrix crack density with cycles for the ’mc2’ laminate,
(-T45/90/-45/0)g stacking sequence as a function of matrix type. Stress II, 175 MPa.
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Figure 6.31: Percentage delamination area with cycles for the MeF laminate, 
(±45/0/90)s stacking sequence as a function of matrix type at Stress I, 125 MPa.
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Figure 6.32: Percentage delamination area with cycles for the ’del’ laminate,
(±45/0/90)s stacking sequence as a function of matrix type at Stress II, 175 MPa.
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Figure 6.33: Percentage delamination area with cycles for the ’mc2’ laminate, 
(+45/90/-45/0)s stacking sequence as a function of matrix type, Stress I, 125 MPa.
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Figure 6.34: Percentage delamination area with cycles for the ’mc2’ laminate,
(4-45/90/-45/0)g stacking sequence as a function of matrix type, Stress II, 175 MPa.
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Figure 6.35: Mean stiffness reduction with cycles data for the ’del’ laminate, 
(±45/0/90)s stacking sequence as a function of matrix type at Stress I, 125 MPa.
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Figure 6.36: Mean stiffness reduction with cycles data for the ’del’ laminate,
(+45/0/90)s stacking sequence as a function of matrix type at Stress II, 175 MPa.
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Figure 6.37: Mean laminate stiffness with cycles data for the ’del’ laminate, 
(±45/0/90); stacking sequence as a function of matrix type at Stress I, 125 MPa.
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Figure 6.38: Mean laminate stiffness with cycles data for the ’del’ laminate,
(±45/0/90); stacking sequence as a function of matrix type at Stress II, 175 MPa.
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Figure 6.39: Mean stiffness reduction with cycles data for the ’m cl’ laminate, 
(0/90/±45)s stacking sequence as a function of matrix type at Stress I, 125 MPa.
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Figure 6.40: Mean stiffness reduction with cycles data for the ’m cl’ laminate,
(0/90/+45), stacking sequence as a function of matrix type at Stress II, 175 MPa.
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Figure 6.41: Mean laminate stiffness with cycles data for the ’m cl’ laminate, 
(0/90/±45)s stacking sequence as a function of matrix type at Stress I, 125 MPa.
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Figure 6.42: Mean laminate stiffness with cycles data for the ’m cl’ laminate,
(0/90/±45)s stacking sequence as a function of matrix type at Stress II, 175 MPa.
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Figure 6.43: Mean stiffness reduction with cycles data for the ’mc2’ laminate, 
(4-45/90/-45/0)g stacking sequence as a function of mati'ix type. Stress I, 125 MPa.
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Figure 6.44: Mean stiffness reduction with cycles data for the ’mc2’ laminate,
(-f45/90/-45/0)s stacking sequence as a function of matrix type. Stress II, 175 MPa.
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Figure 6.45: Mean laminate stiffness with cycles data for the ’mc2’ laminate, 
(4-45/90/-45/0)g stacking sequence as a function of matrix type, Stress I, 125 MPa.
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Figure 6.46: Mean laminate stiffness with cycles data for the ’mc2’ laminate,
(-t45/90/“45/0)s stacking sequence as a function of matrix type, Stress II, 175 MPa.
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Figure 6.47: Mean stiffness reduction with percentage délamination area for the 
’del’ laminate, (±45/0/90), stacking sequence, as a function of matrix type for 
Stress I, 125 MPa, and Stress II, 175 MPa.
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Figure 6.48: Mean stiffness reduction with percentage delamination area for the
’mc2’ laminate, (-H45/90/-45/0), stacking sequence, as a function of matrix type for
Stress I, 125 MPa, and Stress II, 175 MPa.
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7. ANALYSIS AND MODELLINGL
7.1 Introduction.
The analysis and prediction of progressive damage development in composite 
materials, and its influence on their performance and final failure, is of considerable 
value. Matrix cracking in the 90-ply of a multi-directional laminate is still an obscure 
problem which may lead to significant error in prediction of stifi&iess loss and fracture 
tou^mess of composite laminates (Caslini et al. 1987, Messenger et al. 1991). The 
previous experimental chapters have demonstrated that the three lay-ups of a quasi­
isotropic laminate show a variety of matrix cracking and delamination damage for 
both matrix types, with an associated loss in laminate stiffness. To be able to predict 
the stiffiiess loss in these cases it is necessaiy to consider the effects of the two 
damage modes. The presence of both damage types must also be considered Wien 
modelling the initiation and growth of one of them, in the present chapter 
delamination using fracture mechanics.
This chapter begins with the application of the classic O'Brien analysis for 
delamination to the data obtained in this work under quasi-static loading. The R- 
curves produced are examined and some conclusions drawn, in particular relating to 
the role of intra-laminar cracking. In Section 7.3, the stifiSiess loss due to matrix 
cracking is studied using conventional shear-lag analysis, as applied originally to 
cross-ply laminates. The shear-lag methodology is developed for application to both 
90° and 45° cracking in the quasi-isotropic laminates considered in this study. A full 
analysis has been carried out on the standard epoxy delaminating laminate [stacking 
sequence (+45/-45/0/90)s]. However, the model has been tested on all three lay-ups 
and both matrix systems for comparison and validation. The delamination model can 
then be reworked as presented in Section 7.4 and similar modelling principles can be 
applied to fatigue loading (Section 7.5). Concluding remarks on the quasi-static and 
fatigue analyses are drawn in Section 7.6.
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7.2 Application of O’Brien Model to Quasi-static Results.
7.2.1 Introduction.
O'Brien first characterised délamination onset and growth in laminates in 1982 
(O'Brien 1982a) terming the approach an energy balance and subsequently formalised 
this in terms of the strain energy release rate (O'Brien 1984). This was the first 
significant attempt at modelling delamination but, as a first attempt, it considered an 
idealised simple delamination in isolation without any consideration of interaction with 
matrix cracking. However, it is an appropriate starting point when considering 
delamination behaviour, and O'Brien's original model is applied and assessed further 
in the current section, before considering how the approach can be developed.
7.2.2 Compliance-Based Approach for Calculation of Strain Energy Release Rate.
The strain energy release rate, G, associated with crack growth can be found fi*om the 
compliance equation
where P is the load applied to a specimen, of thickness, t, containing a crack of 
length, a and dC/da is the rate of change of specimen compliance with crack length.
Now the compliance (C) is related to the laminate stiffness (E), cross-sectional area 
of the laminate (A) and the specimen gauge length (L) by C = IÆA, so that:
d C _ _  1  L  d E  ( n  o \
From Figure 7.1, we can see that the delamination area, A^, is related to the crack 
length, a, by A^ = 2aL
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so that on re-arranging and differentiating we find:
da = d V 2 L  (7.3)
We know also that the load (P) is related to the laminate cross-sectional area (A) and 
the stress (cj) applied to the laminate by,
P = gA (7.4)
where A = wt, w is the laminate width and t is the laminate thickness.
Equation (7.1) can be written in terms of the change in normalised laminate stiffness 
(E/Eq) with normalised delamination area (Ag/wL, where Ag is the total delamination 
area in a length L of the coupon of width w) and by combining equations (7.1) to 
(7.4) we obtain:
„2 d ( £ ^ ^  ( 7 . 5 )
£■2 2  d { A^/ wL)
7.2.3 Data Manipulation to Calculate tiie Strain Eneigy Release Rate.
From Figure 5.12 (Normalised modulus versus applied stress) and Figure 5.10 
(Normalised delamination area, i.e. % delamination as a fimction of total specimen 
area, versus applied stress) in Chapter 5, we can construct plots of stiffness as a 
function of delamination area for the delaminating laminate. This is shown in Figure 
7.2, which plots normalised modulus against normalised delamination area for the two 
systems. The initial drop before delamination starts is the result of matrix cracking 
which has occurred already in the 90° and 45° plies. The progressive reduction in 
stiffness with increasing delamination size is a result of the loss of coupling between 
the plies and further matrix cracking in the laminate, both uniformly and additionally 
in the off-axis plies behind the délamination front. The combined effect of this 
interaction of the damage modes on stifi&iess cannot be modelled in a simple way like
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the systems of O'Brien (1982a) and Poursartip (1987), which show a more or less 
linear reduction in stiffiiess with delamination area.
As delamination proceeds the total energy required (for the combined delamination 
and matrix cracking) can be represented using an R-curve type of analysis (O'Brien 
1982a, Poursartip 1987) and is accomplished as follows. From the slope of the plots 
in Figure 7.2 and the data for the delamination area as a function of applied stress 
(Figure 5.10), the strain energy release rate associated with delamination growth can 
be found empirically using equation (7.5). That is, for specified levels of delamination 
growth, measuring the gradient of the curve in Figure 7.2 at that particular level of 
délamination solves for the differential term in equation (7.5). We already know the 
original modulus of the undamaged laminate so we can find the reduced modulus of 
the laminate at the specified delamination area, and Figure 5.10 allows us to measure 
the corresponding stress applied to the laminate to achieve the specified delamination 
area. We can now substitute all the parameters in equation (7.5) and obtain the 
calculated R-curves i.e. the calculated critical strain energy release rates corresponding 
to progressively increasing normalised delamination area, as shown in Figure 7.3. The 
reservation with this analysis of course is that the normalised modulus corresponding 
to the specified delamination area in Figure 7.2 is the normalised modulus produced 
by both the delamination and matrix cracking present in the laminate at the point of 
the specified délamination level, i.e. the energy calculated using Equation (7.5) 
includes a contribution from the matrix cracking as well as the delamination. 
Consequently, for a true comparison of G and delamination we must separate the 
matrix cracking and delaminations contribution to G, which will be examined in 
Section 7.4.
7.2.4 Calculated Stmin Eneigy Release Rates And ’!R-Oirves".
The calculated resistance values from solving Equation (7.5) are sensitive to the 
measured slope of the normalised stiffness/normalised delamination area curve (in both 
systems). Figure 7.2. Nonetheless, the data show clear trends (Figure 7.3), i.e. 
decreasing Gr. At delamination onset (Ag —>0) the strain energy release rates
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[Equation (7.5)] are 1050 J/m  ^ and 1450 J/m  ^ for the unmodified system and the 
urethane-containing system respectively. Looking at the R-curves (Figure 7.3) we see 
that for the unmodified system the resistance is approximately constant with a mean 
value of about 1000 J/m  ^up to a normalised delamination area of approximately 35% 
and then increases. In detail, it could be argued that for the standard system there is 
in fact a slight decrease in Gr from approximately 1050 J/m  ^ to approximately 
975 J/m  ^before the increase at 35% delamination area. For the urethane-containing 
system the crack growth resistance appears to steadily decrease from approximately 
1450 J/nf. These absolute values and trends are not consistent with the effect of 
delamination only, as discussed below.
7.2.5 Conclusions from the O’Brien Type Analysis.
The reason for the Gr onset values exceeding considerably the Mode I and Mode U 
fiucture toughness values for these systems is the occurrence of the matrix cracking 
in the 90° and 45° plies prior to and subsequently simultaneously with the 
delamination advance, i.e. if edge delamination in laminates is modelled in accordance 
with O'Brien, then the strain energy release rate associated with the delamination 
growth (as calculated from the global compliance change and plotted on a crack 
resistance or R-curve) is larger than either of the measured interlaminar fi:acture 
toughnesses. These R-curves show also that throughout the delamination growth, the 
energy absorbed remains higher than that which might be expected purely from the 
delamination. The downward trend of the Gr data for the urethane containing system 
and to a lesser extent the standard system is, however, surprising. It suggests that 
there should be unstable delamination growth once initiation has occurred, however, 
stable growth has been experimentally observed. The large values of energy release 
rate at initiation and to grow the delamination are attributed, consistent with other 
workers (Poursartip 1987), to the matrix cracking in the off-axis plies occurring 
simultaneously with the delamination. To investigate this fiirther requires an analysis 
which accounts for all the damage modes present.
It is possible to rework the O'Brien analysis to include the energy absorbing terms
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relating to the matrix cracking. From a consideration of the energy balance an 
expression can be set up to reflect the contributions from the various types of damage 
to give:
leading to:
Q^deiam = R . Q,^[dA^/dA*'='"] - + A-^^ydA^n (7.6)
where R is given by (Sco ~ &)) /
The quantities G^ ,^ are the strain energy release rates associated with
delamination growth, 90 ply cracking and ±45 ply cracking respectively; R is the 
energy absorption calculated from the R-curve analysis and the derivative terms 
represent the incremental changes in intra-laminar crack area associated with an 
incremental change in delamination area. Equation (7.6) illustrates quantitatively why 
the R-curve analysis of the previous section overestimates Gg^°'^  in the presence of 
matrix cracking.
In principle, it should be possible from the crack density measurements to calculate 
the derivative terms and hence deduce the (constant) G^^'^ value, but the error 
involved in determining the derivatives from the data is likely to be appreciable.
An alternative way to deduce G^^^^ is from a detailed compliance analysis, i.e. one 
that allows for the effect that the presence of matrix cracks on the calculation of the 
compliance change associated with the delamination growth increment. If the 
compliance of the laminate, C, can be expressed in terms of the damage present as
C = f(A^"'^ , A-^^ A-4  ^A^) (7.7)
then G/°^^ follows from the partial derivative of C with respect to (i.e. A^^, 
A"^  ^ and A^ maintained constant), i.e. G^  = P^2 t dc/dA^^^.'
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We now need a method of predicting the contribution to the compliance (or stiffiiess) 
from the intra-laminar cracking in the three ply orientations, if we are to isolate the 
delamination term.
7.3 Modelling of Stiffness Reduction using Shear-lag and Rule of Mixtures.
7.3.1 Introduction.
Having recognised that the matrix cracking is complicating the study of delamination 
prediction, it is clear that there is a need to predict first the contribution from the 
matrix cracking alone to the stijffiiess reduction. To this end the non-delaminating 
quasi-isotropic GFRP laminates were tested, such that the difference in damage states 
approximates to the delamination contribution. These results were shown in Chapter 
5 (Figures 5.4 to 5.9 for stiffiiess and matrix cracking as a fimction of stress) and 
highlighted in the comparison provided by Figure 5.6. However these give only a 
qualitative comparison, whereas a quantitative prediction is needed. In this section 
shear-lag analysis is applied to provide such a prediction.
7.3.2 Conventional Approach of Shear-lag Analysis to Model the Effect of 90® Hy 
Oacking.
A widely favoured analysis which models the stiffiiess properties of a simple idealised 
cracked cross-ply laminate, (0/90%, is one based on shear-lag type arguments (e.g. 
Highsmith & Reifrnider 1982, Steif 1984, Ogin et al 1985a). The shear-lag solution 
for the normalised stiffness (E/Eq) of an idealised cracked cross-ply laminate with a 
0-ply stiffiiess E ,, a 90-ply stiffiiess of Eg and lamina thicknesses b and d, as shown 
in Figure 7.4, is given by Steif (1984) as:
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—  =  ---------      ( 7 . 8 )
i  +  . 2 t a n h ( À s )Xs
where
(7.9)d^bE^E^
and G2 3 = Eg / 2 (l+ \^)
7.3.3 Use of Shear-lag to Predict the Effect of 90® Hy Cnackliig in the Delaminating 
Quasi-isotmpic Laminate.
Use of the above technique needs adaptation to suit the quasi-isotropic laminates under 
study in this work. By making some simplifying assumptions, equation (7.8) can be 
used as a means of analysing the effect of 90-ply cracking in the (±45/0/90)g lay-up. 
We note that the local constraint on the central 90-layer in the quasi-isotropic lay-up 
is essentially the same as it would be in a (0/90)g laminate. Thus the shear-lag 
relationship can be used to find the reduced composite stiffness of the central four
laminae of the quasi-isotropic laminate with a known 90-crack spacing for the 
equivalent cross-ply laminate of the same system. Hence analysing the (0/90)g lay-up 
at the 90-crack spacing of interest in this way, and using the rule of mixtures:
bE^+dE^ 
b + dEc = --------------------------------------------------------- ( 7  . 1 0 )
enables us to deduce a value for the composite modulus given the moduli of its 
constituent lamina and their thickness. The reduced composite modulus, can 
then be calculated by substituting the effective reduced modulus, E^ ^^ , of the cracked 
90-ply generated by the shear-lag analysis.
Hence reduced stiffnesses for the quasi-isotropic 90® ply, E2"^ ,^ can be calculated for
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the range of crack spacings in the equivalent cross-ply lay-up at the centre of the 
quasi-isotropic laminate. If we now consider those same crack spacings existing in 
the complete lay-up of a quasi-isotropic laminate, then the calculated for the 90° 
ply in the cross-ply lay-up can be considered to be equivalent to that for a cracked 90° 
ply in the quasi-isotropic laminate. Thus for a given crack spacing in the 90° ply, a 
first approximation of the quasi-isotropic composite reduced stiffness, can be
calculated by using again the rule of mixtures for the quasi-isotropic laminate as a 
whole, which is given by:
E,Q»=(2E45+Epo+Eo)/4 (7.11)
such that = (2E,s+E2^+Eo) / 4 (7.12)
This is considered a first stage modification of the shear-lag approach and only 
predicts stiffiiess loss over the first regime of the quasi-isotropic tests where only 90° 
ply matrix cracking is observed. However, it suggests a method whereby analysis of 
a quasi-isotropic laminate is possible fi:om considering simpler sub-laminates. Further 
steps and approximations will be necessaiy to incorporate the effects of 45° ply 
cracking.
7.3.4 Modelling Stiffness Loss due to 45° Hy Cmcldng.
The quasi-isotropic laminate of most interest is the delaminating laminate which has 
a stacking sequence of (+45/-45/0/90)g. Figure 7.5, and as shown above this laminate 
lends itself readily to shear-lag analysis of the central cross-ply lay-up. For a 
complete analysis the contribution firom the cracking 45-plies at the greater loads to 
the initial 90-ply cracks must be incorporated. This will be developed next for the 
delaminating laminate prior to a similar analysis being carried out on the remaining 
two quasi-isotropic laminates in Section 7.3.6.
The principle of equivalent sub-laminates within a laminate to facilitate analysis of the 
45-ply cracking contribution to stiffiiess reduction makes three assumptions. Firstly
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the model assumes that the 0 -ply, which does not crack, "insulates" the cracking 
behaviour of the 90-plies from the 45-plies, i.e. the field of influence around a 
cracking ply does not extend further than half of the adjacent 0-ply. This leads to the 
second assumption which is that stiffiiess losses from each ply due to matrix cracking 
can be summed separately, i.e. calculation of each stiffiiess reduction for each cracking 
ply discounts any effects from other plies and then allows summation of all the plies. 
The third assumption in the model is that the constraint of a lamina by two differing 
laminae is equivalent to the effective constraint of the two adjacent plies averaged to 
be identical each side of the cracking ply.
We now consider the equivalent sub-laminates within the (±45/0/90)g quasi-isotropic 
laminate for each of the 45-plies. Consider first the -45° ply which is now the central 
ply effectively constrained by the 0° ply and the +45° ply which are equivalent to the 
strapping plies in the conventional shear-lag analysis, i.e. the assumed sub-laminate 
is (+45/-45/0). This "laminate" is considered equivalent to a symmetrical laminate 
which averages the strapping plies, as shown in Figure 7.6.
Effective original modulus, E  ^= (2 E45+E0) /  3 (7.13)
Effective constraining moduli, E% = (E4 5+E0) / 2 (7.14)
and longitudinal modulus of central cracking ply E% = E4 5
Additionally, the inclusion of 45° ply matrix cracking into the model using this 
modified shear-lag approach requires the analysis to define the in-plane shear modulus 
G2 3 of a 45° ply, which is taken as:
gH=  ( ^ 1 2 + ^ 2 3 ) ( 7 . 1 5 )
These values are then substituted into the conventional shear-lag analysis and solved 
for the modulus of the cracked laminate and hence, by applying rule of mixtures 
again, for the effective reduced modulus of the cracked central layer, the -45-ply.
We consider next the +45° ply which in the model sub-laminate, shown in Figure 7.7,
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is effectively strapped by "air" and the -45° ply. This constraining situation is 
academic and would become more sensible in the equivalent case where the -45-ply 
is simply split either side of the central +45-ply since it is averaged with the "air" and 
obviously air has a modulus of zero. Hence for this laminate the properties are:
Eo = El = Ez = E4 5  (7.16)
However, in this instance, the crack profile through the cracking ply is no longer 
consistent since in the true case the exposed surface allows the crack to be open with 
the constraining adjacent -45-ply closing the crack at one interface. Placing a half - 
45-ply either side of the +45-ply may be consistent for the stiffiiess argument but the 
crack profile now must be closed on either side of the +45-ply at its interface with the 
-45-half-plies. Therefore, for the cracked +45-surface-ply, a better model would be 
to use a double layer equivalent, i.e. a (-45/+45/+45/-45) laminate. This will not 
contradict the equivalent stiffness and allows the crack profile to be closed on one side 
only of a single +45-ply. The shear-lag based stiffness reduction analysis is then 
applied in a similar way to that described above to determine the reduced modulus of 
the cracked 445-ply.
When the methods of dealing with the effects of the 90, -45 and 445 cracking on the 
laminate compliance are combined, a prediction of stiffiiess as a function of 90-ply 
crack density results, as shown in Figure 7.8. The predictions are shown as a 
continuous line, which was achieved by incrementing the 90-ply crack density by a 
repeated finite amount. The corresponding 45-ply crack densities to each of the 90 
densities were derived firom the experimental data in the following way.
For simplicity (and in good agreement with the experiment - see Figure 5.7) the two 
45-plies are assumed to initiate cracking at the same 90-ply crack density so that their 
contributions to stiffiiess loss may be both substituted simultaneously into equation 
(7.12) to calculate the total stifi&iess loss of the quasi-isotropic laminate. The other 
difficulty is deterniiiiing the relative increases in 445 and -45 ply crack density for a 
given increment of 90 cracking. This is most conveniently achieved by plotting the
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ply crack densities against each other so that a corresponding transposed or equivalent 
crack density can be found at any crack density via a straight line of best fit through 
the data over the range where all three orientations are cracking. Thus corresponding 
stiffiiess loss contributions are summed at points of equivalent ply crack density.
7.3.5 Comparison between Theoiy and Experiment
Comparison of the theoretical prediction with the experimental data showed there to 
be a systematic difference between the two from the data's origin. It was shown in 
Chapter Five that examination of the 90-ply matrix cracking versus stiffiiess loss data 
near the crack onset indicated a consistent (Figure 5.6), if vaiying in degree, anomaly 
such that the curve, if extrapolated back to zero matrix cracking, i.e. the undamaged 
state, did not intersect with a normalised modulus of unity, i.e. the original modulus. 
To highlight this offset, the data is re-plotted for the delaminating laminate, with 
stiffness along the x-axis, in Figure 7.9.
This discrepancy in behaviour was discussed in Chapter Five, where it was attributed 
to coupling of voids/other micro-damage. The magnitude of the discrepancy was 
found on average to be 1.7% and hence all stiffness predictions are offset by this. 
Figure 7.10 re-plots the stiffiiess data to show the incorporation of this micro-damage 
adjustment ('microd' curve on the figure) into the predictive model. Good agreement 
with the experimental data results, as shown in Figure 7.11. The degree of agreement 
gives confidence to the methods used to modify the shear-lag approach to model 
quasi-isotropic laminates and the assumptions made within the model for the 
delaminating lay-up.
Figure 7.11 indicates normalised modulus plotted as a function of equivalent 90-ply 
matrix crack density, i.e. measured longitudinally along the specimen and at 
corresponding crack densities for the 90 and 45-plies. The dotted line indicates the 
stiffiiess reduction due to the 90-ply cracking while the dashed and centre lines 
represent the predicted stiffness reduction additional contribution allowing for cracking 
in the two 45-plies. Following inclusion of the micro-damage contribution, it is
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argued then that the difference between the lowest solid line of the prediction, i.e. the 
summation of the 90° and ±45° plies matrix cracking and 1.7% correction, and the 
experimental data points (open boxes) represents the part of the total stifi&iess 
reduction due to the delamination alone, i.e. the delamination contribution to stifihess 
loss.
When this analysis was applied to the urethane system an anomaly arose in that there 
was a large disagreement with experimental data even for just the 90-ply cracking as 
shown in Figure 7.12. This could be attributed to the very different cracking 
behaviour of the urethane system where small fine dispersed cracks are observed, very 
different to the standard system full width cracks and not in agreement with the 
idealised model used in the shear-lag analysis. It is possible that a central short crack 
would have an 'affected' or plasticised zone (rp in Figure 7.13) either end, and would 
consequently have a greater detrimental effect on laminate response and modulus, than 
its physical length would suggest. This would be especially true in the case of a 
lower modulus/tougher system as observed here. In such a case, an ascribed 
equivalent full width crack density based on the cracks physical length (as carried out 
in this study) would be an underestimate of the effect of that crack density. Hence, 
for the stififiiesses measured a greater crack density should have been ascribed to be 
truly representative which would bring the experimental data towards agreement with 
the prediction over the initial stages where disagreement occurs. Obviously, once the 
cracks were approximately full width this adjustment would no longer apply and we 
see that at greater crack densities the ejqjeiimental data and prediction show better 
agreement. Consequently, at around 1-1.2 cracks/mm in the 90-ply, most cracks are 
of a 'significant' length such that a so-called plasticity correction would become 
negligible.
7.3.6 Af^ication of the Model to the Two Matrix Oackii^ Laminates.
The above modelling technique can be applied to the two matrix cracking laminates, 
m cl, (0/90/-45/+45)s, and mc2, (+45/90/-45/0)g, but substituting for the appropriate 
sub-laminates to these lay-ups. These analyses are shown in Figures 7.14 and 7.15.
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Initial inspection shows the predictions and the experimental data to be similar, 
including the urethane system which appears to be less of an anomaly now that the 
90-plies are single discreet lamina. This suggests a thickness effect for the affected 
plasticised zone around a short crack in the lower modulus system. It should be noted 
that for either lay-up both prediction and experiment show that at a given crack 
density the standard system has lost a greater fraction of its stifi&iess.
For both laminates, compared with the delaminating lay-up, the experimental data 
show less of a 'knee' in the plots where the 45-ply cracking initiates, suggesting 
interaction between the onset cracking behaviour of the 90 and 45-plies in these 
laminates. This is consistent with the 0-ply no longer isolating any effect between 
these plies and hence contradicts the assumption in the model regarding no crack 
interaction between plies. The model works well for the delaminating laminate since 
it is reasonable to assume that there is no significant interaction between 90° and 45° 
cracks due to the isolating effect of the 0-ply. This is suggested also by the inflection 
in the experimental data plot when the 45-plies initiate matrix cracking for the 
delaminating standard system laminate. It could be argued that the inflection exists 
also for the two matrix cracking laminates but is displaced from the prediction and in 
this respect the model spears to require refinement.
However, for the most part, the agreement is good and especially where crack 
densities are significant, which is a more representative case due to the greater 
probability of a strain gauge sampling the average crack densities in the experimental 
tests. Since the agreement in these lay-ups where there is just matrix cracking is 
good, this reinforces confidence in making the assumption that the difference between 
prediction and experiment at higher crack densities in the delaminating lay-up is due 
to delamination.
The delaminating laminate in the standard system is the only case which has worked 
well throuÿiout with the model as it stands, and hence, will be the only laminate 
examined fully.
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7.4 Re-calculation of Compliance-based Strain Eneigy Release Rate.
7.4.1 Compliance Change due to Délamination.
By measuring the divergence of the experimental stiffiiess loss (which includes the 
delamination contribution) and the predicted data (which is based on intra-laminar 
cracking alone), Figure 7.11, we can record empirical values for stifi&iess loss above 
that produced by matrix cracking. Consequently, Figure 7.16 can be produced which 
is a plot of stiffiiess reduction associated with the délamination as a fimction of the 
corresponding normalised delamination size for the delaminating laminate in the 
standard system.
This data is seen to be steadily increasing with a reducing rate at gieater délamination 
areas, which means that subsequent calculations will be consistent with the 
experimentally observed stable délamination growth.
7.4.2 Stmin E^igy Release Rate for Delamination.
The above (empirical) data can be analysed using equation (7,5) in Section 7.2.2, but 
this time to estimate the strain energy release rate due to delamination alone. This is 
because the normalised modulus in Figure 7.16 is for délamination only and does not 
include 90-ply and 45-ply cracking as in Figure 7.2. The resulting R-curve is shown 
in Figure 7,17 and it can be noted that the strain energy release rate for delamination 
growth is now comparable with the values of the critical fracture toughnesses for 
Mode I and Mode II crack growth, the principal damage modes that contribute to the 
délamination mechanism. This revised model may still, if anything, overestimate Q., 
which is probably shown by the results lying at or above the likely upper end of the 
fracture toughness data.
At initiation, uncertainties arise in due to the model assuming a planar crack fi-ont 
to the delamination, but experimental evidence has shown small "thumb-nail" type
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délaminations growing radially, i.e. 2 -dimensionally, until they link up to grow width- 
ways, i.e. 1-dimensionally. In addition, according to a strict mathematical sense, we 
have not calculated the partial differential of the compliance, i.e. the d(E/Eo)/d(Ag/wl) 
term in equation (7.5) should be d(EJE^/d(A^w\). This would then be the rate of 
stiffiiess change for a change in delamination length without any change in ply crack 
density. The approach as it stands cannot hold the matrix crack density constant 
whilst the delamination progresses, although this error is likely to be less significant 
at high crack densities where the change in crack density with delamination growth 
is small. This problem of increasing crack density whilst solving the compliance 
change due to delamination, realistic thou^  it is, may lead to an over estimate of the 
fi-acture energy.
7.4.3 Breakdown of Damage Contributions.
If we subtract the data in Figure 7.17 from that in Figure 7.3 for the standard epoxy 
system we can generate Figure 7.18, which shows the R-curve data for the glass 
fibre/epoxy laminate sub-divided into its constituent components, namely the energy 
associated with the delamination and the energy associated with the matrix cracking.
We have now separated out the effect of the matrix cracking to give a more correct 
result for the energy associated with delamination growth, which is now comparable 
to the Mode I and II fracture toughness data in Chapter Four. The figure (7.18) shows 
the relative contributions between interlaminar cracking between plies and intralaminar 
cracking from the three ply orientations, where the matrix cracking contribution is 
similar in magnitude to the delamination contribution. This trend is consistent with 
delamination and matrix cracking, as energy releasing damage modes, both being 
matrix dominated failure modes.
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7.5 Modelling Principles Applied to Fatigue Loading.
7.5.1 Introduction.
From the point of view of analysing the fatigue data, it should be possible to proceed 
in a similar way. At any particular laminate damage state (i.e. interlaminar crack size 
and ply crack densities) it is possible to subtract out the intra-ply cracking contribution 
and hence to determine the stiffiiess reduction due to the delamination. Consequently 
the proper analysis of the strain energy release rate associated with delamination 
growth allowing for matrix cracking should enable delamination growth rates in 
fatigue to be correlated with the cyclic strain energy release rate range via a Paris type 
relationship. If we are to produce a delamination model in fatigue along the same 
principles as achieved under the static analysis our aim is to generate a "log (da/dN) 
versus log (AG)" type plot.
7.5.2 Stiuin Eneigy Release Rate Expression for Fatigue Loading.
A simple approach to the compliance-based analysis of fatigue loading follows on 
again from the fracture mechanics definition (equation (7.1)) where, however, for the 
case of fatigue, P, is the maximum cyclic load level applied. However, this 
expression is incorrect also for the same reasons as in the quasi-static analysis, i.e. it 
does not separate the damage contributions from the matrix cracking and the 
delamination.
We can once again re-arrange the fracture mechanics expression in a similar manner 
to equation (7.5), where the stress, a, is now the maximum applied cyclic stress, 
which is constant throughout a test and the other parameters are as defined before.
The experimental data that we have available to us (from Chapter 6 ) has been 
recorded at two constant fatigue loads, P^ ax, and consists of:
(i) matrix crack densities (90,±45) versus cycles (N); Figures 6.25, 6.26.
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(ii) delamination area, Aq (and consequently delamination crack length a) versus 
cycles (N)j Figures 6.31, 6.32.
(iii) Normalised modulus (E/EJ versus cycles (N); Figures 6.37, 6.38.
Once again the differential term (second part of equation 7.5) is the problem. 
However, as an approximation, we could assume that the value for the differential 
term is the same for fatigue damage as for quasi-static damage, i.e. the rate of change 
of laminate stiffness due to delamination with that delamination growth (Figure 7.16) 
under quasi-static loading is the same under fatigue loading. Hence we can solve for 
the differential term in fatigue by using Figure 7.16 (a semi-empirical solution for the 
additional stiffness loss due to delamination only which then allowed a solution to the 
strain energy release rate for delamination growth under static loading) as we did in 
the quasi-static analysis.
The approach is not dissimilar to that of Poursartip (1987) who has considered an 
approach which uses the quasi-static plot of Gr versus delamination size, where for 
a particular delamination crack length 'a' in fatigue one reads off the relevant value 
of resistance from the quasi-static test. The crack growth rate is then plotted against 
G (normalised by the Gr value) on a log-log plot These analyses share the same 
problem in that the quasi-static and fatigue damage states are not identical, i.e. there 
are differing amounts of matrix crack densities for the same delamination size.
Considering each fatigue stress level in turn (Stress I and H), we use the quasi-static 
solution of stiffness loss versus delamination alone to determine the differential term 
in equation (7.5) for a range of delamination areas. Each delamination area will have 
a corresponding delamination crack length, a, which will allow us to read off the 
corresponding modulus values from Figures 6.33 and 6.34, the relevant data having 
been produced in Figure 6.47. Therefore we can calculate the strain energy release 
rate for delamination growth, G, at a particular fatigue stress for a range of 
delamination crack lengths, a.
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7.5.3 P ^ s Type Plots,
The next step is to use Figures 6.29 and 6.30 (délamination area versus cycles) 
reproduced as Figures 6.31 and 6.32 to measure the gradient of the plots at the range 
of points of delamination crack length previously used and consequently produce a 
corresponding range of da/dN values to the range of crack length values, a.
The resulting da/dN versus AG plots are shown in Figure 7.19 for Stress I, 125 MPa,
and Figure 7.20 for Stress II, 175 MPa. Figure 7.19 shows an approximately linear 
relationship with a gradient of around 5.9. Figure 7.20 shows a linear relationship for 
the majority of the data where the gradient is approximately 7.1. The gradients from 
these two figures lead to the following relationships, where the Paris type power law 
equation describes the data well.
For Stress I (125 MPa): da/dN = 10"^ ^^  G^  ^
For Stress II (175 MPa): da/dN = 10"^ ^^  G^  '
These correlations are comparable with those found by Poursartip (1987) on two 
similar lay-ups of CFRP laminates, which gave fatigue growth rate exponents in the 
range 4.1 to 6 for a maximum stress of 100 MPa. A later study by Russell and Street 
(1989), see Figure 2.19, similarly produced fatigue crack growth rates but for a uni­
directional CFRP cracked-lap-shear specimen. This mixed mode delamination growth 
was compared to earlier reported data for pure Mode I (Russell and Street 1988) and 
pure Mode II (Russell and Street 1987) results which gave growth rate exponents of
9.4 and 5,8 respectively (see Figure 2.11). Russell and Street (1989) argued that G^  
and Gn combine as the simple sum of their parts such that da/dN = (G^  + Gn)". Whilst 
it is not known exactly how Gj and Gg combine, this assumption allowed for a simple 
calculation for the mixed mode data, which lay between the Mode I and II data, 
leading them to suggest a Mode I/II ratio of 37:63 for delamination growth in the 
specimen.
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Following Russell and Street (1989), the results of this work suggest that at Stress I 
there is a greater percentage of Mode II cracking than at Stress H. Hence it may be 
possible to say that as maximum fatigue stress increases there is a shift in the ratio of 
Mode I/Mode II damage mechanism towards a greater Mode I component.
Additionally, considering the quasi-static data, we can compare Gr to ratios of the 
Mode I and Mode II fracture toughness data to give an estimate of the proportions of 
Gic and Guc that make up the crack growth resistance values at each level of 
delamination growth. We find that at onset the GriGrc ratio equals 60:40, i.e. 
initiation is Mode I dominated, but at 50% délamination (near catastrophic failure) it 
equals 25:75, i.e. Mode II becomes more dominant with delamination growth. The 
mean ratio for a linear inter-relationship is 43:57 (GR:GnJ for the range of 
delamination measured, that is to about 50% delamination. This suggests that on 
average the Guc fracture toughness is the more influential parameter for the 
delamination growth. This average Mode I/II ratio is not too dissimilar to that found 
by Russell and Street (1989).
The two fatigue plots (7.19, 7.20) are compared in Figure 7.21, which although 
displaying a very similar G-axis with a gradient of around 6.5, do not appear to share 
the same line as might have been hoped. A linear relationship would suggest that 
generally, delamination growth under fatigue loading of this laminate system may be 
described by a power law function where the intercept constant is a function of the 
stress level, where:-
da/dN = A Gr^ ,^ where A = Stress level)
Ideally of course, the two data sets would lie on the same line. The absence of clear 
overlap demonstrates that the laminate may be behaving differently in terms of 
damage development at the two different stress levels experienced within the fatigue 
loading regimes. Possible reasons that they do not interact could include the previous 
observation that different proportions of matrix cracking and delamination at the 
different stress levels change the manner by which these laminates perform under the 
different conditions.
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7.6 Concluding Remaries.
The stif&iess reduction of the quasi-isotropic laminates as a result of intra-laminar 
cracking has been analysed. The method involves the use of shear-lag models where 
sub-laminates, comprising of the cracked ply of interest and its neighbouring layers 
within the laminate, are analysed to deduce reduced stiffiiesses as a function of crack 
density, for each cracked ply. The model gives reasonable agreement with the 
experimental data for all three laminates tested. This enables stifiSiess reduction due 
to delamination in the delaminating lay-up to be calculated empirically so that fracture 
mechanics can then be applied to delamination onset and growth.
The derived strain energy release rate associated with the delamination growth is 
reasonably independent of delamination size (given the experimental error involved 
in determining the stifi&iess changes) and has a mean value of around 540 to 720 J/m  ^
for the standard system. This is reasonable compared to the measured Gic value of 
approximately 334 J/m  ^and Gnc of 850 J/m .^
When a similar method is used to calculate G for fatigue, the resulting da/dN-AG plots 
exhibit reasonable linearity suggesting a sensible result and adding confidence to the 
analysis. Comparing the two plots as shown in Figure 7.21, does not suggest clearly 
whether the data extend into each other although they display similar gradients along 
a similar G-axis. A common shared line would allow for a single growth criterion 
under fatigue loading.
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Figure 7.1 Schematic of specimen front view to show equivalent delamination area 
and delamination crack length.
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Figure 7.2 Normalised stiffiiess as a function of normalised delamination area in the
delaminating laminate with standard and modified matrices under quasi-static loading.
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Figure 7.3 Resistance curve showing critical strain energy release rate as a function 
of normalised delamination area in the delaminating laminate with standard and 
modified epoxy under quasi-static loading.
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Figure 7.4 Geometiy of the idealised cross-ply laminate: (a) edge view as defined by 
Steif (1984) for a shear-lag analysis; (b) typical front views of standard and urethane 
modified specimens showing equivalent crack spacing (after Ogin et al 1985a).
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Figure 7.5 Schematic of delaminating laminate edge-view cross-section.
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Figure 7.6 Schematic of model sub-laminate and equivalent laminate case for -45-ply.
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Figure 7.7 Schematic of model sub-laminate and equivalent laminate case for 445-ply.
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Figure 7.8 Predicted normalised modulus as a function of 90-ply cracking in the quasi­
isotropic delaminating laminate with a standard matrix under a quasi-static load, using 
a modified shear-lag expression to include the contribution firom the 45-plies.
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Figure 7.9 Transverse ply crack density as a function of normalised modulus for the
delaminating laminate with standard matrix, shows the non-unity intercept of stifi&iess.
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Figure 7.10 Predicted stifi&iess loss as a function of 90-ply crack density for the 
delaminating laminate, standard matrix, with experimental correction for 
micro-damage.
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Figure 7.11 Corrected normalised modulus prediction as a function of 90-ply crack 
density for the standard matrix delaminating laminate compared to the mean test data.
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Figure 7.12 Predicted and experimental stifi&iess loss as a function of 90-ply crack 
density for the delaminating laminate, del, with standard and urethane modified matrix.
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Figure 7.13 Schematic of plasticised zone at ends of short central cracks (after Moore 
1992).
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Figure 7.14 Predicted and experimental stifiEhess loss as a function of 90-ply crack 
density for the first matrix cracking laminate, mcl, with standard and urethane 
modified matrix.
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Figure 7.15 Predicted and experimental stiffiiess loss as a function of 90-ply crack
density for the second matrix cracking laminate, mc2, with standard and urethane
modified matrix.
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Figure 7.16 Stiffiiess loss due to délamination as a function of normalised 
délamination area for the standard matrix delaminatmg laminate, i.e. difference 
between test data and prediction based on mtralaminar cracking.
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Figure 7.17 Strain energy release rate as a function of normalised délamination area 
for the standard matrix delaminating laminate, ie. a semi-empirical solution.
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Figure 7.18 Breakdown of total strain energy release rate as a function of normalised 
delamination area for the standard delaminating laminate under quasi-static load.
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Figure 7.19 Paris-type plot of crack growth rate as a function of the strain energy 
release rate for the standard delaminating laminate at fatigue maximum stress I, 125 
MPa.
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Figure 7.20 Paris-type plot of crack growth rate as a function of the strain energy 
release rate for the standard delaminating laminate at fatigue maximum stress II, 175 
MPa.
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Figure 7.21 Paris-type plot of crack g'owth rate as a fimction of the strain energy 
release rate for the standard delaminating laminate at both fatigue maximum stresses 
I & II, 125 MPa & 175 MPa.
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8.1 Conclusions Regaiding the Materials and Stacking Sequences.
(1) The family of quasi-isotropic laminates was manipulated to exhibit a variety of 
damage characteristics for two matrix types. Selecting the stacking sequences of 
quasi-isotropic laminates based on (0,±45,90)s has altered the interlaminar stresses to 
promote or suppress delamination, without significantly affecting the in-plane 
undamaged laminate performance (i.e. the initial moduli were approximately the same 
for all three stacking sequences and ag-eed with LPT predictions).
(2) The transparent laminate system enabled all the damage to be observed and 
measured directly with certainty.
8.2 Conclusions Regaiding the Damage.
(3) Of the three different stacking sequences, only the (±45/0/90)s lay-up ('del') 
showed extensive delamination. The (+45/90/-45/0)s lay-up ('mc2') showed a small 
amount of 'wedge-shaped' delamination between the +45 and 90 plies, especially at 
the higher stress level, while the (0/90/±45)s lay-up ('m cl') showed no delamination.
(4) The sequence of damage development under quasi-static loading in these quasi­
isotropic laminates was as expected. The first macroscopic damage mode observed 
was 90-ply cracking, followed by cracking in the 45-plies and then, in the case of the 
delaminating laminate, 'del', and the second matrix cracking laminate, 'mc2', 
delamination. The stress levels for damage initiation and rate of accumulation 
depended on material type and stacking sequence. Other factors that influenced 
intra-laminar crack initiation and growth were ply thickness, neighbouring ply
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orientation and whether the cracking ply is a surface ply.
(5) The discontinuous type of quasi-static testing was shown to be representative of 
a continuous, progressively increasing, loading situation.
(6) Damage development was seen to be similar under fatigue loading to quasi-static 
loading.
(7) Multiple failure modes can exist for laminates under cyclic loads and cyclic 
loading can lead to differing extents (or even types) of damage from those found 
under quasi-static loading. Furthermore, the maximum cyclic stress can change the 
dominant failure mode when competing modes exist.
8.3 Conclusions Regaining tiie Stiffness Reduction.
(8) The stifi&iess loss as a function of applied stress under quasi-static load is 
understood by reference to the corresponding damage accumulation data plots. An 
anomaly in initial stifi&iess loss prior to obvious 90-ply cracking was observed. A 
micro-damage phenomenon has been suggested, which involves the coupling of lamina 
flaws, that exist at veiy low strains leading to small levels of laminate stifi&iess loss 
just prior to the recognised macroscopic matrix cracking onset.
(9) The general shape ofi the stifi&iess reduction with cycles curves is fairly similar 
for all stacking sequences at the two stress levels. Under fatigue loading, the first 
cycle produces matrix cracking damage (equivalent to that put in at the same 
stress level in a quasi-static test) and so causes an immediate stiffiiess reduction. 
Thereafter further 90° and 45° ply matrix cracks accumulate, resulting in further 
stifi&iess reduction. At the lower stress level, this process slows down with cycles 
as shear-lag effects reduce the energy available within the plies for additional 
cracks prior to failure. Some tests were stopped without failure.
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(10) The laminate ranking, in terms of amount of stiffiiess reduction after a given 
number of cycles depends on the stress level. Hie total stiffiiess reductions were 
about 30 % at both stress levels, although the number of cycles to achieve this 
reduction is about a factor of ten less at the higher stress level.
(11) The stiffiiess reductions at laminate failure were reasonably constant across 
stacking sequence, matrix type and stress level, and these reductions correspond 
to different levels of global critical strain. Looking in detail, it appears that the 
critical strain level in the delaminating stacking sequence is higher than in the 
other two stacking sequences due to the reduced level of strain localisation 
associated with delamination compared to intra-ply cracking and that the strain at 
failure in the urethane containing laminates may be a few percent higher than in 
the standard laminates.
8.4 Conclusions Regaiding the Urethane Addition.
(12) Matrix modification, by adding 20% urethane to the base epoxy gives a 
substantial increase in Mode I and Mode II fracture toughness. This leads to an 
improvement in terms of damage performance of the quasi-isotropic laminates, i.e. 
delays onset and reduces the growth rate of intra- and inter-laminar cracking.
(13) Overall, the effect of the toughening provided by urethane is less marked 
under cyclic loading than under quasi-static loading except in the stacking 
sequence showing the greatest tendency for edge delamination, (±45/0/90)s. This 
is probably due in part to the greater strain that the lower modulus urethane 
laminates have been tested under in fatigue, although toughening has offered 
extended lives under fatigue loading.
(14) Consistent with the delay in damage onset and rate of accumulation under 
quasi-static loading, the urethane system laminates retained a higher proportion of
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their initial, though lower, modulus under stress compared to the standard system.
8.5 Conclusions Regarding the Analysis.
(15) Analysis of the edge delamination was complicated by the presence of matrix 
cracking which leads to greater global energy being required during delamination 
crack propagation than would be expected from the fracture toughness tests. 
Consequently, the effective crack resistance at any particular damage level, as 
calculated from the O'Brien compliance equation expressed in terms of the 
delamination area, represents both the energy required for delamination and that 
needed for matrix cracking.
(16) Modified shear-lag models deduce reduced stifEhesses as a function of crack 
density, for each cracked ply in the quasi-isotropic laminates. The model gave 
reasonable agreement with the experimental data for all three laminates tested. 
This enabled stiffiiess reduction due to delamination to be calculated.
(17) The derived strain energy release rate associated with the délamination 
growth is reasonably independent of délamination size and has a mean value of 
around 540 to 720 J/m  ^for the standard system. This is sensible compared to the 
measured G^ c value of approximately 334 J/m  ^and 0 ^  of 850 J/m%.
(18) When a similar method to the quasi-static ^proach is used to calculate G for 
fatigue, the resulting da/dN-AG plots exhibit reasonable linearity adding 
confidence to the analysis. Comparing the two plots for the two stress levels does 
not suggest clearly whether the data extend into each other, although they display 
similar gradients along a similar axis. A common case would allow for a single 
growth criterion under fatigue loading.
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8.6 Future Woric
An obvious area of useful development of this work would be to consider further 
the problems attributed to the dispersed cracking behaviour in the urethane system.
Having conducted an in-depth analysis for GFRP laminates, it would be very 
useful to investigate whether the principles developed in this work could be 
applied to other laminate situations (both GFRP/CFRP) in which the development 
of simultaneous different damage types occurs. Secondly, it would also be useful 
to test these principles on a more representative structural geometry, such as a 
tapered or notched laminate, or an impact damage site.
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